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WE DELIVER.
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Our customers will attest that in the right hands, a worn 
starter generator can perform to the same high standards 
it did as the day it was installed. Get the most out of your 
investment. Call today and speak with a knowledgeable 
sales professional or visit us online at www.heliparts.com.

                     Visit us at HELI-EXPO, Booth #4910

We have also generated 
an impressive following.
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a firehawk helicopters sikorsky 
s-70 firehawk and airbus as350 

b3 fly in formation near the 
operator’s facility in leesburg, 

florida. firehawk has been 
operating s-70s for more than 

20 years.
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Safran is the world’s leading manufacturer of helicopter 
engines. It o� ers the widest range and supports 2,500 
operators in 155 countries with one constant aim : to stay 
focused on their missions and to keep their helicopters 
fl ying every day, everywhere.

HELICOPTER ENGINES

FOCUSED ON YOU
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ColumNFocus on saFeTy | geoff goodyear

wresTlemania — newFoundland sTyle

While many of our safety management ef-
forts are generated by and for specific com-
panies, we work in a regulated industry and 
are answerable to regulators for much of 
what we do. We have a lot of stakeholders in 
our workplace, including passengers, suppli-
ers, pilots and maintainers. but the regulator 
holds a special place in our work lives, and 
it plays a key role in the effectiveness of our 
safety management efforts.
the relationship is an imposed one, and 

can sometimes be very complex. i recall a 
family anecdote concerning my grandfather 
that might help put this into perspective. bear 
with me as i set the scene. 
my grandfather was a very dynamic and 

original character. everyone in town referred 
to him as “skipper ken,” which was a local 
term of respect and endearment. i knew him 
as the patriarch of the family business. 
before my time, he served in the first World 

War with his brothers, and was wounded 
in france at beaumont hamel during the 
battle of the somme. a bullet had taken out 
the better part of an elbow, and the attend-
ing field surgeon had insisted that the arm 
be removed. the skipper was no doubt in 
a foul mood at the time, and after a heated 
exchange with the surgeon it was mutually 
decided that it was to be saved, but that my 
grandfather would be left with limited mobility 
in that arm. so be it.
fast-forward to the 1920s in newfoundland. 

skipper ken was very athletic and active in 
numerous sports, but eventually took up 
boxing. my grandfather never did anything by 
halves, and in due course became the heavy-
weight boxing champion of the Dominion 
of newfoundland. he retired from the sport 
undefeated, and was eventually invested into 
the province’s sports hall of fame. not bad 
for a wounded vet with a bad arm!
now, in 1920s central newfoundland, there 

was not a whole lot going on for entertain-
ment — unless you liked watching pulp wood 

fall from a stacker (grand falls was a paper 
town). so, it generated no end of excitement 
when word arrived that professional wrestlers 
from mainland canada were coming to town 
to put on a show. ticket sales were brisk and 
the town could hardly contain its excitement. 
the only thing the promoters needed to con-
firm the event was someone to referee the 
match. the choice was obvious; the town’s 
favorite son and champion boxer agreed to 
the request, and all was made ready for the 
contest of the century.
the wrestlers showed up in all their fight-

ing finery and the match started off well 
enough. the wrestlers’ embraces became 
more spirited as the match wore on, and the 
skipper found himself having to intervene on 
more than one occasion. then, as the match 
reached a fever pitch, one of the intrepid ca-
nadian wrestlers took great umbrage to the 
skipper’s interventions. clearly offended by 
being penalized or by being called out by a 
local ref (or both), the wrestler proceeded 
to make two mistakes in rapid succession. 
number one: he took a swing at the skipper. 
number two: he missed.
the skipper reacted instinctively. he plant-

ed two feet firmly on the mat and laid waste 
to the professional wrestler with one well-
placed right hook. as the wrestler was flying 
through the air i can only image what was go-
ing through his mind… besides his jaw.
the second wrestler, seeing his excitable 

partner spread-eagled and unconscious on 

the mat, decided to give the skipper a wide 
berth, and let the chips (or wrestlers) fall 
where they may. clearly he was gifted with 
more common sense than his colleague. 
Despite the unpredictable outcome and 

early end to the match, all attendees were 
satisfied with the outcome, as the local ref-
eree was the clear winner in what must have 
been a spectacle to watch.
no doubt, entanglements with regulators 

can sometimes get complicated and emo-
tional, and like our malcontent wrestler, we 
will not always agree with their calls. but the 
regulator can provide some much-needed 
outside review of your operation and safety 
management efforts. having a third party 
look at your processes and qualify your 
crews’ training, while sometimes an angst-
filled process, is not a bad idea — and will 
ultimately make our operations safer. my ex-
perience has been that if they know you are 
trying to be compliant and safe, they often do 
what they can to help. thankfully, they rarely 
implement the dreaded right-hook proce-
dure. 
as my grandfather advanced in years he 

was often asked how he was doing. or as we 
say here, “how are you gettin’ on?” he would 
always reply, “like Johnny Walker — i am im-
proving with age!” in the spirit of continuous 
improvement and from someone who now 
qualifies for senior’s discounts — may we all 
continue to improve with age!
have a safe season.

Focus on saFeTycolumn c

clearly offended by being penalized or by being 
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succession. number one: he took a swing at 
the skipper. number two: he missed.
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Focus on TraininG | andy roe

sToryTellinG

storytelling is part of human culture, and 
helicopter pilots have no shortage of stories 
to tell about their adventures in the air. these 
stories can be good instruction, or simply 
whimsical entertainment. hopefully your in-
structor is discerning enough to use a story 
as a good instructional tool. 
the plethora of stories amassed through-

out a helicopter career can be of great in-
terest to everyone at social functions, but 
many may not have any instructional ben-
efit. student pilots are greatly entertained 
with on-the-job stories, but many instructors 
wander hopelessly off topic when they get 
themselves started on a flying story.
aviation teachers must be very creative 

in how they present flight-related exercises 
and training information. verbal commu-
nication — either in group format or better 
still, one-on-one — is the traditional method 
of information transfer. student pilots also 
respond well to visual aids, metaphors, 
and other real-time comparisons. however, 
many instructors, especially those new to 
the career, crawl into the lobster trap of sto-
rytelling — and learning quickly stops.
helicopter stories about special missions 

are always intriguing. the very first flying job 
i did (oh no, here comes a story!) was to take 
a group of geologists to and from a remote 
worksite every day for a week. at my next 
job, the customers were skeptical about my 
experience and asked how my summer had 
been going. i told them that my last job was 
quite intense and i had learned a lot about 
igneous rock formations and quartz veins 
from the geologists on board. the custom-
ers were relieved and thought i probably had 
a thousand hours or so. in fact, over and 
above my initial training, i had a grand total 
of 15 hours. 
most stories are of challenging jobs well 

done, but often the tales of these achieve-
ments have the pilot penetrating impossible 

weather conditions or flying an external load 
500 pounds over the allowable helicopter 
gross weight. the stories tend to become 
embellished at each telling, which certainly 
heightens interest with the audience, but 
paints the wrong picture if nascent student 
pilots are around.
exciting bad weather stories probably have 

the pilot exceeding weather limitations. the 
message students will take from this is that 
weather minima are important to know, but 
in real life you’re on your own. the hero with 
the heavy load may not have been aware 
that the certificate of airworthiness and the 
company’s insurance policy were imme-
diately null and void as soon as the gross 
weight was exceeded. teaching braggado-
cio sends the wrong message; it’s not very 
good instruction for budding student pilots.
a lot of helicopter flying work is both chal-

lenging and safe, and the successful com-
pletion of many tasks is an accomplishment. 
it is only natural that when pilots recount 
some of the flying missions they have been 
on, the weather gets worse, the loads heavi-
er and the risks far greater than they really 
were at the time.
helicopter stories play well on social media, 

but student pilots need thought-provoking 
images and information to help them learn 
all of the ground theory needed to become 
licenced. stories should only be considered 
academic when they have a direct impact 
on positive learning. 
a helicopter story with instructional merit 

might start with a pilot near the end of 
a power line patrol up the side of a steep 
mountain. the top of the mountain is cov-
ered in low stratus and the customer insists 
that the tower partially submerged in fog 
ahead was the highest one at the top of the 
hill, and if the pilot could just hover by the 
conductors, the line would immediately fall 
away into the clear sky on the other side. 

the customer had flown the line for years, 
and yet the pilot left the foggy tower and 
whatever was beyond for another day. the 
following week, on a cloudless day, the pilot 
returned with a different lineman to inspect 
the tower and the remaining line. the “high-
est tower” was followed by three more ris-
ing up the hill. the pilot, a true professional, 
didn’t even flinch because his decision the 
previous week was based on the big pic-
ture, not just one man’s observation.
this story was short and to the point. 

student attention was piqued because the 
important decision-making teaching point 
was told in story form and the lesson well 
retained.
another example of a good teaching story 

has the pilot faced with a heavy load on a 
long flight with no fuel enroute. a quick cal-
culation shows that the all-up weight will 
exceed limitations for the first 12 minutes of 
a three-hour flight. the straightforward deci-
sion is not to go. a pilot electing to proceed 
with the flight has taken into consideration 
the implications of the weight and balance, 
airworthiness, emergency landing charac-
teristics and overall safety of the flight for a 
duration of 12 minutes. 
although not an endorsement to attempt 

the flight, the pilot who does in an effort to 
offer good customer service is most likely 
better prepared for an emergency, because 
of the known safety implications, than a pilot 
preparing for a more normal flight. What de-
cision would you make?
good instructors include good storytelling 

in their teaching “bag of tricks,” along with 
good board/media presentations, and the 
effective use of helicopter training aids and 
manuals. helicopter pilot stories that overly 
expound on one’s personal prowess are 
better kept and rehearsed for the next gov-
ernment pilot workshop.

Focus on TraininGcolumn c
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Focus on mainTenance | John carinha

keepinG Focus

one of my favorite pastimes over the holiday 
season is to disconnect from all things Wi-fi, 
cellular and social media, light a fire, and bury 
myself in a good book. my latest read, Sway: 
The Irresistible Pull of Irrational Behavior 
by ori brafman, has left me deep in thought 
since its opening chapter. Drawing on behav-
ioral economics and social psychology, sway 
reveals the dynamics that often derail rational 
thinking or muddle decision-making abilities.
the book opens with the story behind the 

deadliest collision of two aircraft in aviation 
history: klm and pan am boeing 747s at 
tenerife airport in 1977. at issue was the de-
cision by the seasoned klm pilot to takeoff 
with what he assumed was takeoff clearance, 
but in fact wasn’t. the ensuing result was his 
aircraft colliding with the pan am 747, which 
was still taxiing on the active runway. the 
crash resulted in the loss of 583 lives. 
curious, i googled the next most deadly air 

disaster. this brought up the Japan airlines 
(Jal) 747 crash outside tokyo in 1985, which 
killed 520 people. the cause of this accident 
was attributed to an incorrect structural repair 
to the rear pressure bulkhead that effectively 
reduced the repair’s resistance to metal fa-
tigue to 70 percent. post-accident, boeing 
calculated that the repair would fail after ap-
proximately 10,000 flight cycles; the accident 
aircraft managed just over 12,000 prior to fail-
ure. in the months following the accident, the 
Jal maintenance manager and the engineer 
who inspected and approved the repair both 
committed suicide.
there is cause and effect to almost every 

action in life. the nature of these examples 
brings to light the proverbial chain of events 
and helps identify where the wheels came off 
in a process or sequence that ended with se-
vere consequences. 
in both situations, we can identify the point 

at which the effect of irrational behavior took 
control of events. in the klm disaster, a vet-
eran pilot, rated the best amongst his peers, 

allowed the pressure of duty cycles, an es-
teemed record, and gate times to influence 
his decision to respond to commands and 
verbal direction. he elected to takeoff without 
proper clearance. in the Jal disaster, a de-
cision, albeit known or unknown, was taken 
to circumvent an approved repair scheme. 
arguably an honest mistake, it came seven 
years before the inevitable and with the most 
extreme of outcomes.
i am a believer in silver linings. no matter the 

circumstance or outcome, one has to look for 
the “takeaways.” What can i adopt in my own 
shop policies, attitude, and persona that will 
otherwise make me and/or my staff wiser, bet-
ter, or smarter? processing the two events, i 
came to one glaring conclusion. in both these 
scenarios, neither pilot nor engineer made a 
conscious decision to cause these accidents. 
they didn’t begin their respective days think-
ing or hoping that they would make a mistake 
that would end with a high volume of death. 
so why then, did it still play out that way? to 
avoid severe consequences, it is important to 
mitigate distraction. this means recognizing 
the start of a sequence of events and taking 
pause to acknowledge when external factors 
interrupt rational thought — something easier 
said than done.
this highlights an ongoing challenge, both 

in my business and in daily life. We’ve had 
a longstanding policy with our employees 
where the use of cellphones is prohibited 
while working. the distractions offered by 

smartphones are too tempting. Whether a 
text message, email, or phone call, the de-
sire to stay connected, and the new adage 
of “fomo” (fear of missing out) becomes 
overbearing. as a business owner who is also 
hands-on, this proves challenging to balance. 
i was once told by a mentor that i should al-
ways answer my phone — it could be money 
calling. nevertheless, research indicates that 
while using a cellphone, average reaction 
times increase from 333 milliseconds to 607 
milliseconds. in aviation and flight, these mere 
fractions of time can impact life-or-death situ-
ations. this brings to light the federal avia-
tion authority’s well-documented belief that 
80 percent of maintenance mistakes involve 
human factors. it should be no surprise that 
distraction ranks fourth on their list of causes. 
no one will ever know the thought process 

of the pilots or maintenance crews leading up 
to these crashes, but at some point in their 
sequence of thought, their flow was disrupted 
and their attention was swayed.
even during times of focus and productivity 

in maintenance, simple distractions and minor 
interruptions can easily impede the flow of ra-
tional thought and behavior. Distractions may 
be unintended or created, but in the aviation 
industry, losing focus in critical areas results in 
an almost certain consequence. it is crucial to 
recognize any interruption or distraction as a 
significant opportunity for deadly error.

Focus on mainTenancecolumn c

even during times of focus and productivity 
in maintenance, simple distractions and 
minor interruptions can easily impede the 
flow of rational thought and behavior.
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garin klinker finds the perfect spot to land his pJ helicopters bell 407. pJ was contracted to conduct snow 
surveys from the mount lassen area down to the buck lakes area, east of chino, california. 
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mason mashon took this moody shot of rob gallagher of coldstream helicopters flying a bell 212hp during 
the filming of the latest teton gravity research film on the cariboo mountains at silvertip lodge heliskiing.  

cynthia nubien caught qwest helicopters’ sa365 n1 Dauphin taking 
off on a cold evening from the company’s fort nelson, b.c., base.
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leonardo photographer, simon pryor, flew along with her majesty’s coast guard in the u.k. to 
photograph their newest search-and-rescue aircraft, the aW189, which is operated by bristow. 

paul sadler sent in this snap of toll air ambulance’s new leonardo aW139. toll 
launched service in the southern zone of new south Wales, australia, in January 2017.
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wesley semeniuk of eagle copters took this photo of the company’s most recent eagle single (a single-engine 
bell 212) conversion while on a test flight south of calgary, alberta. the newly-converted helicopter went to a lucky 

private operator in the united states.

konrad dabkiewicz photographed this swiss air force airbus as332m 
super puma flying through the swiss alps during a training mission.
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Bell 505 certified; deliveries to begin
he bell 505 Jet ranger x 
received type certification 
from transport canada on 
Dec. 21, narrowly meeting 

the company’s most recent certification 
target of year-end. approval from the 
federal aviation administration (faa) and 
european aviation safety agency (easa) 
is expected to follow “very soon” accord-
ing to 505 program manager lashan 
bonaparte.

“We look forward to seeing the bell 505 
take to the skies in 2017,” said bell presi-
dent and ceo mitch snyder as the manu-
facturer announced the landmark.

production of the 505 will take place 
at bell helicopter’s facilities in mirabel, 
quebec, after bell announced in may 
it would be relocating the 505’s final 

assembly line from a purpose-built facil-
ity in lafayette, louisiana. that facility 
will instead be used to support programs 
including the bell 525 relentless.

as Vertical went to press, bell was antici-
pating production certification in early 
february, and was planning a production 
rollout ceremony in mirabel on feb. 9. the 
first production 505 achieved first flight on 
Jan. 22. 

ultimately, bell hopes to be able to pro-
duce between 150 and 200 505s each 
year. this year will see an aggressive 
ramp-up of production with an estimated 
75 aircraft leaving the line by the end of 
2017, by which point the manufacturer 
hopes to be at the rate required to pro-
duce 150 aircraft annually.

powered by a single safran 2r engine, 
the bell 505 fills the void in bell’s product 

line that was created when the bell 206b 
Jetranger ceased production in 2010. the 
five-seat Jet ranger x has a useful load of 
1,500 pounds (680 kilograms) and a range 
of 360 nautical miles (667 kilometers), and 
features the garmin g1000h integrated 
avionics suite.

the aircraft has been certified at a maxi-
mum cruise speed of 126 knots and a 
maximum gross weight of 3,680 pounds 
(1,669 kilograms) — representing an 
increase of 30 pounds over the original 
stated target. the official empty weight has 
not been finalized, but is expected to by in 
the range of 2,210 to 2,220 pounds (1,002 
to 1,007 kilograms).

the manufacturer has received over 400 
letters of intent (lois) for the aircraft, and 
is now in the process of turning those 
into firm orders, with waves of customers 

By oliver Johnson & elan head

T

Development of the five-seat bell 505 was first 
announced at the paris air show in June 2013, and 

an aggressive timeline saw the aircraft certified by 
the end of 2016. bell helicopter photo
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invited to fly the 505 in canada. according 
to bell, the conversion rate from lois to 
orders is around 80 percent.

however, with a substantial number of 
aircraft on the order books, the lead-time 
for new orders is likely to be at least two 
years.

at the same time as it was working on 
type certification, bell was also working 
on kit configurations for the 505. the first 
kit certified was the corporate configura-
tion, which includes movable leather seats, 
carpet, a sliding window, dual controls, 
and an avionics upgrade package that has 
a terrain awareness and warning system, 
synthetic vision, traffic advisory system, an 
emergency locator transmitter, and a radar 
altimeter.

the second and third 505 prototypes will 
continue to work on other kit certifications, 
including a utility configuration that will 
include a cargo hook, cargo hook mirror, 
and cargo hook weighing system. 

a third party — united rotorcraft — is 
developing an emergency medical services 
configuration for the 505, but according 
to bonaparte, no official partnership has 
been entered between the two parties to 
provide that as a bell option.

training plan in place

the first two production aircraft were 
due to be delivered to the bell training 
academy (bta) in early february (join-
ing the first 505 prototype, which will be 
used as a maintenance training aid), as the 
manufacturer prepared to launch its train-
ing program.

the field maintenance and avionics train-
ing programs will each be two weeks in 
length, while the pilot course will last one 
week. all three programs are due to be 
certified shortly, according to ray lamas, 
general manager of global customer train-
ing.

“We’re getting ready to teach our first cus-
tomers in the 505,” said lamas. “in pace 
with customer deliveries, we’ll be getting 
certifications for both the flight and the 
technical training.”

also in place at the bta is a 505 level 7 
flight training device (ftD), which is await-
ing the finalization of some of the aircraft’s 
flight test data before it is certified. built 
by fellow textron company tru simulation 
(which recently completed the bell 429 
level D full flight simulator in place at bell’s 
facility in valencia, spain), the ftD has a 
cockpit with a few degrees of movement 
for an enhanced training experience

the 505 uses the same rotor system as 
the 206l-4 longranger – and according 
to ralph gannarelli, the lead 505 training 
pilot, that legacy is felt in flight.

“it flies a lot like a longranger/a 
Jetranger, there’s really not a lot of differ-
ence,” he said. “if you can fly Jetranger or 
longranger you take right to it, without a 
problem. i was doing full-touchdown auto-
rotations within the first half hour.”

ganarelli said the power of the arrius 
engine was also particularly noteworthy.

“from a pilot’s standpoint, the thing has 
a tremendous amount of power. i’m very 
impressed with that. it will be a great high 
altitude machine,” he said. “it’s like a light-
weight l4. it’s got all the power an l4 has, 
but with a lighter empty weight.”

according to snyder, the base price of the 
505 remains around the $1-million mark 
targeted by former bell ceo John garrison 
when he first announced the aircraft’s 
development at the paris air show in June 
2013. 

“it’s been a global demand for the aircraft,” 
snyder said. “to have 400 letters of inter-
est has been an amazing response by the 
market. . . . even though the market has 
been down, we’ve had a great response 
out of this.”

the first production bell 505 takes flight at the 
manufacturer’s facility in mirabel, quebec, on Jan. 22. 

the aircraft will be used to train pilots on the type at 
the bell training academy. 

bell helicopter photo
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he airbus h160 has completed 
its cold weather test program in 
northern canada, as the aircraft 
continues its journey towards 

certification in late 2018 or early 2019.

the 5.5- to 6-tonne twin-engine aircraft, 
unveiled at hai heli-expo in march 2015, is 
powered by the 1,200-horsepower safran 
arrano, and features a number of innovations, 
including a fully composite airframe, airbus’s 
proprietary blue edge rotor blades, electri-
cal landing gear, a new canted fenestron tail 
rotor, and a biplane horizontal stabilizer.

the h160 was ferry flown to the cold 
weather testing site in yellowknife, northwest 
territories, in December 2016, and began 
flight trials in the first week of January.

bernard fujarski, head of the h160 program, 
said the team was looking to expose the  

aircraft to temperatures as low as -40 c dur-
ing the tests.

“they are looking especially to assess the 
dynamic behavior of the aircraft, the perfor-
mance in cold weather, and we are interested 
in performing several cold soaks and then 
starting the aircraft to see how the systems 
are working,” he told Vertical.

While he wouldn’t share specifics in terms of 
the aircraft’s performance, he did say that the 
feedback from the flight team has been posi-
tive, and that the aircraft’s systems are behav-
ing as predicted.

prior to travelling to yellowknife, airbus took 
the h160 to a climate chamber in vienna, 
austria, to complete some low and high tem-
perature tests.

“it was an excellent dry run for the campaign,” 
he said. “We had to make some little adjust-
ments — not too much — and so far the 
results are according to our expectations. 

especially the behavior of the engine is 
extremely good.”

as Vertical went to press at the end of 
January, airbus was planning to invite repre-
sentatives from various airworthiness authori-
ties, including the european aviation safety 
agency (easa), transport canada, and the 
federal aviation agency, to visit the aircraft in 
yellowknife in mid-february.

also joining the airbus crew of one pilot, two 
flight engineers, and five mechanics on loca-
tion are representatives from its customer 
support division — speaking to the manu-
facturer’s aim to launch the h160 with a high 
level of maturity in both performance and 
support. 

“We started the program with a dedicated 
team performing concurrent engineering — at 
the same time we are developing the product, 
the industry [manufacturing], and the mainte-
nance of the aircraft,” he said. “so we’re using 

H160 completes cold weather trials
By oliver Johnson

T

the airbus h160 during cold weather testing in yellowknife, northwest territories, in early January. by the end of 2016, the aircraft had accumulated more 
than 300 flight hours. Jerome Deulin photo
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the [yellowknife] campaign to also check what 
we are developing regarding the maintenance 
— the maintainability, the tooling, the proce-
dures, the accessibility — in cold tempera-
tures,” he said. 

program progression

by the end of 2016, the h160 program had 
accumulated more than 300 flight hours 
between its two flying prototypes — pt1 
and pt2. the team had also completed the 
equivalent of 150 flight hours on its “Dynamic 
helicopter Zero.” containing the aircraft’s 
engines, transmission, rotors and tail boom, 
the platform is used for dynamic and power 
checks.

in July, the program passed a key milestone 
with the freezing of the aerodynamic configu-
ration of the h160’s dynamics assemblies, 
and the completion of load valuation flights.

“We’ve now got everything in our hands in 
order to design the serial parts,” said fujarski, 
adding that the helicopter was still to per-
form fatigue tests to determine the life limit of 
mechanical parts. 

progress has also been good on the 
manufacturing model to build the h160, with 
assembly beginning on the first station of the 
assembly line. for the serial aircraft, airbus 
will use a “major component assembly” 
model, whereby separate modules (including 
tail boom, central and front fuselage, cockpit 
avionics bay, main dynamic components, and 
blades) are fully built and tested in parallel at 
various airbus facilities around europe, and 
then shipped to the h160’s final assembly line 
(fal) in marignane, france.

“our industrial model is validated with work-
share between the sites of the [airbus] 
group in germany, spain and france,” said 
fujarski. “We’ve also started the maturity 
checks regarding the industry — for instance, 
we have already used the manufacturing 
[system] to assemble the third prototype in 
order to check that the industrial process is 
well defined, and adjust what needs to be 
adjusted.”

the third prototype (pt3) is now in final 
assembly, but is not due to fly until mid-year. 
this is because airbus needs to validate the 
modifications it has implemented in pt3 from 
the previous prototypes.

according to fujarski, the major changes 
were related with the relocation of avionics 
and some electrical equipment from the rear 
to the front in order to optimize the aircraft’s 
center of gravity, while the air intakes and 
cowlings have also been reshaped, and a final 

main rotor mast length has been chosen.

“pt3 is in what we call standard one con-
figuration, whereas pt1 and pt2 were built 
according to standard Zero configuration,” he 
said. “We are now working on standard two, 
which will be the standard certified and deliv-
ered on the first helicopter.”

the h160 has already been assessed by a 
number of potential customers, with 15 pilots 
having the opportunity to fly the aircraft in 
september and December last year.

“so far the feedback was extremely good 
regarding the vibration level of the aircraft, 
the external and internal sound — which is 
extremely low, the visibility from the cockpit, 
and more generally speaking the maturity of 
the aircraft at that stage of the program,” said 
fujarski.

the manufacturer began taking letters of 
intent for the h160 in march at heli-expo last 
year, but has not disclosed the total it has 
received so far. it plans to turn these into firm 
orders once it has firmed up performance 
and pricing later this year.

fujarski said they will be speaking with 
potential launch customers about the manu-
facturer’s commitment regarding the h160’s 
performance, delivery date, configurations, 
and commercial conditions in the coming 
weeks. he said this information will be publicly 
disclosed by mid-year.

in terms of the flight test campaign, one 
important outstanding element is to test the 
indirect effect of lightning, which will be done 
on pt3. the program will then begin certi-
fication tests and flights with the regulatory 
authorities.

faa certifies  
h125 fastfin 

he federal aviation administration 
(faa) has certified the blr 

aerospace fastfin on airbus h125s, 
making it available to the aftermarket 
and as a factory-installed supplemental 
type certificate option on new aircraft. 

fastfin uses advanced airflow manage-
ment to increase the effectiveness of 
the h125 anti-torque system and the 
certified performance data shows up 
to 130 pounds (59 kilograms) increased 
useful load and a 10 percent improve-
ment in pedal margins.

additional benefits include a reduction 
in pilot workload, easier control in preci-
sion hover-hold operations and better 
management of the yaw axis when hov-
ering in challenging crosswinds.

With faa certification in place, addition-
al approvals from the european aviation 
safety agency, transport canada and 
brazil’s agência nacional de aviação 
civil (anac) are expected to follow by 
year-end.

roTorBits

T

airbus plans to turn the letters of intent it has received for the h160 into firm orders once pricing and 
the aircraft’s performance specifications are firmed up later this year. Jerome Deulin photo

bLR photo
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FAA clears Super Puma return
he federal aviation administration (faa) approved 
the return to service of the airbus helicopters h225 
(ec225lp) and as332 l2 super pumas in December, 
achieved through an alternate means of compliance 

(amoc) notice. 

the types had been grounded by the faa since June 3, after the 
accident investigation board of norway released its third preli-
mary report on the fatal crash of an h225 off the coast of turøy, 
norway. that report indicated metallurgical findings of fatigue 
and surface degradation in the outer race of a second stage 
planet gear of the main gear box (mgb) epicyclic module, and 
while the investigation continued, the european aviation safety 
agency (easa) decided to temporarily ground the h225 and 
as332 l2 fleets as a precautionary measure — a move adopted 
by the faa the following day.

on June 29, while the fleet was still grounded by the regulators, 
airbus issued an emergency alert service bulletin that called on 
operators to replace one of the two types of second stage planet 
gears in service in the h225 with the other; the reason being that 

one type was found to have increased damage tolerance and 
showed enhanced reliability.

easa authorized the as332 l2 and h225 super pumas to fly 
again on oct. 7, issuing an airworthiness Directive (aD) that 
ordered operators to complete the actions described in airbus’s 
easb, as well as mandating a life reduction and more frequent 
inspection for certain parts in the mgb.

the faa’s amoc (issued against aD 2016-21-51) is based on the 
same actions detailed in easa’s aD.

the move provided a boost for airbus, which is fighting three 
separate lawsuits from owners of h225/as332 l2 super pumas 
who are seeking remuneration for aircraft they claim are no lon-
ger airworthy. all three referenced the ongoing faa grounding in 
their original petitions to support their claims.

however, grounding orders remain in place from the u.k. civil 
aviation authority and its norwegian counterpart, and earlier in 
December, norwegian oil company statoil stated it will not use 
the type in the future — even if norwegian authorities decide to 
lift the type’s grounding.

By oliver Johnson

T

in December, the faa approved the return to service of the airbus h225, which 
had been grounded by the regulator since June 3, 2016. Anthony pecchi photo
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hi aviation has com-
pleted the federal aviation 
administration’s process for 
acquiring a type certificate 

(tc) for the boeing ch-47D. the type cer-
tificate was granted to tandem rotor, an 
affiliated company of chi aviation.

“We are very pleased to have been 
awarded the tc for this extraordinary 
helicopter,” said chris turner, president of 
chi. “this now gives us the flexibility to 
continue to tailor this aircraft for missions it 
will excel at. as we continue to work under 
an agreement with boeing, as well as in 

partnership with summit aviation, chi will 
bring this aircraft to its full potential as a 
helitanker and in super-heavy lift external 
load applications.”

patrick pilolla, chi’s director of business 
development, called the chinook the “next 
generation” of aerial rotary-wing firefighting 
and super-heavy lift. “the timing is perfect 
as we are in the final stages of manufac-
turing and testing the latest concept in 
a constant flow internal fire suppression 
system for the ch-47D,” he said. “With 
its increased payload and altitude perfor-
mance, along with this new generation of 
fire tank, we are going to make our cus-
tomers around the world very happy.”

incorporated in 1980, chi is part of 
heligroup holdings llc, which specializes 
in transportation of people and cargo by 
helicopter and fixed-wing, along with aerial 
firefighting, night vision goggle, search-
and-rescue, hvac placement, and aerial 
construction applications.

wiss rotor solutions’ maximum 
pilot view kit (mpvk) for the 
airbus h125/as350 family has 
received a supplemental type 

certificate (stc) from the european aviation 
safety agency (easa).

the mpvk is billed as a next generation 
aerial work safety and visibility solution for 
the astar, providing pilots with an uninhibited 
field of view below and to the right of the 
aircraft. 

the kit comprises two main pieces, with a 
single-piece bubble door accompanied by 
a lower vertical window assembly and floor 
and fuselage insert/frame. 

the bubble door offers a significant increase 
in lateral visibility and pilot headroom when 
leaning to the right — even when wearing a 
helmet. below, the large lower viewing aper-
ture and transparent fuselage window fairing 
increases the vertical field of view forward, 
aft, and directly underneath the aircraft by a 
factor of 10 compared to existing solutions, 
the manufacturer claimed. 

the mpvk is designed to improve operation-
al safety during demanding operations such 

as sling loading, firefighting, search-and-res-
cue, emergency medical services, confined 
area operations, aerial survey, seismic, law 
enforcement and any other tasks performed 
in close proximity to terrain, obstacles and 
ground crews.

swiss rotor solutions obtained the stc 
with the support of its easa 21J certifica-
tion partner, gvh aerospace, which will also 
support serial installations and continued 
airworthiness. the mpvk can be installed 

by any easa part 145 with small rotorcraft 
h125/as350 authorization with base mainte-
nance capability.

to date, swiss rotor solutions has received 
multiple orders and said it is ready to supply 
and support installation throughout europe, 
australia and new Zealand. the company 
said validation of the mpvk from regulatory 
authorities in the u.s., canada, and brazil is 
in progress and is expected shortly.

 CHI gets CH-47D type certificate

AStar Max View Kit certified

C

S

the maximum pilot view kit for the airbus h125 includes a single-piece bubble door and a lower vertical 
window to increase the visibility forward, aft, and directly underneath the aircraft.  
swiss Rotor solutions photo

chi will be using the boeing ch-47D for firefighting and super-heavy lift operations. skip Robinson photo
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equiring all newly manufac-
tured helicopters to comply 
with existing crash resistance 
standards would cost the 

industry approximately $764 million over 10 
years, a working group has found.

the estimate appears in a cost-benefit 
analysis report submitted to the u.s. 
federal aviation administration’s (faa’s) 
aviation rulemaking advisory committee 
(arac) by the rotorcraft occupant 
protection Working group. according to 
the report, the costs of mandating compli-
ance with u.s. regulations for crash resis-
tant seats, structures, and fuel systems 
are more than five times greater than the 
projected economic benefits, which were 
estimated at around $144 million over 10 
years.

however, these figures should be regarded 
with caution. the industry working group 
arrived at its cost estimate using nonstan-
dard methodology that may have resulted 
in a higher estimate than faa cost calcula-
tions would have yielded.

meanwhile, the working group used stan-
dard faa methodology to calculate ben-
efits, despite some members arguing that 
“current faa methodology for calculating 
the economic costs of fatal and serious 
injuries significantly underestimates the 
actual societal costs of these injuries.”

the faa created the rotorcraft occupant 
protection Working group in late 2015, 
after high-profile fatal accidents — notably 
the fiery crash of a flight for life helicopter 
in frisco, colorado — drew attention to the 
fact that many new-build helicopters fail to 
meet safety standards that have been in 
place for decades.

the faa adopted its current helicopter 
fuel system crash resistance standards 
in 1994, and dynamic crashworthiness 
standards in 1989. but because the stan-
dards do not apply to rotorcraft with type 
certificates approved before those dates, 
a majority of civil helicopters manufactured 
over the past two decades do not fully 
comply with these requirements.

in announcing the creation of the working 
group, the faa noted that the numbers of 
u.s. fatal helicopter accidents and asso-
ciated fatalities have remained “virtually 
unchanged” over the past decade, despite 
a decline in the total number of accidents.

“if the occupant protection improvement 
rules are not incorporated in new produc-
tion helicopters,” the faa stated at the 
time, “there will be no meaningful reduc-
tion in the number of fatalities in helicopter 
accidents.”

the helicopter industry has 20 members in 
the working group, including representa-
tives from operators, manufacturers, and 
industry associations. their first assigned 

task was to perform a cost-benefit analysis 
for incorporating existing occupant protec-
tion standards into newly manufactured 
rotorcraft.

to accomplish the task, the working group 
divided into two subgroups: a cost task 
group, consisting primarily of manufac-
turer and operator representatives; and a 
benefits task group, including accident 
investigators, accident analysts, and safety 
experts.

the working group submitted its initial 
cost-benefit analysis report to the arac 
on march 13, 2016, but was granted addi-
tional time to complete a more accurate 
and detailed report, which was submitted 
on nov. 10 and accepted by the arac in 
December.

in performing its cost analysis, the cost 
task group considered both the non-
recurring design costs and ongoing manu-
facturing costs likely to be incurred by 
manufacturers, as well as operator costs 
related to the reduction in payload, reduc-
tion in fuel load and range, and increase 
in fuel burn rate resulting from the design 
changes.

in its final report, the working group 
expressed the opinion that “current faa 
standard methodology does not accurately 
consider the practical costs of aircraft 
modification,” and stated that it “sought to 
correct this by using a methodology that 

Report puts price on crash resistance

R
By elan head

bell helicopter contended that “all 
in-production bell models, whether certified 
to 27/29.952 or not, currently have crfs 
as part of their basic aircraft offering.” 
Christopher Moss photo
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alpine aerotech 
adds leonardo 
capaBilities

lpine aerotech has expanded 
its maintenance capabilities to 

include leonardo aircraft. 

“We are dedicated to supporting our 
expanding customer base, and being 
able to service leonardo models pro-
vides a more comprehensive mainte-
nance offering,” said Jeff Denomme, 
president of alpine aerotech. “We 
have established a great relationship 
with leonardo and recently delivered 
the first aW139 airframe fixture to the 
philadelphia facility. We continue to 
develop, certify and manufacture new 
solutions to support our customers.”

alpine aerotech provides maintenance 
support for leading helicopter makes 
and models around the world, operat-
ing with a wide variety of airworthiness 
authorities.

hai announces 
new director of 
safety

elicopter association international 
(hai) has announced the 

appointment of Dr. steve sparks 
as director of safety. prior to joining 
hai, sparks was an aviation safety 
inspector for the federal aviation 
administration (faa) with the general 
aviation and commercial division in 
michigan. 

as director of safety, sparks is respon-
sible for managing the association’s 
existing aviation safety programs, 
and developing new safety initiatives 
to benefit hai’s membership and the 
international helicopter community.

roTorBits
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it feels more accurately predicts actual 
industry costs.”

according to an faa statement attached 
to the report, the working group’s opera-
tor cost methodology does not follow the 
method of accounting for impact on empty 
weight and useful load that is used in other 
arac and faa economic impact analyses. 
the faa also noted that non-recurring 
costs are not broken down to a level that 
allows review and validation of costs from 
each manufacturer, and that international 
development costs are not split out sepa-
rately, as they typically are in the faa’s 
economic impact studies.

by contrast, the benefit task group did 
use faa methodology to calculate the 
value of the lives that would be saved and 
serious injuries avoided if crash resistant 
seats and structures (crss) and crash 
resistant fuel systems (crfs) were fully 
implemented in newly manufactured heli-
copters. this methodology values the 
avoidance of a fatality at $9.6 million, the 
avoidance of a serious injury at approxi-
mately $2.4 million, and the avoidance of a 
minor injury at $28,800.

by analyzing accidents of rotorcraft 
manufactured between 2006 and 2015, 
the group was able to confirm that com-
pliance with the crfs standards of 14 
code of federal regulations 27/29.952 
is “extremely effective at preventing post-
crash fires and thermal injuries.” the group 
found that there were no post-crash fires 
in survivable accidents involving compliant 
rotorcraft, and that fully compliant crfs 
are moderately effective even in extreme 
impact crashes.

however, the working group noted that its 
analysis was “greatly inhibited by the fact 
that neither [the national transportation 
safety board] nor faa determine impact 
conditions in an accident investigation nor 
injuries for the involved occupants,” and 
that “lack of these data render occupant 
protection analysis almost impossible.”

in a statement of non-concurrence attached 
to the report, working group member krista 
haugen pointed to the frisco flight for life 
crash as an example of how the absence 
of detailed injury data can lead to underes-
timating the value of safety improvements. 
in the group’s analysis, the flight nurse 
who suffered serious injuries in that crash 
represented a net benefit valuation of $2.4 
million, yet his medical expenses alone are 
likely to be much higher than that — and 
that’s without taking into account his lost 

earnings, the impact on his quality of life, 
or the burdens placed on family members.

“the thermally injured survivor of this 
crash sustained full-thickness burns to 90 
percent of his body because of the post-
crash fire. he was hospitalized in the burn 
intensive care unit for 11 months, with total 
hospitalization time just over 12 months,” 
haugen stated. “he will require medical 
care for the rest of his life . . . and it must 
be emphasized that he literally would have 
walked away with minor blunt injuries, were 
it not for the post-crash fire.”

the lack of detailed injury data also makes 
it difficult to determine the effectiveness of 
designs that are in partial compliance with 
existing standards. for example, David 
shear of robinson helicopter company 
noted that robinson has performed vol-
untary dynamic seat testing that “showed 
that the existing occupant protection fea-
tures on the r22 and r44 are very effec-
tive,” meeting the head impact criteria, 
lumbar spine load, and seat belt tension 
load requirements of 14 cfr 27.562. for 
these models, he claimed, “there would 
be little to no benefit if the design revisions 
required to demonstrate full compliance 
with [the crss standards of ] 27.561, .562, 
and .785 were incorporated.”

likewise, working group member John 
Wittmaak of bell helicopter contended that 
“all in-production bell models, whether 
certified to 27/29.952 or not, currently have 
crfs as part of their basic aircraft offer-
ing. . . . bell helicopter believes efforts 
to certify currently in-production crfs 
systems provide no benefit and ultimately 
delay availability and increase costs asso-
ciated to retrofit solutions for pre-crfs 
aircraft.”

in its report, the working group observed 
that “partial implementation of the subject 
regulations may provide a significant por-
tion of the benefits while avoiding much of 
the costs.” the group expects to study this 
further in its next task phases, which will 
include making specific recommendations 
on how to implement existing occupant 
protection standards, or proposing new, 
alternative performance-based safety regu-
lations.

the faa stated that it will continue to work 
with the group, “with the desire to create 
a more refined cost-benefit analysis which 
aligns with other arac and faa eco-
nomic analysis to support the next tasking 
actions.”

Mike Reyno photo
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obinson helicopter company 
and magellan aerospace have 
partnered on the development 
of a new wire strike protection 

kit for the r66 turbine helicopter.

Wire strike protection systems incorporate 
deflectors — which allow a wire to slide 
along the aircraft without snagging or dam-
age to the aircraft — and cutter blades, 
which catch and sever the wire, affording a 
measure of protection to a helicopter and its 
occupants in the event of an accidental wire 
strike. because the systems are required 
by many government and civilian contracts, 
the availability of a kit will allow the r66 to 
penetrate into new markets, in addition to 
enhancing safety.

the kit consists of two parts. the “provi-
sions installation” comprises a strengthened 
windshield bow and cabin structure and 
mount points to which the wire cutters and 
deflectors are installed. the “wire strike 
components installation” includes an upper 
deflector and cutter, two lower deflectors 
and cutter, and a nose deflector, offer-
ing comprehensive protection that will still 
engage and cut a wire even if the helicopter 
is turning with roll.

in other notable design features, the kit 

does not impede use of ground handling 
carts, and the cutters and deflectors 
attached to the struts do not affect energy 
absorption during a hard landing — where-
as some other designs limit landing gear 
deflection or require a break-away feature.

the provisions installation adds approxi-
mately seven pounds (3.2 kilograms) to 
the aircraft, while the components instal-
lation adds around 16 lbs. (7.3 kg), for a 
total kit weight of about 23 lbs. (10.5 kg). 
the provisions installation will be an option 
on new r66 helicopters and installed at 
the robinson factory, while the wire strike 
components will be available from magellan 
aerospace. an aftermarket retrofit kit will 
also be available through magellan distribu-
tors pag, aai, vts, and helimart.

in addition to the standard r66, the wire 
strike protection system will be available for 
the r66 police helicopter and newscopter, 
although the percentage of protected cov-
erage will be somewhat reduced in these 
models due to the presence of the camera 
on the chin.

at press time, certification of the kit was 
expected by hai heli-expo in march 2017, 
with the price yet to be determined. the 
r66 is currently the only robinson model 
for which a wire strike protection kit is being 
developed, the company said.

R66 to get wire strike kit

By skip roBinson

R

vector extends 
ads-B upgrades  

ector aerospace has received 
federal aviation administration 

(faa) supplemental type certificate (stc) 
approval to extend its aDs-b solutions 
to cover the airbus helicopters h120/
ec120, h125/as350, h130/ec130 and 
h135/ec135 series, with operators able 
to choose from either the l3 lynx ngt-
9000 or garmin gtx-345 transponders. 

the l-3 aDs-b in/out retrofit upgrade 
features an intuitive, panel-mounted 
touch-screen transponder, which replac-
es the aircraft’s existing unit. vector also 
offers a remotely-mounted transceiver 
with a compact cockpit control head. 

both aDs-b solutions offer aDs-b in/out, 
internal gps, 1090 megahertz extended 
squitter and uat aDs-b in, along with 
Wi-fi enabling for use with portable elec-
tronic devices (peDs).

canadian coast 
guard receives 
first Bell 412epi 

he first two of seven bell 412epi 
medium-lift helicopters were 

accepted into the canadian coast guard 
fleet Dec. 8.

helicopters are used in delivering key 
coast guard services, including ensuring 
the safety of marine traffic, performing 
icebreaking reconnaissance, maintaining 
aids to navigation and marine communi-
cations equipment, science and fisheries 
enforcement, and transporting personnel 
and cargo between ship and shore.
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robinson hopes to have the wire strike protection kit certified on the r66 
turbine by hai heli-expo in march 2017. skip Robinson photo

bell helicopter photo
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ell helicopter is hoping to be able to resume flight tests 
of its 525 relentless “witihin several months,” and is 
coordinating with the federal aviation administration 
(faa) and national transportation safety board (ntsb) 

on a return to flight date.

the program has been grounded since July 6, when the first 525 
flight test vehicle crashed during flight testing, killing the two test 
pilots on board. the ntsb’s investigation into the crash, which 
took place south of bell helicopter’s xworx facility in arlington, 
texas, is ongoing.

“the ntsb and bell helicopter have focused the investigation 
on a sequence of events for which corrective actions are being 
implemented,” said larry thimmesch, vice president of the bell 
525 relentless program. “it’s an important statement  — it means 
we’re moving forward. We’re coordinating with the faa and ntsb 
to resume flight tests in the next several months.”

While the program is grounded, ftv2 and ftv3 are undergo-
ing a variety of modifications, with the majority being production 
maturity changes typical of an aircraft development program, 
thimmesch said.

however, “we do have some corrective action related to that 
accident,” he added. “obviously, we need to wait until the ntsb 
comes out with a summary of the findings to talk about what goes 
on; what we’re doing as a corrective action process.”

bell is currently building aircraft 4 and 5, which will be the last two 
aircraft in the certification program, in full production configuration. 
those aircraft will be used to certify the majority of the 525’s kits 
and are scheduled to enter flight test in late summer or fall this year.

thimmesch said bell has been “integrally involved” with helping 
the ntsb with its investigation, and has taken the opportunity to 
forensically examine its own processes.

“it’s a perfect opportunity for us to look at process improvement, 
just to validate everything that we’re doing so that when we go 

back to the air, we’re completely certain that we’ll provide a safer, 
more reliable aircraft as a result of that,” he said.

Despite the lack of flight activity, ground testing of the 525 has 
continued apace in the manufacturer’s relentless advanced 
systems integration lab (rasil).

“most of the testing that we do does not require the aircraft in the 
air,” said thimmesch. “i can test the entire aircraft with electrical 
tie-in, the actuation, all the avionics, all the hydraulics in that sys-
tems integration lab. . . . it is really game-changing in the capabil-
ity that we have to learn to do those great things without flying the 
aircraft.”

before the accident, bell had been targeting the end of 2017 for 
certification of the super medium 525, but the manufacturer is 
now looking to complete the process by the end of 2018.

thimmesch said the remaining tests that had originally been 
scheduled to be completed by ftv1 have been reallocated to dif-
ferent aircraft — another reason the other two flight test vehicles 
required modifications.

“We had gone through the majority of our initial development 
envelope expansion, so we understand the aircraft very well, [and 
were] getting close to going to the next phase,” he said.

in terms of technical support, the 525’s maintenance manuals and 
flight manuals have been in development for some time, and have 
been used in flight test to validate the documents. on the mainte-
nance side, 10 of the 13 maintenance training group meetings that 
are required for certification will have been completed by the end 
of this year, said thimmesch.

over at the bell training academy, a 525 full flight simulator is now 
being installed and will be operational by the third quarter of this year.

the 20,000-pound gross weight 525 offers a standard seating 
configuration for 16 passengers and two pilots, with a typical 
cruise speed of 155 knots for distances of over 500 nautical miles. 
When certified, it will also be the first commercial fly-by-wire civil 
part 29 helicopter.

525 to resume flight tests “within months”
By oliver Johnson

B

flight test vehicles 2 and 3 for the bell 525 relentless program are undergoing modifications 
in anticipation of the resumption of flight test activity in a few months. bell helicopter photo
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eonardo’s helicopter Division 
is gearing up for certification of 
the aW609 tiltrotor in 2018 — a 
delay of a year to the schedule 

it set prior to the fatal crash of the second 
prototype on oct. 30, 2015. 

Despite the accident, the manufac-
turer launched production late last year in 
philadelphia, pennsylvania, and has pro-
ceeded with initiatives to support regulation 

readiness at its entry into service.

flight testing resumed in the summer, and 
the manufacturer will test the aW609 in flight 
behind a helicopter icing spray system (hiss) 
this winter, project pilot gianfranco cito 
said during the european aviation safety 
agency’s (easa’s) 10th rotorcraft symposium 
in cologne, germany, in December. hiss 
trials are required for flight into inadvertent 
icing certification, he explained.

to ensure easa, federal aviation 
administration (faa), and international civil 

aviation organization (icao) rules keep up 
with the advent of the first commercial tiltro-
tor, the milan, italy-based company has a 
roadmap for working groups to “analyze reg-
ulations.” easa’s flight standards directorate 
organized a meeting about “the introduction 
of tiltrotor into easa regulations” last July in 
cologne. easa intends to bring forward a 
rulemaking task for operations and licensing 
requirements, formally starting in 2017.

next march, an expert group will discuss 
an icao convention annex 16 amendment 
addressing environmental considerations. 
formed by leonardo, it will be supported by 
icao’s committee on aviation environmental 
protection.

faa baseline certification is expected in 
mid-2018, with the first delivery planned 
in the same year. in addition to the base-
line approval, leonardo has “a huge list of 
optional kits” to certify. one of them will 
be a maximum takeoff weight extension to 
18,000 pounds (8165 kilograms), as the air-
craft’s appeal reaches beyond vip transport 
operators, cito said.

the aW609 first flew in 2003.

obinson helicopter company 
issued a new safety alert Dec. 
22 after receiving a report of a 
cracked ao16-6 main rotor blade 

on an r22 helicopter used for cattle mustering. 

the incident is also the subject of an airworthi-
ness bulletin issued by australia’s civil aviation 
safety authority (casa). according to the bul-
letin, the r22 beta ii was engaged in low-level, 
slow-speed operations when the pilot experi-
enced an unusual increase in vibration levels 
and made a precautionary landing.

subsequent inspection revealed a crack 
approximately 160 millimeters (6.3 inches) 
in length, emanating from the trailing edge 
and running chordwise toward the D-section 
spar. the bulletin notes that evidence of very 
minor corrosion was observed on the trailing 
edge of the blade, which had been in service 
for approximately 1,780 hours (of a life limit of 
2,200 hours).

“the blade is currently being investigated by 
the atsb [australian transport safety bureau] 
however at this stage details are limited with 
the root cause yet to be determined,” the 
casa bulletin states.

in its safety notice, robinson identifies the area 
of the blade in which the crack occurred, and 
instructs r22 operators to perform a careful 
visual inspection of this area during the daily 
preflight inspection, using a stepladder if nec-
essary.

the notice also states that if an unusual rotor 
system vibration is detected in flight, the pilot 
should land immediately and have the blades 
examined by a qualified technician. the casa 
bulletin adds that “increased vibration levels 
should be reason to initially suspect a cracked 
blade,” and cautions “against the practice of 
rebalancing the blade to enable return to ser-
vice unless a thorough inspection of the blade 
has been carried out.”

AW609 program presses ahead 

Robinson issues R22 safety alert

By thierry duBois

By elan head
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waypoint leases 
h225 to ghs 

aypoint leasing has agreed to 
lease one airbus h225 to global 

helicopter service gmbh (ghs), a 
german operator with a strong presence 
in africa, for utility and humanitarian sup-
port missions. 

“this transaction demonstrates 
Waypoint’s confidence in opportunities 
for the h225, a modern, safe and efficient 
aircraft, which is increasingly displacing 
older, less capable aircraft in this market,” 
said ed Washecka, chief executive officer 
of Waypoint. “We believe that the per-
formance and utility of the h225 put the 
helicopter in a strong position to deliver 
excellent capabilities in utility and humani-
tarian missions, and we are excited about 
working with ghs, a leading operator in 
the segment.” 
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leonardo is now aiming to certify the aW609 
tiltrotor in 2018. the aircraft first flew back in 2003. 
Leonardo helicopter photo
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metro aviation 
receives helisas 
stc for ec145e

etro aviation, with the genesys 
group, has received a supple-

mental type certificate (stc) for the 
helisas autopilot in the ec145e, a 
lightweight twin-engine aircraft main-
taining the same power, performance 
and reliability of the legacy ec145. 

the aircraft is now approved for two-
axis autopilot. helisas provides a full 
array of workload-reducing capabilities 
for visual flight rules pilots and pro-
vides situational stability, should pilots 
encounter instrument meteorological 
conditions in flight.

outerlink receives 
new stc for ec145e

uterlink global solutions has 
announced federal aviation 

administration (faa) supplemental type 
certificate approval of its fully integrated 
iris voice, video, flight data and broad-
band satcom system in the airbus ec145e. 

iris provides continuous aircraft and 
internal data, audio and video recording. 
the system can record up to 1,000 hours 
of data received from over 200 sources, 
depending on model type, giving the 
operator unprecedented insight into the 
operation of the aircraft. the system also 
includes internal, always-on wireless con-
nectivity for electronic flight bags or for 
continuous data downloads. 

iris is compatible with a full range of air-
craft, from older analog models to the new-
est on the market. in addition, iris meets 
all aspects of the faa 135.607 ruling.

roTorBits
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arenco swisshelicopter ceo 
martin stucki has stepped 
down from his role at the 
company he created. 

in a press release, marenco 
swisshelicopter’s board of directors con-
firmed that stucki “retired from his func-
tions” at the company as of Dec. 5, 2016.

effective Jan. 1, 2017, he was replaced by 
andreas loewenstein, who served in vari-
ous roles at eaDs and eurocopter (now 
airbus group and airbus helicopters, 
respectively) before joining the french 
naval systems manufacturer Dcns in 
2010. 

stucki is the visionary behind marenco’s 
flagship product, the skye sh09, a light 
single-engine helicopter that aims to 
compete with more established aircraft 
including the airbus helicopters h125 and 
bell 407. an engineer and commercial 
helicopter pilot, stucki began developing 
the concept for the clean-sheet sh09 

in 2002, formally launching marenco 
swisshelicopter in 2007.

the company’s identity is closely tied to 
stucki. the name marenco comes from 
“martin engineering and consulting,” and 
its headquarters in pfäffikon, switzerland, 
occupies a farmhouse that has been in 
stucki’s family for four generations, and 
continues to serve as stucki’s primary 
residence.

in its press release, marenco’s board 
of directors expressed its “gratitude to 
martin stucki for his visionary ideas, 
relentless efforts and entrepreneurial spirit 
that led [marenco swisshelicopter] from a 
most respected engineering bureau to the 
brink of becoming a full-fledged player in 
the helicopter industry.”

the release went on to say, “the board 
of directors is convinced that andreas 
loewenstein together with the [marenco 
swisshelicopter] management and 
employees will accelerate the transition 

Marenco founder steps down

M

skip Robinson photo

marenco swisshelicopter is still aiming for certification of its skye sh09 by the end of 2017, despite 
the change of leadership at the company. Eugen burgler photo
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from a technology pioneer to the first 
swiss global helicopter provider and 
manufacturer.”

the board confirmed that it remains com-
mitted to the company’s swiss roots and 
to expanding its business activities in 
switzerland. a company spokesperson 
told Vertical, “the change of management 
does not affect our plans in terms of loca-
tions and we will continue as planned, 
specifically with mollis where we have 
invested significantly and started the 
construction of the 4,000-square-meter 
[43,055-square-foot] assembly facility.”

the spokesperson also told Vertical that 
the company continues to plan for initial 
type certification of the skye sh09 by 
the european aviation safety agency in 
late 2017, with first customer deliveries 
in 2018. swiss company air Zermatt and 
canadian operator horizon helicopters 
have previously been named as launch 
customers for the aircraft.

loewenstein has 25 years of busi-
ness development and strategy in the 
european helicopter and high-tech indus-
tries, having initially joined the french 
aerospace manufacturer aérospatiale in 
1991, according to his linkedin profile. 

from 1994, he served as group vice pres-
ident, strategy and business development 
for eurocopter before overseeing the 
post-merger integration process of eaDs 
group from 1999 to 2002.

in the summer of 2002, he returned to 
eurocopter, serving as deputy executive 
vp in charge of commercial programs 
and external relations, and then senior 
vp of strategy and company develop-
ment. since joining Dcns in 2010, he has 
served as executive vp of strategy and 
development, and executive vp of strat-
egy partnership and innovation.
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n Dec. 23, 2016, an r66 
(s/n 0763) became the 
12,000th helicopter to roll off 
robinson helicopter’s pro-

duction line. “a nice way to end the year,” 
said robinson president, kurt robinson. 

the r66 will be delivered to hover 
Dynamics, one of three long-time 
robinson dealers in south africa. the 
helicopter was purchased by a new 
charter and tour operator, fly karoo air 
services, operating in the area of graaff-
reinet.

robinson’s first two-place r22 was 
produced and delivered in 1979, the first 
four-place r44 in 1993, and the first five-
place r66 in 2010. 

or decades, eagle copters 
has been known as a leading 
helicopter leasing company 
and bell helicopter customer 

service facility. now, the calgary, alberta-
based company is sharpening its focus on 
providing customers with comprehensive 
support solutions to help them manage 
costs and grow their profit margins in chal-
lenging market conditions.

at hai heli-expo 2017, march 7 to 9 in 
Dallas, texas, eagle copters is rolling out 
its new mission statement: “to partner 
with our customers to ensure they safely 
execute their missions by providing world-
wide complete fleet management.” or, as 
eagle vice president of sales and marketing 
stephane arsenault put it: “you fly, we do 
the rest.”

according to arsenault, “the current crisis 
the industry’s going through prompted us 
to rethink what we were doing. . . . the 
reality is, the competition amongst opera-
tors has never been higher and the margins 
have never been lower. you have to think 
outside the box.”

eagle’s diverse offerings, which include 
global parts and logistics support in addi-
tion to leasing, sales, avionics, and mainte-
nance, repair and overhaul services, allow 
customers to do that. With offices in chile 
and australia, eagle can support customers 
wherever they might be working.

“right now, [operators] have to go where 
there is work,” arsenault said. “We have the 
capability with our network and our global 
footprint to support that.”

the overarching goal is to help customers 
cut costs and maximize uptime by lever-
aging eagle’s capabilities and expertise. 
and eagle has been applying that same 
efficiency-maximizing philosophy to its own 
operations — for example, by outsourcing 
its engine overhaul business to overhaul 
specialist ozark aeroworks.

“it was a difficult decision, but overall it was 
the right decision for us,” arsenault said of 
eagle’s joint venture partnership with ozark 
aeroworks, which launched in 2015. “We’ve 
been able to save on costs, which we’ve 
been able to pass on to our customers.”

meanwhile, eagle is also seeing growing 
interest in its eagle 407hp conversion, 
which replaces the rolls-royce c47 tur-
bine engine in the bell 407 helicopter with 
a honeywell hts900. at heli-expo, eagle 
will display a 407hp recently converted for 
helicopter express — the eighth 407hp to 
be delivered, and helicopter express’s sec-
ond. eagle recently placed an order with 
honeywell for eight more hts900 engines 
for additional conversions.

according to arsenault, the increased 
hot-and-high performance of the 407hp is 
helping customers stand out in a crowded 
and competitive market. “it’s a way for 
operators to differentiate themselves,” he 
said. “the 407hp does provide a payload 
increase that operators can get paid for.”

Eagle focuses on fleet management
By elan head
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Robinson delivers 12,000th helicopter

eagle recently completed testing of the eagle 407hp in the challenging environment of papua new 
guinea, where the manufacturer said it demonstrated impressive performance. Rob brown photo

the robinson team 
celebrates the landmark 
deliver of its 12,000th aircraft 
at the manufacturer’s facility 
in torrance, california. 
Robinson photo
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airbus helicopters is planning 
on having a new version of its 
helionix avionics suite certified 
this year for the h135, h145 

and h175. improvements will focus on the 
helicopter terrain awareness and warning 
system (htaWs) and synthetic vision systems 
(svs) on all three models. the h175 will also 
benefit from a more advanced search-and-

rescue (sar) mode, as well as automated rig 
approaches.

the software update, dubbed “step 3” on 
the h175 and “maintenance release 1” on 
the other two types, will be the same, except 
for those functions that require special equip-
ment, such as for sar.

htaWs algorithms have been improved to 
recognize a situation when the helicopter 
is normally close to the ground, christian 

franot, manager of the helionix program, told 
vertical. a lot of false alarms are thus avoided.

the previous version of helionix did include 
an svs but it was only displaying terrain. 
obstacles, helipads and objects like roads 
have been added. the pilot may want to 
declutter the display by removing some 
objects, franot adds.

the digital map has been augmented, too. 
ships and rigs are now identified thanks to 
their automated information system (the 
equivalent of a transponder). information is 
displayed only at the altitude range that is 
useful for the crew. moreover, in response to 
customer feedback, the avionics suite can 
hold larger maps.

other customer feedback has also 
been taken into account. skytrack and 
skyconnect — two solutions for an operator 
to locate their aircraft and receive mainte-
nance notifications — can be integrated. the 
instrument panel has been simplified thanks 
to the replacement of “hard” radio controls 
with “soft” controls on a display.

for the h175, the main application of which 
is in offshore oil-and-gas, approaches and 
takeoffs have been automated. the gps-
navigation-assisted software program is 
the same as the h225’s rig’n fly, now 
described as an airbus family concept. it 
aims to make approaches and takeoffs safer 
and simpler at platform-based helipads. 
rig’n fly reduces pilot workload, allowing 
the rotorcraft’s crew to focus on monitoring 
flight parameters and the outside environ-
ment. once the approach is prepared, only 
two pilot inputs are required. the system can 
be used even if the oil platform has moved. 
approach flight paths are thus much more 
standardized.

on the h175, pilot workload has been 
reduced for sar operations, too. a search 
radar, an optronics system (including sen-
sors in visible light and infrared) and a search 
light have been integrated.

the latest helionix update will be available 
as a retrofit. “for software-related retrofit, we 
want customers to be able to do it them-
selves as a download, with a service bulle-
tin,” franot said.

helionix uses three displays on the h135 
and the h145, and four displays on the larger 
h175. a two-display variant is being studied 
as a lighter, simplified version for a smaller 
helicopter.

Airbus Reveals Helionix ‘Step 3’
By thierry duBois
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irbus helicopters released its 
annual results for north america 
in early february, revealing a total 
of 64 orders for the manufacturer 

in the u.s. and canada as a slumping civil 
turbine helicopter market saw just 100 aircraft 
purchased across the continent in 2016.

chris emerson, president of airbus helicopters 
inc. and head of north american operations, 
told Vertical that while he had expected it to 
be a tough year, the final figure represented 
just 50 percent of the 200 north american 
sales across the oems that the manufacturer 
had forecast at the start of the year.

the biggest seller was the h125 astar, fol-
lowed by the h145, h135 and h130, with a 
growing interest from the vip/corporate sector. 
of the 64 sales the manufacturer recorded, 20 
were to new airbus customers, and five were 
first-time helicopter owners. in previous years, 
emerson said, airbus would have added five 
such customers to its entire global fleet.  
and, of the 20 new customers, 75 percent 
were vip clients.

“this was really hunting, it was intense, [and] 
it put us in a vulnerable situation at times, 
because we were talking to customers who 
really had a different expectation of us,” said 
emerson. “We were selling to customers 
who said they could only do training on the 
weekends — and we’ve never trained on the 
weekends. We had to gear up our whole train-
ing organization, and the flight line, because 
you have to have helicopters maintained to be 
available seven days a week. and, in January, 

we started our first ab initio training.”

emerson added that the sale of an h145 to 
Dallas cowboys owner Jerry Jones showed 
the company that there was a realistic mar-
ket out there of high net worth individuals 
who would purchase a helicopter to combat 
increasing commuting times — and this result-
ed in sales throughout the year.

in terms of other sectors, law enforcement 
sales were as the manufacturer predicted, the 
utility market was down, and so was the air 
medical segment. 

“of course, it was also an election year, and 
a lot of these [air medical] operators were 
not sure what was going to happen with 
obamacare,” said emerson. “so i think a natu-
ral postponement of aircraft acquisitions was 
inevitable.”

however, airbus noted “a bit of a reversing 
trend” with a pickup in sales of light twins in 
the air medical market — after 2015 saw a 
general shift away from light twins towards 
single-engine aircraft.

emerson pointed towards his company’s 
efforts to control more of the completions pro-
cess as part of the reason for its success with 
new clients, growing the amount of comple-
tions that it managed or performed from 30 to 
90 percent.

“all of this goes to managing the customer 
experience,” he said. “i don’t want some-
one buying an airbus helicopter and having 
a poor experience. i want them buying an 
airbus helicopter and going back to their 
friends and saying, ‘that was such a great 
experience — you should try it.’ and, in a 

sense, that’s what happened.”

other company initiatives included improving 
the availability of spares and enhancing its 
engineering capabilities, and emerson said the 
company’s efforts to improve its support ser-
vices were recognized by its customers.

hope for an improved 2017

the exact impact of the trump administration 
may be hard to pinpoint at this early stage, 
but emerson hopes it will result in sales to 
customs and border protection, as well as an 
influx of military spending that could unlock 
some opportunities for the lakota with addi-
tional army orders and perhaps for initial pilot 
training for the air force.

“they do the air force initial pilot training in 
fort rucker where there are 200 lakotas,” he 
said. “Doesn’t it make sense to have a lakota 
[for the air force] as well, where you can ben-
efit from the support infrastructure that fort 
rucker has?”

on the civilian side, emerson said he was 
hopeful that airbus would see some activity 
around the h160 this year, following discus-
sions it has been having with “a lot” of opera-
tors about airbus’s new medium-lift aircraft.

however, the super medium h175, which 
made its debut in europe back in December 
2015, is still to enter service in north america.

“We’ve come to an agreement with the faa 
[federal aviation administration] on the cer-
tification of helionix step two, which should 
occur in spring this year,” he said. “With that, 
the 175 completes its certification in the u.s., 
and we are working on a handful of deals right 
now that one could see a delivery in the u.s. 
at the end of the year, maybe the beginning of 
next year.”

a major recent development for the manufac-
turer’s ever-popular h125 was the certification 
of the blr aerospace fastfin system for the 
aircraft, which will be offered as an option on 
new aircraft and as a kit for existing astars.

“obviously utility and air medical operators 
are very interested in it,” said emerson. “We 
haven’t sold any yet, but we really haven’t been 
actively marketing it yet.”

Despite the challenges that lie ahead, emerson 
was optimistic about the outlook for 2017. “my 
ambitions are even higher this year,” he said. 
“i don’t see any reason why we shouldn’t end 
the year better than we did last year.”

By oliver Johnson

Airbus sees VIP growth in slumping N. American market

A

airbus sold 64 aircraft in north america in 2016, with the h125 astar being the most popular choice 
among customers. Anthony pecchi photo
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recision flight controls, based in rancho cordova, california, in partnership with 
ryan aerospace of southport, australia, formally introduced its helicopter advanced 
aviation training device (aatD) at the 50th annual i/itsec training and simulation 
event held in orlando, florida. the conference is the world’s largest training and 

simulation event of its kind. the helimax simulation system is based on the bell 206 Jetranger 
and sports a full avionics suite including a fully functional g530 Waas gps with a second nav/
com radio, aDf and transponder. the simulator is pending federal aviation administration aatD 
approval and is expected to qualify as a level 7 ftD in mid-2017.

Precision Flight Controls 
Launches Bell 206 Sim

P
helitowcart 
refreshes  
product line 

elitowcart has refreshed its prod-
uct line with a new version of its 

sturdy wheels for robinson helicop-
ters. this new version allows a pair 
to be used both inside and outside 
skids to fit all robinson versions from 
the early r44s to the latest r44s and 
r66s. the arms can also be used left 
or right and cranked forward or aft as 
preferred. helitowcart said the design 
significantly improves efficiency and 
lowers operating costs.

the company also introduced an 
“easy roll” wheel type, made from 
high quality solid rubber to facilitate 
helicopter handling over hard surfaces. 

sw-4 ‘solo’  
takes flight

he leonardo sW-4 solo took its 
first flight on Dec. 15, 2016, at the 

taranto-grottaglie airport, beginning 
a test campaign to verify the remotely-
piloted helicopter’s operational charac-
teristics and validate flight procedures 
in both normal and emergency condi-
tions.

the solo, derived from the sW-4 
helicopter produced by leonardo in 
poland and equipped with advanced 
systems and sensors also made by 
the company in italy and the u.k., is 
designed to operate with or without 
pilot on board. the aircraft recently 
returned from a successful demon-
stration campaign in the u.k., and is 
targeted towards activities such as 
hydrological and critical infrastructure 
monitoring, firefighting, search-and-
rescue, patrol, and disaster relief 
activities.

roTorBits
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elicopter association international 
(hai) has announced the 
recipients of its 2017 salute to 
excellence awards, which will be 

presented march 8 during heli-expo in Dallas, 
texas.

the awards honor pilots, maintenance techni-
cians, operators, safety professionals, and 
others who hai determines have demon-
strated a commitment to excellence that has 
enriched vertical aviation.

the recipient of the bell helicopter lifetime 
achievement award is Dr. John leverton, 
who is being recognized for his lifetime of 
service dedicated to the aviation industry. 
leverton has spent his career studying and 
promoting helicopters, working with many 
manufacturers on aspects of noise measure-
ment, environmental assessment issues, 
public acceptance of helicopters and civil 
regulations. 

robert fournier and trent vick are the 2017 
winners of the appareo pilot of the year 
award. While working on a fire in riggins, 
idaho, they received an emergency dispatch 
to the copper king fire. the two pilots 
worked several long days dipping water from 
a deep spot in the clark fork river near 
thompson falls, helping contain the fire that 
threatened ground crews and kept it from 
progressing to nearby homes.

the trinidad and tobago air guard is the 
winner of the leonardo humanitarian service 
award for providing an invaluable service far 
past its shores for the benefit of those in other 
caribbean nations. it operates two metro 
merlin c-26b fixed-wing and four leonardo 
aW139s, and has rescued lost hikers, airlifted 
victims of shark attacks and injured sailors, 
fought and extinguished threatening bush 
fires, helped vessels in distress, evacuated 
stranded individuals from otherwise inacces-
sible land, and conducted medical evacua-
tions from vessels at sea. 

the airbus helicopters golden hour award 
will be awarded to era search and rescue. 
era pioneered the first u.s. commercial 
search-and-rescue (sar) program, in part-
nership with priority 1 air rescue. era’s sar 
program has responded to more than 1,050 
emergency calls from more than 70 compa-
nies in the gulf of mexico. 

Vertical 911 contributor Jack h. schonely 
is the winner of the mD helicopters law 
enforcement award, recognized for dedicating 

his professional life to promoting professional-
ism in, and the advancement of, helicopter 
use in airborne law enforcement in the u.s. 
and around the world. 

schonely, a nationally-recognized expert on 
suspect tactics and perimeter containment, 
spent more than 33 years in law enforcement. 
he worked as chief tactical flight officer and 
later command pilot at los angeles police 
Department (lapD), where he served until his 
retirement in June 2016.

the winner of the blr aerospace safety 
award is bryan smith, pilot for the seminole 
county (florida) sheriff’s office and safety 
program manager for the airborne law 
enforcement association.

smith has dedicated countless hours to 
developing and advocating safety solutions 
for pilots and operators worldwide. he has 
flown both fixed- and rotary-winged aircraft in 
law enforcement aviation for 11 years and has 
been a regular instructor at aviation events 
around the world for the last eight years. 

Winning the W.a. “Dub” blessing flight 
instructor of the year award is nick mayhew, 
senior program manager, l3 link simulation 
and training. as chair of the u.s. helicopter 
safety team (ushst) training Work group, 
mayhew has been instrumental in leading 
major projects to completion, and he has 
been a strong advocate for improving pilot 
performance related to autorotations and 
emergency procedures training. 

finally, carl Jones, bell 205 and 412 crew 
chief at the national research council (nrc) 
of canada, has been revealed as the winner 
of the rolls-royce excellence in helicopter 
maintenance award. Jones is described by 
colleagues as “a dedicated, hardworking indi-
vidual who epitomizes the type of ame [avia-
tion maintenance engineer] you want working 
on your helicopter.” 

a regular attendee at trade shows like heli-
expo, Jones is said to always be on the 
lookout for new technology to increase his 
organization’s capabilities — such as a new 
step and door roller system for a bell 412 or a 
cycle counter system for a bell 205.

the awards will be presented at the annual 
salute to excellence awards dinner during 
hai heli-expo 2017.

HAI names Salute to 
Excellence awards winners

H
Bell makes  
landmark  
prague delivery 

ell helicopter has completed 
the first fully-customized aircraft 

from its new european state-of-the-art 
customization and Delivery center 
located in prague, czech republic. 
the customer, air transport europe 
of slovakia, accepted three newly-
customized bell 429 emergency medi-
cal service (ems)-configured aircraft 
at bell helicopter’s delivery center in 
prague. 

the bell helicopter facility in prague 
is the manufacturer’s official regional 
customization, delivery and aftermarket 
service center in europe — comple-
mented by bell helicopter’s extensive 
support and service network located 
throughout the region.

roTorBits
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if you would like to submit a press 
release or if you have a new product or 
service that you believe is newsworthy, 
please e-mail our news editor at 
news@verticalmag.com.

r66 turBine 
marine receives 
easa approval 

n Dec. 20, 2016, the european 
aviation safety agency (easa) 

issued final approval for the r66 turbine 
marine pop-out float installation. 

after tests conducted in July demon-
strated the pop-out float installation 
meets sea state 4 requirements, easa 
officially approved the marine to be 
used in emergency situations and for 
commercial operations.

O

bell helicopter photo
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Samantha Willenbacher has worked in 
several high-profile leadership positions 
for Bristow, including director of Bristow 
Academy (formerly Helicopter Adventures), 
director of U.K. SAR, and now as regional 
director for the Americas.

vertical: had you had any involve-
ment with helicopters prior to join-
ing helicopter adventures?

samantha willenbacher:  i didn’t 
have any aviation background other than 
a huge enthusiasm for it as a kid growing 
up in london. my brother was a cadet in 
the air training corps, and my dad was the 
chairman of the local atc civilian com-
mittee. my family would always go to the 
military shows as well, so as a kid i always 
loved aviation. We lived pretty close to 
heathrow airport, and concorde was still 
flying, and i could never not look up when 
that aircraft was around. i had an adminis-
trative background, and my first introduc-
tion to rotary-wing aviation was working at 
helicopter adventures in mid 1998.

i knew one of the owners and at that time, 
bristow helicopters ltd. in the u.k. had the 
training school out of redhill, and they had 
already started discussions with helicop-
ter adventures, inc. (hai) because it was 
considerably cheaper to do training out of 
the u.s. without a degradation of the stan-
dards. my first job was typing the manuals 
for the european approval so hai could 
get caa approval so that bristow could 
contract with hai for cadet training. 

v: how did your position evolve 
over the years?

sw: i was very fortunate to have a boss 
who gave me some great opportunities. i 
started working from a marketing perspec-
tive recruiting students specifically for the 

caa program. that was quite a challenge at 
the time as well, because we were the first 
school outside of the u.k. or even outside 
of europe, to be able to get that approval. 
so there was quite an educating process. 
then i was given the responsibility to recruit 
students for all of the programs, and then 
i focused on our contract clients. bristow 
acquired hai in 2007, and i was appointed 
as director of the academy in 2008, when 
the previous owner was moved to houston 
to become part of bristow’s senior manage-
ment team. it was a combination of a lot 
of hard work and being fortunate to work 
for someone who was willing to give me a 
chance.

v: working to establish the new 
civil sar program in the u.k. must 
have been quite a different chal-
lenge, though.

s.w.: that was the most fun three years 
i’ve had in my career yet. We knew what 
the expectation was from the client as to 
what we were to deliver, but what a great 
opportunity to transition over a service with 
a huge amount of history and have a blank 
sheet of paper to structure it the way we 
needed it to make sure we were successful 
and try to enhance it a little. so, a lot of chal-
lenges, but as i kept on reminding the team, 
if it were easy, then everyone would be doing 
it and we in fact were the chosen ones. it 
was an amazing team that was focused on 
our vision and on our mission, and i think it 
was at the prestwick opening i called up the 
management team — the core team that 
delivered u.k. sar — and standing shoulder 
to shoulder they were the length of an s-92. 
that’s not a lot of people when you look at 
what we created. it demonstrates what a 
small group of people can do when you’re all 
pulling in the same direction.

v: ahead of the transition, there 
was a bit of skepticism in the u.k. 
about the privatization of sar. how 
did you approach that?

s.w.: Well, we knew that we were basically 
going to have to walk our talk. We were 
going to have to demonstrate that we were 
the right organization by doing and delivering 

what we said we were going to do. and that 
started right from the very beginning with 
stakeholder engagement at all levels. the 
helicopter service that we provide is just one 
piece of the jigsaw puzzle that creates a suc-
cessful mission — there are other volunteer 
organizations and emergency services, and 
we had to provide them an assurance, that 
yes, the helicopters were going to be in a 
different paint scheme, and yes, they were 
going to be a different style of aircraft, but 
that we would do a lot of things that the 
military had been doing so that there was a 
continuity of service. We wanted to highlight 
how we were also going to try to make the 
service just a little bit better based on the 
technology that we had available to us. We 
knew the importance of making sure that 
people were kept informed, so it was really 
constant communication and acknowledg-
ing that there are a lot more people that we 
needed to involve outside of the bristow 
organization.

v: is your move to regional direc-
tor of the americas an indication 
of the company’s plan to grow civil 
sar in the u.s.?

s.w.: absolutely, search- and-rescue and 
the medevac service is so mething that is a 
differentiator for bristow u.s. in the gulf of 
mexico. the organization chi integrated 100 
percent into bristow from aug. 1 last year, 
and we are working hard to create a consor-
tium environment for search-and-rescue and 
medevac services primarily to support the 
oil-and-gas industry, but with the addition of 
an s-76 with medevac capabilities as well. 
We’re also able to offer our services at a time 
of national crisis. in august of last year, our 
sar aW139 and crews from the galliano 
base actually assisted with the historic flood-
ing that was experienced in south louisiana, 
so absolutely search-and-rescue is something 
we’re focused on continuing to grow in our 
region. We’ve got rescue recovery service 
that we’re doing for a major oil-and-gas client 
in guyana, we have rescue recovery service 
that we provide for a major oil-and-gas client 
out of our operations in trinidad, so it’s not 
something that we’re playing at — this is a 
serious part of our region.

Q&acolumn c
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v: what are your other areas of 
focus?

s.w.: our core business has historically 
been support of the offshore oil and gas 
industry, and we’ve already talked about 
search-and-rescue. We’re looking at our 
current footprint to see where else it would 
make sense for us to expand, and then how 
can we integrate as well with the portfolio 
that we’re expanding for bristow being an 
industrial aviation company. how can we 
work with our governments team to be able 
to win and support government contracts? 
how can we integrate the services of sky-
futures into what we do through the use 
of uas in conjunction with our capabilities 
in the gulf of mexico? i would say that the 
americas region, out of the four regions of 
bristow — europe, asia-pacific, africa, and 
americas — has the biggest opportunity 
for growth.

v: your career progression 
sounds very organic, but is there 
something we should be doing to 
attract more women to careers in 
the rotary-wing industry?

s.w.: i’ve never looked at gender; i’ve 
never felt i’ve had to work harder because 
i’m a female in order to be able to get 
recognition and position within the orga-
nization. and nor have i ever felt like i have 
been offered a position because i am a 
female and because they want to try to en-
courage women to get into the operations 
side. that’s actually a really tricky topic for 
me to answer. more on the flip side, i would 
encourage females who are interested 
in getting into aviation to not allow their 
gender to be a barrier. you have to show 
that you’re worthy of the role regardless of 
whether you’re male or female. and i think 
that’s what people need to focus on rather 
than what the industry needs to do as a 
whole to attract more women.

v: how has the industry  
changed over the time you’ve 
been involved with it?

s.w.: you can’t be a successful aviation 
company and not have safety ingrained at 
the core of what you do, but the fact that it 
has just become so ingrained in our culture 
and the fact that you see that throughout 
our whole organization, throughout all 
of our approximately 4,500 employees, i 
would say that that is a major success and 
something that is really visible throughout 
the whole organization. the other thing is 
the introduction of new technology. We’ve 
got the introduction of the enhanced s-92 

from a search-and-rescue perspective, 
you’ve got the introduction of the aW189 
into both oil-and-gas and sar, we’ve got 
the h175 that will be coming in, and then the 
partnership with leonardo in relation to the 
aW609. i think from a technology perspec-
tive and the enhancement of the service, 
and the capability that that provides the 
crews — i would say that those are some of 
the biggest developments i’ve seen in the 20 
years that i’ve been in rotary.

v: what’s the biggest challenge 
you’re facing over the next year?

s.w.: it’s no secret that we’re in a down-
turn right now from an oil-and-gas perspec-
tive, so we have to make sure that we remain 
focused on our clients so that we are able 
to provide the best possible service, that we 
keep a focus on cost control, that we look for 
opportunities for growth, but that we never in 
all these challenges lose sight of making sure 
that we do this safely. because if we can’t do 
this safely, there’s no point in doing it at all.

This interview has been edited  
and condensed.

Visit us at Heli-expo
Booth #4917

FRASCA.com    
217.344.9200
info@frasca.com

Contact us to find out how a FRASCA simulator can optimize 
your flight training program.
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required certification levels and industries. New technology 

including our SimAssist™ and Motion Cueing System add to 

the value and realism you want in a flight training device.

FRASCA FIDELITY.
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thE SCoop

With a highly capable ikegami hDl-f30 hD camera 
and canon 22 to 1 hD lens, the r66 newscopter 

will be able to work at higher altitudes, meaning 
quieter operation for those below.
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robinson is developing an 
electronic news gathering version 
of its r66 that it says will be the 
low-cost, four-place, turbine-
powered helicopter that news 
organizations have been calling for.
story & photos by skip robinson

the helicopter electronic news gathering (eng) sector has 
existed since the late 1950s, when cameramen carrying heavy 
cameras on their shoulders first captured images as they flew 
in different versions of bell 47s. then, in the late 1960s, the first 
turbine-engine eng helicopters entered the market in the form of 
bell 206 Jetrangers, fairchild-hiller fh-1100s and hughes 500s. 
although the aircraft were more powerful and had higher speeds, 
they still relied on unstabilized shoulder-mounted camera systems 
that resulted in low-quality, shaky images.
it wasn’t until the early 1990s that gyroscopically stabilized cam-

eras arrived in the helicopter eng market, having completed the 
migration from the military to the civilian world. gyro-stabilized 
cameras revolutionized eng by allowing the camera operator 
to stay inside the aircraft and work the camera from a console; 
it also allowed the crew to work from higher altitudes, providing 
better coverage and reduced noise. superior lenses also resulted 
in higher-quality images. however, the weight of these early gyro-
stabilized systems demanded fairly powerful turbine-engine heli-
copters, such as the airbus as350/h125.
more recently, as technological improvements have enabled 

lightweight and more capable camera systems, robinson 
helicopter company has seen considerable success with its 
piston-powered r44 newscopter. now, robinson is building on 
that legacy with the development of a four-place eng version of 
its r66 turbine helicopter. there are now over 700 of the rolls-
royce rr300-powered r66s flying around the world in almost 
every environmental condition, with the aircraft proving itself to be 
a powerful, reliable, and economical helicopter.
according to robinson, the decision to move forward with 

the r66 newscopter was driven by customer demand, with 
many inquiries from prospective customers in the united states, 
australia, brazil, europe, and canada. however, the company 
expects the r66 newscopter to ultimately stimulate interest in 
countries with smaller helicopter markets, too. 
the r66 newscopter will fill a gap in the market between the 

r44 and more expensive turbine helicopters, such as the airbus 
h125. as robinson president kurt robinson pointed out, many 

the five-axis gyrostabilized camera system is capable of 360 degrees of rotation.

With a garmin g500h-equipped cockpit, the 
r66 newscopter has the latest avionics layout.

a belly-mounted datalink pod is part of the 
newscopter eng package.

even with extensive rear cabin video screens and interior camera 
layout, the r66 newscopter still has room for four people.
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news stations stipulate a turbine helicopter in their contracts, and 
“we wanted to be able to compete in those markets.”
the r66 turbine’s substantial increase in performance over the 

r44 promises increased margins for eng operators working in 
hot-and-high environments. “We know the r66 can easily work in 

the desert environment of arizona during the summer, and around 
Denver on hot days — [and] these are the extremes in the u.s.,” 
said robinson.
he added that some news stations require a news aircraft to 

be able to accommodate four people — something the r44 
newscopter can’t do, as the aft right seat is removed to accom-
modate the junction boxes for the camera equipment. “the r66’s 
increased size and baggage compartment allow room for four 
people, and the junction boxes for the camera equipment have 
been moved underneath the center rear seat [with] some also in 
the baggage compartment,” said robinson.
Despite this increase in performance and capability, the r66 

turbine’s acquisition and operating costs remain low compared to 
other turbine-engine helicopters on the market. “We felt we could 
reduce the operating cost for news stations significantly when 
compared to the airbus h125 or the legacy bell 206 and 206l 
helicopters,” robinson said. the r66 also maintains a fairly low 
noise signature, helping reduce the likelihood of noise complaints 
from the public.

everything to get the shot

the standard r66 newscopter incorporates a five-axis gyrosta-
bilized camera system capable of 360 degrees of rotation, with an 
ikegami hDl-f30 hD camera and canon 22 to 1 hD lens. the tal-
ent cameras feature the marshall electronics cv345 with a fujinon 
lens, and can be pointed at the copilot seat, aft left seat, or aft right 
seat. the aircraft also has an hD “lipstick” camera mounted on the 

We’re looking forWard to the r66 
neWscopter for some of our higher-
altitude locations and customers that 
still specify turbine-engine airframes. 
the ability to seat pilot-plus-three is 
ideal for in-cockpit intervieWs and 
pooled neWsgathering contracts.
- Ken Pyatt, owner of SKy HelicoPterS

robinson believes there is a gap in the market for the 
r66 — offering an option for eng customers between 

the piston r44 newscopter and more expensive turbines.
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tail for exterior shots. optional equipment includes a longer lens 
nose gimbal (canon 40 to 1 hD lens, plus optical doubler), a multi-
band scanner, am/fm radio, and additional tv tuner provisions.
in the aft cabin, a 10-inch monitor on a swing mount can be 

stowed out of the way for takeoff and landing. other notable fea-
tures include a switcher that combines four functions into one 
(signal generator, distribution amp, down converter, and switcher); 
three fm two-way radios; a nucomm channelmaster lite micro-
wave digital transmitter; peak 13.5 db directional microwave pod; 
and tv tuner provisions.
up front, the avionics package includes a garmin g500h glass 

cockpit, garmin gtr 225a radio with gtx 335 transponder; two 
geneva digital audio panels; two seven-inch monitors; and the 
customer’s choice of a garmin gtn 650 or 750. robinson will 
also make additional optional equipment available, such as air 
conditioning.
Vertical spoke with larry Welk, president of los angeles, 

california-based Welk aviation — and an operator of seven larger 
eng helicopters in southern california — about the potential of 
the r66 newscopter. “i’m not totally familiar with the equipment 
installed on the r66 newscopter, but economics are key in this 
industry,” he said. “if the operating cost of the r66 is lower with 
the speed, endurance, performance, and camera/transmit pack-
age generally comparable to a as350 b2 or bell 206, i think 
robinson might have a winner on its hands. When it is available 
to the market, the r66 newscopter is an airframe package we will 
look at very closely.”

sky helicopters in Dallas, texas, will be the launch customer for 
the r66 newscopter. “We’ve been operating the r44 newscopters 
for nearly 20 years, and currently have 10 in service at various 
locations around the u.s.,” sky helicopters owner ken pyatt told 
Vertical. “our network news customers are thrilled with the heli-
copter’s reliability and quality of the camera and newsgathering 
equipment. We’re looking forward to the r66 newscopter for some 
of our higher-altitude locations and customers that still specify 
turbine-engine airframes. the ability to seat pilot-plus-three is ideal 
for in-cockpit interviews and pooled newsgathering contracts.”
kurt robinson said the success of the r44 newscopter was 

hugely helpful in developing the r66 newscopter, having recorded 
numerous hours in a variety of different operating environments, 
markets, and tv cultures around the globe. “With this we were able 
to discuss our operators’ likes and dislikes, and requests for the 
future, in order to try to make the r66 newscopter meet the needs 
of as many people as possible,” he said.
robinson expects certification of the r66 newscopter shortly 

after hai heli-expo 2017, held in Dallas, texas, march 7 to 9.

skip robinson | skip has covered helicopter operations through 
photography for 25 years and has worked with Vertical magazine for 
over a decade. his main interests are rescue, parapublic and military 
operations. skip is based in los angeles, california.
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Fighting  
FirewithFire

Firehawk helicopters is the oldest 
member of the small but growing 

community of commercial sikorsky 
black hawk operators. it wasn’t an 

easy path to forge, but the type has 
more than proved its worth in utility and 

firefighting operations.
story & photos by dan megna

firehawk helicopters has now recorded more 
than 20 years of operating sikorsky s-70s — 
and more recently uh-60 black hawks (top). 

airbus as350 b3 and h125 (below) helicopters 
have been added to the fleet to enhance the 

company’s operational capabilities.
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that’s the beautiful thing about 
the black haWk: it has incredible 
mission flexibility because of its 
poWer-to-Weight and its ballistic 
tolerant design. it’s the most 
durable and versatile and safe 
aircraft in the industry.
- alex anduze, director of exPerimental 
fligHt, fireHawK HelicoPterS

supporting research and development projects 
for defense contractors has long been an 

important mission for the company. this recent 
project involved more than a dozen contractors 

to prove the concept of quickly configuring a 
utility black hawk into an armed attack aircraft.
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the sikorsky uh-60 black hawk has a long and distinguished 
history as a multi-mission military workhorse. first introduced 
in 1979, the black hawk’s performance, ruggedness, reliability, 
safety and versatility continue to be held in high regard as it 
serves all branches of the u.s. armed forces.
the same capabilities that make the uh-60 so valuable to u.s. 

military operators hold a similar appeal to commercial operators. 
the s-70 — the commercial variant of the black hawk — has 
long been used by foreign governments for vip transportation, 
medevac and military missions. but in recent years, the avail-
ability of the uh-60 to commercial operators has sparked wider 
interest in the aircraft within the civil helicopter industry, most 
notably among those involved in heavy-lifting and firefighting. 
of the small number of domestic commercial operators pres-

ently operating the black hawk, firehawk helicopters, based 
in leesburg, florida, stands out as the industry leader. today 
it operates nine black hawks — five uh-60a models and four 
s-70s — and has the distinction of over 20 years of longevity 

and more than 14,000 accident-free hours.
“there is absolutely no better platform than the black hawk,” 

said alex anduze, a former army uh-60 pilot, sikorsky test 
engineer and test pilot, and now director of experimental flight 
test at firehawk. “and when somebody makes a statement like 
that, you have to ask, ‘Well, what’s the mission?’ and that’s the 
beautiful thing about the black hawk: it has incredible mission 
flexibility because of its power-to-weight and its ballistic tolerant 
design. it’s the most durable and versatile and safe aircraft in 
the industry.”
company founder chuck brainerd is a former army pilot who 

flew bell uh-1 hueys in vietnam. “When i came home from 
vietnam i had a desire to keep flying,” he told Vertical. “but back 
in the early ’70s there weren’t a lot of helicopter jobs for the 
number of pilots that were out there, so i started out spraying 
orange trees, and from there when on to do some lift work for 
other operators in the area.” he also flew research and develop-
ment projects for defense contractor martin marietta, during 

all four firehawk astars 
are now configured 

with the blr fastfin, 
improving tail rotor 

effectiveness and aircraft 
stability, especially in 

high and hot conditions. 

a standard firehawk “unit” travels with an aircraft, pilot, co-pilot, crew 
chief and assistant crew chief; as well as mechanics, a crew truck, trailer, 

and a 5,000-us gallon fuel truck. skip Robinson photo

presently, firehawk provides four black hawks on exclusive use fire contracts and has two available as back-up aircraft. 
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which he developed a reputation for his skills, safety, and effi-
ciency. he founded brainerd helicopters, inc. in 1973, but con-
tinued to work for other operators for the first few years while his 
company established itself.
as brainerd transitioned to focus all his efforts on his company, 

martin marietta offered him continued work if he could secure 
his own aircraft. so, in 1978, brainerd arranged to lease a radial 
engine sikorsky s-58 and began flying as an independent 
operator. 
in the years that followed, brainerd enjoyed a steady volume of 

research test flying with martin marietta and continued doing lift 
work throughout the south and east. in 1980, brainerd took a 
decisive step in defining his future by purchasing the s-58. six 
years later, he purchased a turbine-powered s-58t, and with it 
he launched an innovative helicopter emergency medical ser-
vices (hems) program with florida hospital. the aircraft’s large 
cabin accommodated a mechanical balloon pump for aiding 
cardiac patients and the program was heralded as the first of its 
kind in the country. after three years, brainerd sold his interest 
in the operation and went back to flying for defense contractors.

developing a firefighting focus

in 1987, brainerd got his first taste of firefighting, and this would 
ultimately steer his business in a new direction. “We’d hang out 
wherever the fires were and try to get an order to go to work,” 
he said. “that’s how we fell in love with boise; we’d hang out 
there to be near the action. so, we did fires and a little bit of 
lift work — just whatever it took to keep the doors open. it was 
a struggle. We should have been out of business about three 
times.”
firefighting became the core of brainerd’s business. but even 

with the addition of a second s-58t in 1990, he needed another 
aircraft to improve his company’s capabilities. While the s-58ts 
were good performers, they were also old and slow, and parts 
were limited.
“When we looked to replace the 58ts, we had three primary 

criteria for what we were looking to buy: more speed, more lift, 
and less maintenance,” said bart brainerd, chuck’s son and 

three generations of brainerds: chuck (left), 
son bart (middle) and chuck’s grandson. 

maintenance technician levi Davis inspects and cleans main 
rotors after a busy fire season at the boise, idaho, base.

senior maintenance technician Doug boody joined firehawk 
last year after 38 years with sikorsky’s black hawk program. 
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firehawk acquired three uh-60as from the u.s. army in 2012 through the black hawk exchange and sales team program.
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brainerd bought his first s-70 in 1995, and 
it began firefighting operations in July 1996.

brainerd/firehawk helicopters has been involved in aerial firefighting for 
30 years, emigrating to the s-70 and uh-60 from the sikorsky s-58t.
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now the company president. “there are 
a lot of aircraft out there that are faster 
and carry more than a 58t, but none of 
them met the ‘less maintenance’ cat-
egory. at the time, the black hawk was 
the only modern aircraft that seemed 
to change the game. it was significantly 
faster than the 58t, it carried twice the 
payload, it was a lot less maintenance, 
and it was a much safer aircraft.”
in the mid ’90s, when brainerd first 

aspired to operate a black hawk, the 
aircraft had never been utilized by a 
commercial operator. the uh-60s were 
military assets, and the small number 
of s-70s that had been sold were in the 
hands of foreign operators: heads of 
state, governments and militaries. as a 
result, finding a used s-70 would require 
a global search for the proverbial needle 
in a haystack.
at hai heli-expo in 1995, chuck 

brainerd asked around the sikorsky 
booth to see if s-70s ever came up 
for sale. sikorsky marketing manager 
howard Whitfield told him of one in 
england that was originally owned by 
the company as a demonstrator. engine 
manufacturer rolls-royce then leased it 
as an engine test bed for the rtm 322, 
and eventually purchased it. at the con-
clusion of the program, the engines were 
removed, and the aircraft then sat idle 
for two years.
brainerd went to england to see the 

aircraft and made an offer on the spot. 
he then came home and put both of his 
sikorsky s-58ts up for sale. in august 
1995, with one 58t sold, the deal for 
the s-70 was completed. it was loaded 
aboard a ship, transported to new Jersey, 
and trucked to brainerd helicopters’ home 
base in leesburg, florida. 
the company began a thorough refur-

bishment of the aircraft, but the problem 
remained of where to get the engines. 
research revealed Westland had owned 
12 ge t700 engines for its eh101 devel-
opment program. as luck would have 
it, it had a pair of engines left over, and 
brainerd made an offer to purchase 
them. Work on the s-70 was completed 
by memorial Day the following year, and 
by July the aircraft was in the Western 
u.s. on its first firefighting contract. 
brainerd helicopters was rebranded as 
firehawk helicopters and became the 
first (and until two years ago, the only) 
commercial operator of the black hawk.

the leesberg, florida, base — 35 miles northwest of orlando — has evolved over the years. the two 
large hangars were the most recent additions to accommodate the growing black hawk fleet.

affectionally known as the “hawk nest,” firehawk’s main hangar 
serves as the company’s faa-approved part 145 repair facility.

Jim auxier is a maintenance technician and a sheet 
metal specialist.  

senior maintenance technician roberto 
velez, here inspecting a ge t700-ge-701c/D 

engine, is one of firehawk’s longest-tenured 
employees.
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three of firehawk’s hardworking 
firefighters: n2fh is an s-70c and once 

served as the sultan of brunei’s personal 
aircraft; n17fh was acquired from the 

best program as a uh-60a that firehawk 
upgraded to an a+ (the first in the civil 

world) with two t700-ge-701D engines; 
and n136bh is an s-70a that once served 

the government of hong kong.
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expanding the fleet

by the end of the decade, firehawk had added three 
aérospatiale sa-319b alouette iiis to its fleet to complement 
its utility and firefighting work. these aircraft were operational 
until 2003, when the company transitioned to airbus as350 b3/
b3es (h125s). today, it operates five airbus as350s, including 
one belonging to brown helicopter and another belonging to the 
u.s. fish and Wildlife service.
firehawk acquired its second s-70 in 2001 from sikorsky. it 

had previously served as the sultan of brunei’s personal vip 
helicopter, and had been refurbished for one of his daughters. 
the exterior paint was a glossy “oD green” with gold stripes. 
inside, the rear cabin was described by bart brainerd as “every-
thing you might see in a head of state vip airliner.” it had a 
salmon-pink leather vip interior with seating for seven, captains’ 
chairs, mirrors, automatic door locks, granite counters, a heavy 
silk carpet, and an automated glass partition separating it from 
the front cabin. and then there was the cabin and cockpit hard-
ware — according to brainerd, gold plating had been layered on 
the seat belts, door handles and switches.

in 2002, brown helicopters, inc., a leading aircraft parts sup-
plier located nearby in pensacola, acquired three s-70as via 
auction. they had been in use by the government flying service 
of hong kong in a search-and-rescue role. after acquiring them, 
brown held the aircraft in storage until 2004, when it partnered 
with firehawk.
“We entered into an agreement with them to operate those air-

craft for them,” said bart brainerd. “We began refurbishing the 
aircraft and converting them, from the search-and-rescue role 
they had been built for, to the firefighting role.” the first of these 
aircraft rolled out and entered service in spring 2006. the sec-
ond and third followed, one each consecutive year. 
by 2008, firehawk was operating five s-70 black hawks, but 

military operations overseas were making spare parts scarce. 
“because of the war in iraq and afghanistan, parts were becom-
ing increasingly hard to come by,” said bart brainerd. “so, we 
decided to strip an airframe, cannibalize it, use all the spares to 
keep the other four aircraft flying, and then we sold just the bare 
airframe.” this sacrifice allowed firehawk to maintain its fleet of 
four s-70s through 2014.

two of firehawk’s “special use” aircraft: n9fh is a 
uh-60a from the best program that has been completely 

refurbished and is presently for sale. the gray 60xp 
(foreground) has been maintained in its original military 
condition and now serves as a dedicated research and 

development aircraft for contractors including lockheed 
martin and boeing. 
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in 2012, the u.s. army began the black hawk exchange and 
sales team (best) program, which allowed it to begin divest-
ing 600 to 800 “obsolete and non-excess” utility a- and l-model 
black hawks over a period of 10 years. this created a pipeline 
for commercial operators to purchase the aircraft through fed-
eral general services administration (gsa) auctions.
this was how firehawk acquired three uh-60as in 2014. 

a fourth was leased from brown helicopters as a dedicated 
research and development aircraft. the refurbishment required 
to bring the aircraft up to commercial firefighting standards 
brought about a new partnership between the two companies 
along with a third, Dynamic aviation of bridgewater, virginia, to 

create bhi h60 helicopters. together, this alliance co-developed 
a restricted category supplemental type certificate to allow 
commercial operations of uh-60as for firefighting and special 
operations. 
as part of the refurbishment, two aircraft were upgraded to 

the uh-60a+ configuration by the installation of twin ge t700-
ge-701D engines. this was a first for an aftermarket user, and 
enhanced performance dramatically. “We were thrilled with the 
upgraded hot and high performance and believe we currently 
own the two highest available payload aircraft in hot and high 
conditions in the history of the black hawk program,” said bart 
brainerd.
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maintaining 60xp in its military configuration, including 
original exhaust and hf antenna (base of the tail boom), 
makes it attractive for testing equipment and systems 
targeted towards military operators.
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a growing community

today, firehawk’s primary focus is firefighting. heavy-lift opera-
tions remain a strong sector with the balance of work spread 
between flight testing for the technology and defense industries, 
and television and film work. the company is home to nearly 
70 employees, including 16 full-time and six seasonal pilots, 28 
mechanics, and a dozen administrative and support personnel. 
among firehawk’s many notable missions over the years, 

two stand out as especially significant. in 2003, it provided 
an aérospatiale sa-319b alouette iii for 45 days to recover 
debris after the space shuttle columbia disaster. then, in 
2005, firehawk committed two black hawks to new orleans, 
louisiana, immediately following hurricane katrina. they initially 
performed hospital evacuations and rescues of flood victims, 
then remained for over a year on contract with the new orleans, 
louisiana, fire Department for firefighting. 
While florida remains the company headquarters, firehawk 

has established a second base in boise, idaho. “as firefighting 
became more and more important to the company, we realized 
we could basically pay for a base by not ferrying the aircraft 
back and forth,” said bart brainerd. “so we started up the base 

in idaho as a maintenance base in between contracts where 
the aircraft could go and be maintained in the winter time.” 
he added that as the company has grown, idaho has slowly 
become the center of gravity for the firehawk’s operations. 
“for 19 years we’ve held distinction of being the world’s first 

and only commercial operator of the black hawk,” said bart 
brainerd. “now, thanks to the best program, we are just the 
oldest member of a small but growing community. it’s exciting 
to see the opportunities developing in the marketplace as the 
number of available aircraft continues to grow. We are encour-
aged how the market recognizes the potential and even more 
excited that the aftermarket recognizes the potential to develop 
more products for the black hawk to increase its capabilities 
and utility.”

dan Megna | dan served nearly 20 years of a 30-year law enforce-
ment career as a helicopter tactical officer, pilot, and flight instructor 
with a large southern californian sheriff’s department. he has been a 
regular contributor to Vertical since 2004. 

the boise facility provides a convenient location for 
supporting the large volume of firefighting in the Western u.s.  
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AdventureHigh on 

located on the “ring of fire,” chile has more than 30 active volcanoes. platinum 
regularly ferries volcanologists to the peaks to study and measure them.

High on 
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platinum helicopteros has carved its own niche in 
the chilean helicopter industry, offering customized 
services for adventure-seeking tourists, as well as 

performing a full range of utility operations.
story by Jen Boyer | photos by anthony pecchi
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from the towering andes mountains to the rugged pacific coast-
line and weather-beaten cape horn, platinum helicopteros is 
carving a unique niche in the chilean helicopter industry. in addi-
tion to taking on many utility helicopter operations common to life 
on challenging terrain, platinum is paving new inroads by creating 
access to bucket-list adventures and capturing adrenaline-junky 
activities on film to inspire future visitors.
from a chilean beach while the aircraft was refueled between 

flights, platinum helicopteros owner and pilot Jordi seron shared 
the philosophy behind the company that is carving a unique niche 
in the south american country.
“most helicopter companies here focus on utility work,” seron 

said. “there are a few flight schools, but not a lot of other opera-
tions. i started platinum helicopteros to do new operations in 
addition to utility work. platinum is a boutique helicopter compa-
ny. of course, we do a number of utility jobs, but we expand from 
there into film and adventure. We are not the most inexpensive 
operator. We don’t negotiate on price, but we are good and get 
the job done.”

seron began his helicopter career 18 years ago, when he was 
21. With dreams of being a helicopter pilot and one day owning his 
own company, he flew to langley, british columbia, to attend heli-
college canada. there he earned his commercial canadian rating 
and received mountain and sling-load training.
upon returning home, he landed at lassa, the largest utility opera-

tor in chile with 22 aircraft. seron flew the bell uh-1h for lassa in 
firefighting, heavy-lift, heli-skiing and mining operations. While there, 
he met a future business partner and started his own utility com-
pany. While that partnership later ended, he didn’t lose his resolve. 
he started platinum helicopteros in 2013 with a bell 206, with the 
new goal of filling a unique niche.
not long after forming platinum, his friend max acuña, an engi-

neer who also owned his own helicopter, suggested a joint venture. 
acuña and his helicopter would join the company and acuña would 
run the business side while seron flew the majority of work. the 
partnership paid off in more ways than one. While acuña earned 
his commercial rating and began flying for platinum, he also put his 
engineering expertise to work to take platinum the next level.
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heli-Biking in the andes

tourists seeking outdoor adventure year-round come to chile, 
drawn by the rugged andes. seron saw an opportunity to cater to 
this unique set with once-in-a-lifetime downhill biking trips. 
“We started out joking about a company, helibikechile.com, but 

we soon realized we could really make it happen,” acuña said. 
“but first we needed the equipment.” 
the trick was getting the bikes to the top of a 10,000-foot moun-

tain where no roads existed. a supplemental type certificate (stc) 
for a specialized bike rack was available for the as350, but not for 
platinum’s current bell 206l or bell 407.
acuña went to work in early 2015 designing a rack, then apply-

ing for an stc through the Dirección general de aeronáutica 
civil (Dgac) — chile’s regulatory agency — for the bell 407. the 
design allows for eight bikes, four on either side of the helicopter. 
the stc was granted in late 2015, allowing platinum helicopteros 
to begin providing the service that chilean summer through 
helibikechile.com.

platinum is looking to expand its fleet with the 
addition of a third aircraft — likely a bell 407.

the company’s bell 207l is fitted with a simplex 
spray system for agricultural spraying operations.

platinum designed, built, and gained an supplemental type certificate 
for a bike rike for the bell 407. it can carry up to eight bikes.

a platinum helicopteros bell 407 returns to base with a setting sun behind 
it. the operator has bases in santiago and concepción, chile.
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“the trip takes about 13 minutes up from santiago, but the 
three-hour ride down is on single tracks that will blow your mind,” 
seron said. “that said, all of our trips are well planned and guided 
by very professional and medically-trained guides. the helicopter 
remains nearby should it be needed in an emergency as an extra 
level of support.”
using both helicopters, platinum can take seven custom-

ers, a guide and eight bikes into the mountains for a heli-biking 
adventure.
With the success of the new venture, platinum helicopteros 

is now in the process of selling the heli-bike stc to Dart 
aerospace, making it available to other operators around the 
world while marketing the new adventure for a second season.
in the winter, platinum shifts adventure gears to skiing. seron, 

with his years of heli-skiing flight experience, and his guides know 

where the best virgin powder can be found. he flies customers, 
their equipment and a guide to remote spots between 14,000- 
and 15,000-feet for an andes downhill run to remember.
“Just like our heli-biking, we only provide this service with a 

guide and all the safety equipment,” seron said. “it’s an extreme 
downhill experience. i have to be honest, i’m a pilot, i have no 
idea how they do it, but the skiers love it,” he added with a laugh. 
in addition to ski and bike adventures, platinum also offers char-

tered heli-fishing opportunities to places where there are no roads 
and the fishing is supreme. the company also advertises helicop-
ter skydiving for those looking for an ultimate experience.
When it comes to aerial film work in chile, chances are high 

seron and platinum helicopteros are flying the camera. platinum 
operates the only bell 206 cineflex mount in chile, and has flown 
operations for heli-skiing movies, commercials, documentaries, 
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and even documents extreme events like the red bull’s record 
breaking downhill bike race and roberta mancino’s wingsuit flight 
over chile’s active villarrica volcano with gopro.

have helicopter, will travel

operating out of santiago and concepción, platinum 
helicopteros also provides a range of utility, charter, and on-call 
services for a variety of customers. 
chile’s fire season runs from november to april, and can often 

be fierce due to the terrain and high temperatures. utilizing bambi 
buckets, platinum puts both helicopters to work, flying an average 
of 100 hours a month on fires during the season.
the country’s remote and rugged terrain also calls for helicopter 

support for multiple power line and utility equipment installations, 
repairs and inspections. 
“We have a lot of work maintaining electricity and cell phone 

towers,” acuña said. “the towers have to be located in very 
remote places to serve the people of chile. We perform a 
lot of long-line and support work in the mountains for those 
companies.”
fitted with a simplex spray system, the company’s 206l serves 

a number of agriculture clients in the spring and summer, first 
spraying fertilizer blends then returning later in the season with 
insecticides. on average, the company flies 1,500 hours annually 
spraying more than 12,000 hectares.
between april and september, platinum supports mining opera-

tions in the mountains, providing seismic surveys and avalanche 
control as well as supporting remote mining sites with delivery of 
food, fuel and other resources when roads become impassable.
in the more populated areas, platinum offers a heli-banner ser-

vice, flying helicopter banners for events, festivals and corporate 
advertising.
and, located as it is on the ring of fire with more than 30 active 

volcanoes (that have erupted 15 times in the past 20 years alone), 
platinum stays busy with volcanic surveys and ferrying volcanolo-
gists and engineers to remote equipment sites. 
“We’re very busy helping scientists with the volcanoes,” acuña 

said. “they are always going up to the volcanoes to measure 
heat, gases and other factors to help predict what the volcano will 
do next or when it will erupt. these sites are very remote; some 
you can only access by foot or helicopter.”
When an eruption does occur, platinum swaps hats and answers 

the call of chile’s onemi (national office of emergency of the 
ministry of the interior) to provide evacuation, supplies, and any 
other type of support needed in emergency situations. the com-
pany’s long-line capability also allows for large deliveries of food 
and medicine to stranded citizens as well, acuña said.
as a part of onemi’s helicopter pool, platinum responds to other 

natural disasters in chile, providing support based on the need. 
the company has assisted in the aftermath of large earthquakes, 
tsunamis and heavy rain-caused floods. in the past, platinum’s 
rescue response work has included bringing in rescuers who can 
dig through rubble, flying in supplies, and providing emergency air 
ambulance evacuations. 
business is going strong, and seron has plans to add another 

bell 407 to the fleet soon. 
“We’re working on inventing new things,” seron said. “i can’t talk 

about them, but in the same way we developed our own heli-bike 
rack, we’re looking at new opportunities to provide new services 
here in chile.”

platinum’s focus during the winter months is on heli-skiing, and seron 
knows the best spots for virgin powder at between 14,000 and feet.

the company flies about 1,500 hours of spray work 
each year, covering more than 12,000 hectares.
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the waters of the mighty st. lawrence river, the 1,190-kilometer 
(740-mile) arterial waterway that connects the atlantic ocean with 
the great lakes, almost seem to emanate history. beginning with 
Jacques cartier in 1535, the river was the basis for european 
exploration and settlement of the land that would eventually 
become canada, with three of north america’s oldest settlements 
— quebec city, trois-rivières, and montreal — founded along its 
banks. the latter is celebrating its 375th anniversary this year, the 
last century of which saw it play a key role in the development of 
the global aviation industry, and become one of the largest aero-
space hubs in the world. 
and it was because of this that i found myself standing on the 

south bank of the st. lawrence on an unseasonably mild — but 
still frigid — January morning in longueuil (a commuter city 
across the water from downtown montreal). i was visiting one of 

the oldest and most familiar presences in aviation. established in 
1928, it will celebrate the production of its 100,000th engine this 
summer — 60,000 of which are still in service, operated by over 
12,300 operators in 200 countries. Within the rotary-wing industry, 
its products power aircraft produced by airbus, bell, leonardo, 
mD, avic and kazan. and in Vertical’s first-ever engine manufac-
turer survey last year, you voted it the clear winner. that company 
is, of course, pratt & Whitney canada (p&Wc).
the venerable manufacturer produces engines for four main 

business segments: general aviation, regional turboprops, busi-
ness jets and helicopters; and also produces commercial auxiliary 
power units (apus), including those previously manufactured 
by pratt & Whitney in the united states. p&Wc president John 
saabas told Vertical that this diversity and industry experience 
give the company a competitive advantage.

Vertical visited pratt & whitney canada’s headquarters in longueuil, Quebec, to get the 
story behind one of the oldest names in the aviation industry — and find out how the engine 

manufacturer plans to develop the next generation of power and customer support.

By oliver Johnson

AboVe
from left: John saabas, president of p&Wc; irene makris, vice president of marketing at p&Wc; and tim swail, vice president of customer programs at p&Wc.
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p&Wc’s presence in the rotary-wing market has been built around the pt6 (bottom, in its pt6t variant), which has a legacy stretching back 
over half a century. at the other end of the scale, the newest engine in its range is the pW210 (top), which received certification in 2011.
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“longevity itself doesn’t mean anything, but the fact that we’ve 
been able to acquire new customers and develop new products 
— 100 new products in the last 25 years — gives us an edge,” 
he said. “We have developed products that can cross all markets, 
we learn from all markets, and we bring that [knowledge] to each 
segment.”
the company’s sprawling longueuil headquarters cover 165 

acres, and include two main buildings that together span more 
than 1.23 million square feet. the facilities on this campus include 
p&Wc’s main manufacturing plant, its corporate and customer 
support offices, and the main engineering center where about half 
of the company’s research and development (r&D) is completed.
in addition to its presence in longueuil, p&Wc has its main ser-

vice center for engine repair and overhaul in st-hubert, quebec; 
its global flight test operations hub and engine assembly in 
mirabel, quebec; turbofan r&D and pW300 assembly and testing 
in mississauga, ontario; a specialized machining plant in halifax, 
nova scotia; pt6 assembly and testing in lethbridge, alberta; an 
altitude testing facility in ottawa, ontario; and, together with rolls-
royce, it operates the global aerospace centre for icing and 
environmental research in thompson, manitoba.

developing a range of power

over the years, p&Wc has produced over 15,000 engines for 
helicopters, and about 9,000 of those are still in operation on 
34 helicopter types. and of the 700 million flight hours accumu-
lated across p&Wc’s product line, 55 million of those have been 
recorded in helicopters.
“the helicopter segment is a very important part of our busi-

ness,” said saabas. “it’s a segment that actually flies more hours 
per year than general aviation and business aviation, so it’s one 
that has more activity through the maintenance cycle.”
at the heart of p&Wc’s product line for more than 50 years has 

been the legendary pt6, and the engine’s ties to the helicopter 
industry reach back to its earliest days — the first aircraft to have 
been powered solely by a pt6 was the experimental hiller ten99 
helicopter.
the pt6b (1,000 shaft-horsepower), pt6c (1,600 to 2,000 hp), and 

pt6t (1,800 to 2,000 hp) product lines power aircraft including the 
leonardo aW119 koala, aW139, and aW609 tiltrotor, the bell 212 
and 412, and the airbus h175.
“the pt6 has stood the test of time in the sense of its reliability and 

durability,” tim swail, p&Wc vp of customer service, told Vertical.  

longueuil is home to one of two customer first centres operated 
by the company, offering 24/7 coverage for aircraft on ground and 
technical/maintenance consultation. the other is in singapore.
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the airbus h175 — powered by the pt6c-67e.  Airbus photo

two era leonardo aW139s take flight in the gulf of mexico.  
the aircraft’s powerplants are pt6c-67cs. Dan Megna photo

the l.a. fire Department’s bell 412ep is powered by the pt6t-3D twin pac. skip Robinson photo

two pW207D1 engines power the bell 429. heath Moffatt photo

a sikorsky s-76D, flown by national helicopter services of trinidad 
and tobago. providing the thrust are two pW210s engines.  
Dan Megna photo
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“it has very good features from a foD [foreign object 
debris] tolerance and those perspectives, it fits into 
many configurations and we’ve continued — especially 
in the helicopter side — to insert material and compo-
nent, manufacturing and technologies into the product 
to enable us to grow the power and improve the per-
formance. We’ve then matched that with the evolution 
of the control system.”
at the other end of the power scale is the pW200, 

which, although a relatively new engine compared to 
the pt6, recently celebrated 25 years in operation (the 
first application was in the mD 900).
unlike the pt6, pW200 variants are only used to 

power rotary-wing aircraft, and it has proved a par-
ticularly popular choice among airframe oems for their 
light twin-engine platforms. the pW206 (430 to 560 hp) 
powers the airbus ec/h135, mD 900 and leonardo 
aW109 series; while the pW207 (570 to 650 hp) is used 
in the bell 429, bell 427 and the kazan ansat.
“they may not be our first engines, but we have a lot 

of legacy in them already,” said irene makris, p&Wc 
vp of marketing for helicopter engines. “We’ve got 
3,500 [pW200 series] engines flying and 4,700 pro-
duced. We’re pretty much 50 percent of the light twin 
market worldwide.”
the newest engine in p&Wc’s product line is the 

1,100-hp pW210, which flies in the sikorsky s-76D and 
leonardo aW169. 
“the 210 brings together the architecture and some 

of the technologies we developed for the pW600 
[turbofan], and some of the key features and lessons 
learned in 25 years of experience of the pW200, along 
with 25 years of faDec [full authority digital engine 
control] experience from across regional and business 
aviation,” said swail. he added that the engine also 
has an apu mode, providing plenty of power even 
when the rotors aren’t turning, and that this has been 
well received by air medical operators in particular, 
saving the cost and weight of an additional engine.

committing to innovation

the last five years have seen the pW210a, pW210s, 
and pt6c-67e all enter service (in the aW169, s-76D, 
and h175, respectively) — an indication of the invest-
ment made in innovation at p&Wc. the company esti-
mates that it spends about c$500 million each year 
on r&D across all business segments. over the last 10 
years, it claims to have invested more than c$3 billion 
in developing new products and technologies.
“We’ve never stopped investing simply because it’s 

not a good year [in terms of revenue],” said makris. 
“We’re always looking at the future, always working 
with our oems, our operators, taking feedback and 
looking at developing the next engine that’s going to 
meet their needs — and sometimes we’re actually tell-
ing them what we have and where we need to go, and 
they actually will look at [building] the platform around 
our engine.”
to address future requirements, p&Wc is currently 

developing a new engine family that will produce 
power in the 1,400- to 2,200-hp range.

a p&Wc engineer assembles a pW206c at the manufacturer’s plant in longueuil.

looking out towards the mighty st. lawrence river, p&Wc’s headquarters in longueuil 
is in the heart of the aerospace hub surrounding montreal, quebec.
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“the top end of that is the one place we don’t play; the bot-
tom of that is to replace our own products with more efficient 
engines,” said saabas.
makris said the company’s r&D department has already com-

pleted successful tests of new technology for the family, and has 
shared its progress with customers. although it was reluctant 
to share too many details about programs still in development, 
p&Wc did say that technology from its purepower pW1000 and 
pW800 turbofans was being integrated into turboshaft engines on 
the drawing board.
the company is already working with a customer to launch the 

engine in a platform by around 2020, though makris wouldn’t 
share who that customer is. but, on the flip side, how early does 
an engine oem become involved in discussions with an airframe 
oem about the development of a new aircraft?
“We constantly have technology development discussions with 

all of our oems,” said swail. “Where are the trends? What are we 
working on? We’re sharing with them the technology portfolios 
that we have, at a component, system, architectural and disrup-
tive level. Where are we going? Where are they going? how do 

those things pair together? there’s exchanges going on, starting 
with a quick analysis at a very preliminary level, moving up to 
increasingly detailed levels; it’s a constant interaction.”
While there continues to be industry pressure to develop engines 

that provide more power and greater efficiency, there is also an 
increasing focus on reducing their environmental footprint. to this 
end, p&Wc has partnered with several leading canadian universi-
ties to develop green technology, with different projects focus-
ing on reducing emissions, noise, waste, and the use of certain 
chemicals and materials in the manufacturing process, and favor-
ing suppliers who share the company’s sustainability values.
in terms of green fuels, p&Wc has been exploring the use of 

biofuels for decades, and believes their use will increase as the 
infrastructure to produce them is developed, and that with the 
right increase in scale, sustainable biofuel could be used by all 
commercial aircraft on a routine basis in five to seven years.
“We’ve demonstrated hybrid fuels on all our engines,” said 

saabas. “the bigger problem is you need to have aircraft and  
aircraft fuel systems, and a whole distribution network around 
alternative fuels to make it a viable thing long-term. but our 

the pW210a, which powers the leonardo aW169, achieved certification from the european aviation safety agency in December 2014. simon pryor photo
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engines can tolerate biofuels. all you really need to do is do the 
maturity compatibility, and make sure the fuel flows are in line 
with the calorific content of the fuel. so you need a bit more fuel, 
because there’s less energy in the fuel to get the same power.”
and, as part of its push for greater production efficiency, p&Wc 

has invested c$80 million in a centre of excellence for advanced 
manufacturing in longueuil that features three advanced manu-
facturing cells, as well as c$60 million in halifax for another 
two. each cell is home to several robotic arms — similar to the 

type found in high-tech automobile production facilities — that 
machine parts as they work their way along the line. the level of 
precision of these cells is such that they achieve tolerances of 
less than one-fiftieth of the diameter of a human hair, resulting in a 
high-quality product with zero non-conformance — and therefore 
less waste.

supporting the product

out of 9,000 employees around the world, p&Wc has 2,000 
working in customer service — and the emphasis it places on 
supporting its products is something in which it clearly takes 
great pride.
“We make sure that we are where our fleets are flying and where 

our customers need us,” said makris. “Whether it’s a Dof [desig-
nated overhaul facility], a service center, training school, or parts 
distribution center, we strategically locate to make sure that we’re 
in the right place.”
to that end, p&Wc has over 30 company-owned and -designated 

overhaul facilities around the world; seven parts distribution cen-
ters; over 100 field support representatives (fsrs); 100 mobile 
repair team techs; over 850 rental/exchange engines covering 120 
configurations; 13 customer training facilities in seven countries 
operated through flightsafety international; and fully integrated 
aftermarket support at two customer first centres (in longueuil 
and singapore) that provide 24/7 coverage for aircraft on ground 
(aog) and critical emergency services and technical/maintenance 
consultation.
swail said the company is currently focusing its support on tai-

loring solutions to operators’ individual needs, as well as reducing 
costs during a challenging time for the industry. 
“We continue to evolve, but in the last two years we’ve put out the 

We make sure that We are Where 
our fleets are flying and Where our 
customers need us. Whether it’s a 
dof [designated overhaul facility], 
a service center, training school, 
or parts distribution center, We 
strategically locate to make sure that 
We’re in the right place.
- irene maKriS, VP of marKeting at P&wc

a robotic arm on one of p&Wc’s 
cutting-edge advanced manufacturing 
cells at its longueuil facility.
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proof points that are showing our customers that we’re willing to 
adapt to their specific business needs, and we’ve already done a lot,” 
he said. “We’ve worked arrangements with companies saying, ‘how 
can we help you through the oil-and-gas crisis? What are the specific 
things we can do together?’ We’ve extended the tbo [time between 
overhaul] on the pW210 to 4,000 hours from 3,500, and dropped the 
pay-per-hour rates for the engine as well.”
a key driving force within p&Wc’s support division at the moment is 

to move operators towards a planned maintenance environment, offer-
ing them greater predictability in their maintenance costs. “the next 
best thing to no maintenance is planned maintenance,” said saabas.
it has launched a suite of 30 service offerings under the 

“p&Wcsmart” program — eight of which are directed towards the 
company’s rotary-wing products. they include fleet maintenance pro-
grams across all product lines as well as solutions specific to certain 
engines, such as an engine exchange program for the pt6t3/3b. in 
addition, p&Wc offers pay-by-hour maintenance plans for corporate 
operators and fleets. more than 10,000 engines are enrolled in these 
programs company-wide.
among the diagnostic, prognostic and health management systems 

included within the program is p&Wc’s new flight acquisition storage 
and transmission (fast) system, which is currently only available on 
the aW139 within its turboshaft unit. the fast system automatically 
captures and analyzes a wide range of more than 80 engine and air-
craft parameters and provides hands-free cellular transmission from 
the aircraft to p&Wc. the results are then emailed directly to the oper-
ator within 15 minutes of the engines shutting down. the system is 
already in more than half of the bombardier q400 fixed-wing fleet, and 
swail said p&Wc is looking to expand it into other parts of the market.
“it’s really bringing the hums [health and usage monitoring systems] 

experience and beyond that to the engine,” he said. “it’s getting very 
good customer response on the aW139, and we’ll continue to make it 
available to other applications we have out there.”
another tool that will soon be at the disposal of maintenance techni-

cians is p&Wc’s oil analysis program. currently undergoing a custom-
er trial across 3,100 engines, the program is billed as a next-generation 
solution for preventative maintenance. the system detects microfine 
metal particles in oil, allowing early identification of wear of individual 
oil-wetted components such as gears, bearings and seals.
“We’re able to detect [at] minimum 100 hours sooner that the tradi-

tional soap [spectrometric oil analysis program],” said makris. “and 

this is not going to be reserved just for us — we’re sharing it with the 
industry, because safety is all of our responsibility.”
the company expects the technology to be mature in the next 18 to 

24 months.
finally, the manufacturer is making strides in software support. 

last year it rolled out myp&Wc power — a new customer service 
portal, optimized for use from any device, that offers users the abil-
ity to manage almost any interaction with the manufacturer, from 
accessing technical publications and online tutorials, to ordering 
parts and submitting hours for maintenance programs.
then, in november, it launched p&Wc onsite — an hD video 

collaboration system that essentially functions as a beefed-up and 
more secure version of apple’s facetime. it allows a customer with 
a maintenance issue to show the problem area via a live video link 
to a p&Wc representative for advice — rather than having to wait 
for them to arrive in person. the technology even allows for a con-
nection with a borescope through an adapter.
“let’s say they want us to sign off a repair, and we need to give 

them a letter to help their local authority to say, ‘this is outside the 
manual, but it’s ok,’ ” said swail. “now we have the detailed deci-
sion record instead of a paragraph, i’ve got a video image which 
is part of the record — and you can help make decisions faster. 
it’s just another way we’re trying to make sure we stay close to the 
customer and keep our reach at the most modern level.”
and, according to saabas, it’s this drive to constantly improve its 

support — and the quality of its people — that are the keys to the 
p&Wc’s success. “the engine is very important, technology is very 
important, but it’s new once and used forever,” he said. “i think our 
support is our biggest advantage. support comes down to the 
people you have, the relationships you have, and the availability. 
and the one comment we always get is that our people are great.”
in an ever-changing industry landscape, p&Wc has managed to 

stay on the leading edge of engine performance and customer 
support for almost 90 years. and, as it looks ahead to its century, 
its continued focus on innovation make its future look just as 
bright as its illustrious past.

three variants of the ec135/h135 have been offered with either pratt 
& Whitney or safran engines. the latest is the ec135 t3/p3 (h135), 
powered on the pratt side by pW206b3 engines. Airbus photo

oliver johnson | editor-in-chief of Vertical magazine, oliver has been 
covering the helicopter industry since joining mhm publishing in 2012. 
he can be reached at at oliver@mhmpub.com.
Follow him on Twitter @orjohnson_
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as former u.s. Defense secretary Donald 
rumsfeld once notoriously observed, 
there are two kinds of unknowns: known 
unknowns, and unknown unknowns.
if you are a helicopter operator who 

employs pilots to fly your aircraft, you have 
a lot of known unknowns. you know that 
your pilots are flying from point a to point 
b at some altitude, along some route, 
and at some level of compliance with the 
flight manual. What exactly those altitudes, 
routes, and levels of compliance are, are 
unknowns — unless you have flight data 
monitoring (fDm) equipment to tell you. 
then those known unknowns become 
knowns, and what you learn might sur-
prise you.
there are a lot of benefits to be gained 

from turning known unknowns into 
knowns. if you know that pilots are con-
sistently flying too low or aggressively, you 
can address those practices before they result in an accident or excessive component wear. alternately, if you know that a pilot really was 
flying responsibly, you can use your evidence to disprove noise complaints or allegations of recklessness. for most operators who imple-
ment fDm, straightforward known unknowns like these are usually their primary focus.
once they’ve implemented a proactive fDm program, however, many operators find that having a record of every flight is also invaluable 

for discovering unknown unknowns — “the ones we don’t know we don’t know,” as rumsfeld put it. and, in aviation as well as geopolitics, 
it’s the unknown unknowns that tend to be the difficult ones.
take a recent example from fort mcmurray, alberta-based phoenix heli-flight, whose president, paul spring, has been one of the heli-

copter industry’s earliest adopters and most vocal champions of fDm. two phoenix heli-flight pilots aborted a night flight in an airbus 
helicopters ec135 when they noticed in flight that the rotor tachometer had failed. When questioned the next day, the pilots were certain 
that the tach had been working on takeoff. cockpit video showed that the pilots had called it out as functioning on their pre-takeoff check-
list — but incorrectly, as the tach had actually failed its startup self-test due to a simple electronic glitch.

recording 
ISSuES
helicopter flight data monitoring systems 
are now more capable and versatile than 
ever. why has the industry been so slow 
to embrace them?         By elan head
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for many years, flight data monitoring systems were only 
practical for large aircraft, but fDm equipment for light 
helicopters has now been available for over a decade. 
even so, many helicopter operators have been reluctant to 
implement fDm.  Julien sollberger photo
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fDm has long since become a contract requirement for 
offshore oil-and-gas operators, but few customers outside of 
the offshore sector are aware of or interested in fDm. 
ChC photo
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thanks to the cockpit video recorder installed in conjunction with 
fDm equipment, not only did phoenix heli-flight save the cost of 
a new rotor tach, its pilots were made aware of errors in their own 
cognition (an unknown unknown). now, spring said, “that crew 
has it in their mind that they can’t just skim through their checks.”
fDm is not a new concept. under the name of flight operations 

quality assurance (foqa) it has been used in commercial airlines 
since the 1970s. in the helicopter industry, it was first introduced 
in large, transport-category helicopters in the north sea with the 
helicopter operations monitoring program (homp) trial in the late 
1990s. since then, it has become a standard contract require-
ment for most offshore oil-and-gas operators, and operators 
including bristow and phi have been using it in their light helicop-
ter fleets for a decade.
in recent years, the fDm technology available to operators of light 

and legacy helicopters has advanced dramatically. new  
fDm systems can monitor hundreds of parameters, and even 
transmit flight data via satellite in real time. moreover, a number of 

third-party companies now offer flight data analysis services, mak-
ing it easier than ever for small operators to start an fDm program.
While there can be legitimate concerns with the way in which 

any particular fDm program is implemented, the preventive safety 
benefits of fDm are widely recognized. in a worst-case scenario, 
fDm equipment can provide a wealth of evidence to accident 
investigators, eliminating uncertainty and allowing them to make 
informed recommendations on how to avoid similar accidents in 
the future.
yet, outside of a handful of sectors, the helicopter industry has 

been extremely slow to embrace fDm. even many operators who 
have fDm equipment installed as standard in their helicopters 
have no interest in using it. What accounts for their reluctance? 
and what will it take to change their minds?

advancing technology

because fDm does have such low penetration in the heli-
copter industry, it’s worth revisiting what, exactly, it is. as the 

fDm software programs provide a number of ways to visualize 
flight data, which can be valuable for training and debriefs. 

Latitude illustrations
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international helicopter safety team (ihst) defined it in a 2009 
“helicopter flight Data monitoring toolkit,” fDm is “a systematic 
method of accessing, analyzing, and acting upon information 
obtained from flight data to identify and address operational risks 
before they can lead to incidents and accidents.”
all fDm programs have a hardware component — equipment 

that collects and records flight data from the aircraft — as well 
as a software component, to turn that data into usable reports. 
operators define the “events” they want to monitor in terms of 
specific parameters. for example, an operator might want to 
know when a pilot is engaging in sustained straight-and-level 
flight below 300 feet above ground level, or banking in excess of 
30 degrees.

once those events are defined, fDm software identifies when 
they occur. these occurrences are then validated by analysts, 
who confirm that the event was meaningful (and not the result of 
a recording problem or transient condition such as turbulence). 
flight data can be used to identify specific unsafe incidents, but 
it can be just as useful in monitoring trends — for example, “nor-
malizations of deviance” that occur when pilots consistently fly too 
low or push their fuel limits. these issues can then be addressed 
proactively with training or modifications to standard operating 
procedures, as appropriate.
for large, transport-category helicopters that are required to 

be equipped with flight recorders, fDm programs can use those 
recorders as a data source. for many years, those systems were 

too heavy to install on light helicopters, but com-
pact, lightweight flight data recorders became 
available in the 2000s. the pioneer in the field was 
appareo systems, who came up with a small, 
self-contained unit that used internal gyroscopes, 
accelerometers, and gps to measure basic flight 
parameters. With the addition of high-resolution 
image and ambient acoustic capture abilities, 
this became the vision 1000, which has been 
installed on new helicopters delivered by airbus 
helicopters, inc. since 2010.
according to appareo sales manager casey 

Delanghe, although appareo has made incre-
mental enhancements to the vision 1000 over the 
years, it is now a “mature product” that remains 
targeted to entry-level customers who are seeking 
a simple and affordable solution. “a lot of people 

helicopter air ambulance operator metro aviation was an early adopter of 
fDm, and its president and ceo, mike stanberry, has invested millions of 
dollars in improving fDm technology. Dan Megna photo

the latest generation of fDm equipment combines fDm with other 
functions and satellite connectivity. outerlink photo
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are just getting into fDm,” he said. for them, “the fewer hours you 
have to spend with it, the better.”
meanwhile, other companies have entered the market with more 

sophisticated hardware offerings that capture more parameters, 
more reliably. modern digital aircraft have made it easier to 
record data from aircraft systems, allowing operators to lever-
age fDm for maintenance cost savings as well as enhanced 
operational safety. and, because many of the competitors in this 
space are established flight tracking companies, they’ve been 
able to bundle their fDm offerings with satellite connectivity, too.
for example, when metro aviation acquired the satellite track-

ing provider outerlink in 2014, it combined outerlink’s tracking 
capabilities with fDm technology developed by north flight Data 
systems (which metro acquired in 2008). the result was iris, 
an all-in-one solution that provides voice, video, and flight data 
recording along with broadband push-to-talk voice over internet 
protocol (voip) radio and high frequency satellite tracking.
iris uses the viasat network to stream data at a cost of just 

us$0.15 per kb. that makes it practical to transmit 10-second 
chunks of position and essential flight data, as well as in-cockpit 
warnings, at 10-second intervals, providing a continuous picture 
of aircraft health and usage activity. for more in-depth post-flight 
analysis, more than 400 different parameters (depending on 
aircraft model) are recorded from the time the aircraft powers on 
until it powers off.
latitude technologies, which started as a satellite track-

ing company, also offers fDm through its ionode systems. 
according to latitude sales director David thomas, the com-
pany’s entry into fDm came when it began monitoring loads for 

the cost justification is very 
important, and it’s very hard 
to nail doWn the return on 
investment. fdm is a long-term 
payoff — you may not see the 
value of it for five or  
10 years. 
— daVid tHomaS, latitude tecHnologieS
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the b.c. ministry of forests, and realized 
it could record and transmit virtually any 
parameter on the aircraft. as it expanded its 
hardware capabilities for fDm, it also began 
offering a web-based software solution in the 
form of latitude flight Data analytics. now, 
said thomas, “We’re offering a well-priced 
hardware product with well-priced analysis 
tools.”
skytrac is another flight tracking company 

that has moved into the fDm marketplace, 
using its isat-200a data acquisition platform. 
skytrac vice president of sales Jan van der 
heul said that the company focuses on pro-
viding customers with tailored, “end-to-end” 
solutions. skytrac offers full project manage-
ment and implementation services, including 
data analysis through a relationship with the 
company flight Data services. for some 
customers who already had fDm programs 
in place, skytrac has helped them streamline 
those programs by eliminating manual data 
retrieval; rather than relying on quick access 
recorders, skytrac’s systems can transfer 
data automatically via satellite or wirelessly 
back at the hangar. “leveraging connectivity 

Just culture is key to the successful implementation of an fDm program. pilots are likely to 
see the benefits of fDm when the data is not used punitively. Dan Megna photo

phoenix heli-flight president paul spring (left) has been one of the helicopter industry’s most vocal 
champions of fDm. Mike Reyno photo
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is really a step toward streamlining the pro-
cess,” van der heul said.
honeywell has also now integrated fDm 

into its sky connect tracker iii, which 
provides satellite-based flight tracking, 
text messaging, and voice telephone ser-
vices. in late 2016, honeywell announced 
a major agreement with air methods to 
equip that company’s fleet with the sky 
connect tracker iii system, upgrading 
sky connect tracker ii units and provid-
ing new units as required. in conjunction 
with that upgrade, the honeywell partner 
truth Data will be supplying air methods 
with foqa and fDm analytics, informa-
tion visualization, and reporting.
While early adopters of fDm had to 

develop flight data analysis capabili-
ties in house, an increasing number of 
operators are finding it preferable to 
outsource analysis to third-party com-
panies. “over the last several years, 
i’ve seen people need this kind of ser-
vice,” said truth Data president pete 
henrikson, a former u.s. air force f-16 
pilot who gained his initial experience 
with foqa programs in the military. 
truth Data is a relatively new company, 
and while it is launching its services with 
the world’s largest helicopter air ambu-
lance operator, henrikson said he aims 
to expand his business to smaller opera-
tors, too.
“i think the big thing for small opera-

tors is they assume this is for the air 
methods and phis of the world,” he 
said. “but it can be for everyone.”

slow implementation

if fDm really is for everyone, why 
haven’t more helicopter operators 
embraced it? there are several possible 
explanations.
privacy concerns are often cited as an 

obstacle to fDm — the idea being that 
pilots don’t want “big brother” looking 
over their shoulders. those fears are not 
unfounded. Without controls in place, 
flight data can be used punitively, and 
most of the airlines and offshore opera-
tors who were early adopters of fDm 
have had to negotiate privacy guidelines 
with pilots’ unions.
it’s relatively easy to guarantee ano-

nymity in a company that operates 
hundreds of aircraft, but for smaller 
operators, this may be difficult or impos-
sible. the success of a small company’s 
fDm program really comes down to its 
owner’s commitment to just culture — 
and many proponents of fDm say that if 
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management doesn’t have that commitment, they shouldn’t both-
er with fDm. “the key always in an fDm program is just culture,” 
emphasized skytrac’s Jan van der heul.
provided that just culture is in place, however, many pilots find 

that fDm isn’t as intrusive as they might have feared. and, audio 
and video coupled with data analysis can be used to productively 
understand the interaction of the pilot and flight crew in reported 
deviations from standard protocol. “combining all the available 
tools afforded by fDm ensures that the operator gets the story 
right,” said metro aviation managing director milton geltz. “actions 
can then be taken to improve the safety and operation of future 
flights by re-training and re-establishing or establishing accept-
able behaviors.”
the fact is, though, that operators rarely give top priority to 

pilots’ feelings when they’re weighing business decisions. a great-
er obstacle to broader implementation of fDm may be cost, and a 
general reluctance among operators to invest in expensive safety 
programs without a customer requirement or regulatory mandate.
“the cost justification is very important, and it’s very hard to nail 

down the return on investment,” said latitude’s David thomas. 
“fDm is a long-term payoff — you may not see the value of it for 
five or 10 years.”
Just how much does fDm cost? phoenix heli-flight’s paul 

spring said that, while low-end installations are available in the 
range of us$15,000, some of his more sophisticated installations 
have cost around $60,000. “still,” he said, “if you amortize that 
over five years, it’s not that much.” taking into account that five-
year amortization and the cost of a part-time in-house data  

analyst, spring estimates that his fDm program adds about 
$12.30 per flight hour. (because his oldest installations have 
required little to no maintenance for nine years and counting, the 
actual cost may be even less.)
While that’s not a huge additional cost, operators are unlikely to 

incur it unless they can see the value proposition — and most of 
them “lack the requisite imagination,” spring said. “they just can’t 
get their head around, how is spending this money going to help 
us? you have to imagine the world with it and the changes in your 
operations and the benefits it brings.”
consequently, most of the helicopter industry’s adoption of fDm 

to date has been driven by customer requirements, primarily in 
the offshore oil-and-gas industry. “typically operators are unable 
to bid on offshore contracts unless they have hfDm programs 
in place,” observed mike pilgrim, a former fDm manager for 
chc helicopter who now runs his own fDm services company, 
helinalysis. for most other operators, he said, “it really comes 
down to a question of cost — many operators just don’t seem to 
be able to see the benefits and therefore won’t make the invest-
ment. but if it’s a requirement, they do it and they find a way to 
do it.”
a regulatory mandate could also drive fDm adoption. in fact, 

the u.s. federal aviation administration’s 2014 helicopter air 
ambulance (haa) rule does require haa operators to install fDm 
systems in their aircraft by april 23, 2018. however, while 14 code 
of federal regulations 135.607 mandates installation of an fDm 
system, it does not require collection of data from that equipment, 
or development of data collection processes. and there are no 
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other regulations mandating fDm in 
helicopters.
thus, for the time being, broader imple-

mentation of fDm in the helicopter indus-
try will be up to those operators, cus-
tomers, and insurance companies who 
understand it and see its value. however, 
metro aviation ceo mike stanberry is 
betting that the new generation of fDm 
technology — which offers more capa-
bilities and opportunities for cost savings 
— will eventually become an industry 
standard. metro was an early adopter 
of fDm for its haa operations, and 
stanberry’s belief in its potential has led 
him to invest millions of dollars in making 
improved technology a reality.
“there’s no one silver bullet, but there 

are a lot of bullets — night vision gog-
gles, helicopter terrain awareness and 
warning systems, enhanced operational 
control centers and oversight — and if 
you use all of them you’re going to have 
a safer operation,” he said. “With the 
new iris technology, for the first time 
an operator will know in near real-time 
if the aircraft is being operated within 
[original equipment manufacturer] limits 
and specifications, and that the pilot is 
operating the aircraft within the [federal 
aviation regulations] and company 
procedures. When our clients and the 
insurance industry understand what’s 
available, my prediction is it’s going to be 
a requirement.”
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Despite the relatively low penetration of fDm in the helicopter industry 
thus far, it may eventually become a standard if customers and insurance 
companies start to demand it. Mike Reyno photo
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The oil-and-gas industry may be in the midst of a downturn, but canadian 
offshore operator cougar helicopters is preparing for a bright future with the 
opening of its new c$43-million hangar in st. John’s, newfoundland.
story by oliver Johnson | photos by heath moffatt

here’s no getting away from it: these are challenging times for the helicopter industry. While those supporting the oil-
and-gas sector have been the most directly affected by the downturn in oil prices, the knock-on effect has been felt 
throughout the industry, from original equipment manufacturers (oems) to maintenance, repair and overhaul facilities 
(mros) and those offering ancillary products and services.

Which is perhaps why it’s refreshing to see someone in the industry — and especially someone working in the offshore oil-and-
gas sector — that’s not only talking optimistically about the future, but preparing for the eventual upturn with a multimillion-dollar 
outlay. in november, cougar helicopters — a giant in the canadian offshore oil-and-gas transport world — celebrated the grand 
opening of its new c$43-million headquarters in st. John’s, newfoundland and labrador. the facility has significantly increased its 
capacity to serve the oil-and-gas industry off newfoundland’s coast, in a region that presents some of the most challenging condi-
tions encountered by regular helicopter service anywhere in the world.
the new development spans two enormous buildings at st. John’s international airport, with one containing a passenger process-

ing terminal and the company’s offices, and the other a hangar and office space for the company’s maintenance team. combined, 
the two facilities span close to 100,000 square feet, and, together with cougar’s existing search-and-rescue (sar) hangar and its 
two ramps, give the company a footprint of about 17.46 acres across the “cougar campus” it has created at the airport.
the buildings were officially opened nov. 18 following a ribbon-cutting ceremony that saw cougar’s chief operating officer, hank 

Williams, joined by executives from parent company vih aviation group, partner bristow group, oil company customers, and 
newfoundland and labrador finance minister cathy bennett.

investing
in the Future

t
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investing
in the Future

cougar has been operating off the coast of newfoundland from its base 
in st. John’s since it won a contract to service the hibernia platform in 
1996. today, it has four sikorsky s-92s flying shuttle runs to offshore 

platforms, and a fifth dedicated to providing a search-and-rescue (sar) 
service on behalf of its oil-and-gas customers. Mike Reyno photo
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a cougar sar crew practices hoisting down to a small vessel 
off the coast of st. John’s. the crew consits of two pilots, two 
rescue specialists, and a hoist operator. many are ex-military.
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“this facility is an investment in cougar’s requirements for 
today, but i think more importantly, it is an investment in cougar’s 
requirements for the future,” said Williams. “this facility is built 
with about 35 to 40 percent overcapacity for what we need for 
current operations. that represents bristow, vih and cougar’s 
belief in newfoundland and labrador, and more specifically the 
oil-and-gas sector, and where we believe it is going — and we 
want to be front and center [for] the entire newfoundland off-
shore industry.”

setting the standard

cougar has been operating to oil-and-gas facilities off the coast 
of newfoundland since it won a contract from exxonmobil to 
service the hibernia platform with an airbus helicopters super 
puma in 1996. from humble beginnings, it now has a staff 
of about 265, with four sikorsky s-92s shuttling passengers 

between newfoundland and offshore platforms, and a fifth s-92 
in st. John’s for search-and-rescue operations on behalf of its 
customers. it also has two s-92s serving the offshore sector 
from its facility in halifax, nova scotia. and over the more than 
20 years it has been conducting offshore operations, it has 
learned a lot. 
“When newfoundland first got into the oil-and-gas business, we 

saw a lot of people coming here from the north sea or from the 
states [to offer their experience],” Williams told Vertical. “there’s 
a lot less of that now because we developed our own expertise. 
our standards are as high as they are anywhere in the world — if 
not higher in some areas.”
cougar’s gradual expansion over the years caused it to fill its 

previous facility in st. John’s, eventually needing to use some of 
the office space at the purpose-built sar hangar it constructed 
at the airport in 2012.

cougar’s new hangar in st. John’s is currently home to four s-92s, but it has room for a fifth without requiring any intermeshing of blades.
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the company developed a partial sar capability soon after 
launching its first offshore service, but the sar service as it 
exists today came into being following the fatal crash of cougar 
flight 491 off the coast of newfoundland. the official enquiry 
that followed the accident determined that there was an urgent 
need for a sar operation dedicated to the offshore industry; 
one that could crucially reach people in an emergency situation 
in a drastically reduced time.
fully funded by oil companies, the service is provided from its 

own 27,500-foot hangar, with a specially-equipped aircraft and 
highly-trained rescue pilots and crews.  the service provides for 
a 20-minute response time. 
fully compatible with night vision goggles, the sar aircraft has 

a flir ultra 8500xrt forward looking infrared camera, a  
30-million candle power spectrolab nightsun searchlight, a  

this facility is built With about 35 to 40 
percent overcapacity for What We need 
for current operations. that represents 
bristoW, vih and cougar’s belief in 
neWfoundland and labrador, and more 
specifically the oil-and-gas sector, and 
Where We believe it is going.

- HanK williamS, cougar coo

a cougar maintenance technician performs routine system checks on a 
s-92 after the aircraft has completed a busy day of offshore flying.

the new hangar contains some of the most cutting-edge facilities in the industry, as well as things 
like underfloor heating to keep the workplace comfortable during the cold st. John’s winters.
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“it’s alWays difficult When you talk 
about the future, because We’ve 

probably got companies and people 
Worried about the next six months, 

but as a company the size of ours 
and What We do in offshore oil-and-

gas, you’ve got to look beyond at 
What the next five, 10 years looks 

like. and We believe in neWfoundland 
and labrador.”
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custom-built flir station/communications hub, full triage, oxy-
gen air, respiratory distress, burn and hypothermic treatment 
kits, as well as tools for cardiopulmonary resuscitation (cpr) 
and a defibrillator.
in addition to this, it carries two survival kits that can be 

deployed from the air, each consisting of a 10-man life raft, and 
250 feet of floating polypropylene rope connected to a supply 
bundle. the team uses a goodrich dual rescue hoist, with 300 
feet of usable cable and a maximum weight of 600 pounds 
— but with an overload capacity of 1,100 pounds. the rescue 
slings have a built-in strop to prevent a person slipping through, 
while a rescue basket and stokes litter complete the recovery 
equipment carried. two auxiliary fuel tanks allow the sar team 
to take an extra 1,000 pounds of fuel, and provide the s-92 with 
an operating range of 290 nautical miles, with 30 minutes on the 
scene. offshore refueling can increase this range if necessary.
cougar works closely and keeps in regular contact with 

canada’s official sar service in the region — the royal 
canadian air force’s 103 search and rescue squadron, and 
the Joint rescue coordination centre (Jrrc) in halifax — and 
organizes annual training exercises with the unit.

cutting edge facilities

When the oil companies for whom cougar had been flying 
issued a new tender for service in 2014, the work scope of the 
contracts helped serve as the catalyst for cougar’s headquar-
ters and passenger processing facility to make the move to a 
new home.
“the definition of the services we had to deliver was very clear 

that we could not do that from our old facility,” said Williams.
planning for the new facility began about three years ago dur-

ing preparation for cougar’s response to the oil companies’ 
request for proposals, with construction starting in December 
2014. cougar contracted lindsay construction to build the  
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rick banks, cougar’s search-and-rescue program manager, stands in front 
of a sar crew in the company’s custom-built search and rescue hangar in 
st. John’s.

cougar’s maintenance team provided their input as to what would make 
their lives easier in the design of the new hangar, resulting in an extremely 
comfortable and intuitive working environment.

checking the avionics in an s-92. cougar’s avionics technicians now have 
their own dedicated room to perform their work at the rear of the hangar.

cougar’s operational control centre schedules, plans, and dispatches 
flights. the facility’s new design gave them an ideal view out over the 
company’s ramps.
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facility; the two had previously worked together 
on cougar’s sar hangar in st. John’s and its 
passenger handling facility/office in halifax.
“over the past two projects, lindsay acquired 

a knowledge of our operations and what we are 
doing,” allan knight, cougar’s project manager 
for the construction of the facility, told Vertical. 
“so the two companies worked really well in 
identifying what needed to be done in the ini-
tial stages, and that helped a great deal in the 
reduction of change orders.”
this experience allowed construction to be 

completed well ahead of schedule — six months 
early for the passenger terminal, and three 
months early for the hangar.
from its external appearance to the flow of 

people through the building, the new passenger 
building closely resembles a terminal at a com-
mercial airport, with clearly demarcated and 
separate departure and arrival areas for passen-
gers and family — and a third separate entrance 
for staff and office visitors to access the admin-
istration offices above.
the facility has six briefing rooms and four 

check-in counters — as compared to two in 
cougar’s previous passenger building — which 
will allow it to process up to four flights simul-
taneously. central to the facility is a large seat-
ing area with several tvs, which is flanked by 
several rooms aimed to increase the comfort of 
passengers, including a games room, a commu-
nications/internet room, a quiet/rest room, and a 
lunchroom.
“the unfortunate thing with newfoundland is 

our weather, so some people are here for longer 
periods of time,” said knight. “We accommodate 
our passengers as much as possible in terms of 
comfort. While the oil companies are our cus-
tomers, the people that travel offshore — they 
are also our customers. they have to be happy, 
they have to be comfortable, and above all they 
have to be safe.”
next door, the maintenance hangar may not 

look as attractive on the exterior, but it contains 
some of the most cutting-edge facilities in the 
helicopter industry. the cavernous building 
is large enough to fit five sikorsky s-92s side 
by side without requiring any intermeshing of 
blades. 
leD lighting provides energy efficiency, while 

underfloor heating keeps the workplace com-
fortable — and avoids the risk of ice buildup 
on the building’s fringes. running underneath 
a mezzanine at the rear of the hangar are 
rooms (some with anti-static flooring) for vari-
ous departments and maintenance activities — 
including a composites room; an avionics room; 
a petroleum, oils, and lubricants room; a battery 
room; fire suppression room and, underneath 
the maintenance offices at the far end of the 
building, a tool control room. an overhead crane 

ken norie (right), president and ceo of cougar helicopters’ parent company vih 
aviation group, was part of the presentation team at the facility’s grand opening in 
november. cougar coo hank Williams (left) watches on.

norie cuts the ribbon to officially open the new hangar, joined by executives from 
bristow, oil company customers, and provincial finance minister cathy bennett.

the opening ceremony drew quite a crowd, with attendees offered tours of the new 
hangar and passenger processing facility.

construction of the new new hangar was completed three months ahead of schedule, 
thanks to efficiencies learned from previous builds. 
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spans the width of the hangar (350 
feet), allowing it to be used by mechan-
ics working in every bay. each bay also 
has access to an in-ground cavotec 
utility system that contains everything 
the maintenance teams need to power 
and work on the aircraft, meaning 
cables don’t need to be pulled across 
the floor from the wall.
“We learned a lot of lessons from the 

other hangars we have operated out 
of, and we were trying to make the job 
as easy and as efficient as possible, so 
there was a lot of input from everybody 
as to what they would like to see in 
this hangar,” said bob pardy, cougar’s 
maintenance manager.
this included rethinking the water 

drainage grates, which had been at the 
center of a slight incline in the middle of 
the floor in the previous hangar. 
“it made it difficult to put jacks on the 

floor to jack the aircraft level and keep 
the jack level,” said pardy. “so we put 
the drainage grate out the front of the 
hangar, just inside the hangar doors a 
bit, and the floor has a very small grade 
that goes out to that. When we get a 
jack on the hangar floor now to jack an 
aircraft, they are level on the floor, and 
the aircraft comes up much more level, 
and the jacks are much safer.”

Building for growth

Williams said that despite challenging 
times in the offshore industry, cougar 
has managed to stay somewhat insulat-
ed due to the fact that the vast majority 
of the work it’s supporting is production 
rather than exploration — and it’s the 
latter that has been severely cut by oil 
companies.
“this downturn hasn’t changed the 

requirement for production activities,” 
said Williams. “but it’s impacting us 
from the point of view that it’s more of 

running along the rear of the hangar, underneath the mezzanine, are various rooms for different maintenance activities, such as avionics, composites, and batteries.
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a need today — even for the contractors — to reduce [the oil 
companies’] costs, so we’ve been working together with them 
on reducing their costs.”
together with this, it is focusing its efforts on ensuring it will be 

in the best position possible to win new contracts in the future. 
“having the right facilities does give you a competitive advan-

tage in the marketplace, and it comes with a lot of belief and 
investment,” said Williams. “part of my role over the last two or 
three years was going to my board of directors and asking for 
the money to do this, and at the same time, there’s a downturn 
in the industry. so it was about the belief in the future and the 
opportunities here on the east coast of canada, and the belief 
that our future required this.”
that belief is such that the foundations are already in place 

for a second five-bay hangar on the other side of cougar’s new 
maintenance offices.
“typically in this business, you might get six-to-eight months’ 

notice that there’s a contract requirement coming up and  

aircraft are needed,” said Williams. “so what we did is spend a 
fair amount of money prepping the second portion of the hangar 
so that within a year to 14 months, we could have that other 
building up quickly. We are poised to push that button as soon 
as the next project says we need that space.”
together with the new multimillion-dollar simulator and research 

center built and operated by cae just a few miles down the road 
from cougar in mount pearl (see p.132), those working in the 
helicopter industry in newfoundland now have access to some 
of the finest facilities in the world.
“there’s still people investing in this province, in this industry, 

that see the future,” said Williams. “it’s always difficult when you 
talk about the future, because we’ve probably got companies 
and people worried about the next six months, but as a com-
pany the size of ours and what we do in offshore oil-and-gas, 
you’ve got to look beyond at what the next five, 10 years looks 
like. and we believe in newfoundland and labrador.”

a cougar sar s-92 completes a training operation under darkening 
skies. While the offshore sector may be going through difficult times 
now, cougar believes brighter days are ahead. Mike Reyno photo
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imagine that your ink-jet printer has gone wonky. it’s sitting on your 
desk, running its print head back and forth for hours, continually print-
ing one word. once the unruly piece of technology is under control, 
you manage to pull out the paper. you can see, and feel, that the word 
“rotor” has been built up from the paper’s surface. if you scrape 
it off, the word will sit on your desk, like a paperweight. that’s the 
essence of 3D printing.
in real life, it’s more likely that your ink-jet would have seized up, and 

the ink would be a giant blob on the page, but true 3D printers have 
been available to hobbyists for years. fed with plastic, metal or resin, 
these printers are driven by computer programs; and data files to pro-
duce just about anything can be found online.
3D printing is a form of additive manufacturing (am), where layers of 

a material are built up to create a component. more familiar to most, 
subtractive manufacturing (sm) is the opposite of am, where a block 
of a raw material, such as aluminum, is machined until the component 
reaches its final form. Where sm can be used to rapidly produce large 
quantities of parts, each am part might take hours to create — at 
least, for now.
am is being embraced by the aerospace industry, as a tool to devel-

op, prototype, and create components for aircraft. in this look at am, 
Vertical reached out to several helicopter oems, but there are also 
many smaller companies and subcontractors investing heavily in this 
manufacturing sector.

the ShaPe  
of thingS  

to Come
3d printing has been around for years, but 
its use is still in its infancy in the helicopter 

industry. Vertical asked the major oems how 
they are getting to grips with the technology — 

and what its potential might be.
By howard slutsken

3D printed parts slowly increasing in popularity in the helicopter industry. 
above are a range of those used by bell helicopter.
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“this 
technology is 
very well suited to the helicopter 
industry. compared to other industries,  such 
as automotive, we live in the low volume, custom world,” said 
peter sharpe, head of engineering, airbus helicopters canada (ahca). 
“We’re using additive manufacturing primarily as a prototyping tool, and 
for manufacturing jigs and basic checking tools. We acquired a machine 
two years ago, and it makes abs plastic parts. it does a great job, and 
it’s proving to be a very useful tool. this allows us to quickly iterate and 
arrive at better, more accurate solutions for our customers.”
ahca certified its first am metal part last year, a non-structural tita-

nium clip that simplifies the process of removing and reinstalling the 
doors on an ec135. the printed part — which has a supplemental 
type certificate (stc) — replaces two other components on the lower 
hinge. Door installation has changed from needing two people, to a 
one-person job, without the need for tools, which reduces mainte-
nance time for operators.
that part is made using one of the more prevalent am processes, 

called Dmls — direct metal laser sintering. “it lays down a very thin 
layer of [titanium] power and then a laser sinters that powder, basically 
welding it to the previous layer,” explained sharpe.

a simplified process

a similar process is used by safran helicopter engines to produce 
fuel injector nozzles for the arrano, and combustor swirlers for the 
ardiden 3 engines. Where Dmls heats the metal powder to the point 
that it binds to the previous layer, safran uses selective laser melting 
(slm), which melts each subsequent layer of a nickel alloy powder.
“additive manufacturing simplifies the manufacturing process,” said 

frédéric bonnet, safran’s head of strategy and industrial performance. 
“a traditional fuel-injector nozzle is made up from dozens of different 

pieces. the arrano component is made from one single piece of 
material and features advanced injection and cooling functions.”
safran has been using am since 2015 to make these components, 

which were previously made using the traditional manufacturing pro-
cesses of machining, milling, and etching from forged and melted 
parts.  “unlike traditional processes which are based on material 
removal, additive manufacturing builds layers of fine metal powder to 
produce complex-shape parts,” said bonnet. “this process allows 
us to manufacture parts with very complex shapes that would not be 
possible with conventional processes. it really expands [the] boundar-
ies of aero-engine design.”
While safran could shift the manufacture of parts solely to am, the 

company is maintaining parallel lines, using traditional processes to 
make injectors of some engines. and, while recognizing that am is still 
in development as a production technology, safran has analyzed its 
product line to see where am could be used.
“for the moment, our estimate is that 36 percent of a complete 

engine could be manufactured with 3D printing,” said bonnet. 
“nonetheless, as of today, the technology is not sufficiently mature to 
produce rotating engine parts. our main target, for the moment, is to 
expand additive manufacturing parts all along the engine, in low and 
high pressure modules, for static parts.”
sikorsky has multiple 3D printers throughout its organization, accord-

ing to bob perchard, chief engineer, assembly and flight operations. 
the company’s primary type of printer uses the fused deposition 
modeling (fDm) process, fed with spools of thermoplastics and nylon. 
in an fDm printer, the print head — like a glue gun — feeds the melted 

concept laser is one of the major producers of additive 
manufacturing devices, such as this m2 cusing system.
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material onto a platform, and builds up the component with beads of 
material. the head moves in the x-y axis with extreme accuracy, and 
the platform moves in the up-and-down Z-axis.
“We’re also a beta test site for carbon’s new 3D printer, which builds 

components out of liquid polymers,” said perchard.
the company has not yet certified 3D-printed parts for flight use, 

and is focused on what it calls non-product and indirect components. 
“currently we produce 3D-printed components which can be used 
during the aircraft build process, but are not used for final flight con-
figuration,” said perchard.  “components which are to be used on 
flight aircraft have to go through a feasibility test and be designed for 
on-aircraft flight use. this is something we are actively evaluating as 
we design future aircraft.”
perchard explained that using am parts during the build process 

“allows us to have fewer downstream build discoveries, and lower pro-
duction cost through reduced assembly rework.” some am examples 
include full-featured surrogate parts, assembly aids, tooling, and shop 
aids to reduce injury risk.
all of this has huge value to sikorsky. “turnaround time is days versus 

weeks or months, build cost is generally 75 percent less, and the abil-
ity to [rapidly] prototype and provide design validation before creating 
production parts is priceless,” said perchard.

expanding the use  
of additive manufacturing

leonardo’s helicopter Division first used am as a design validation 
tool, and has now progressed to the point where am parts are used 
in baseline production aircraft. secondary structures such as ducting, 
filters and covers, receptacles, and supports are being made from 

right noW, it’s hard to 
economically qualify a printed 
part that’s used in a structural 
application. that’s a deterrent 
to more Widespread use of am in 
our industry.
- Peter SHarPe, Head of engineering,  
airbuS HelicoPterS canada

airbus helicopters canada purchased an additive manufacturing machine two years ago, and uses it to make abs plastic parts — primarily for creating 
prototypes, but also for manufacturing jigs and basic checking tools. Vitek Zawada photo
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various nylons, thermoplastics, and metals. however, the company 
notes that a different approach is required when implementing am 
processes.
leonardo’s engineering team believes that significant changes both 

culturally and technically were and are still required in making the 
transition, with the biggest learning curve in the change in design phi-
losophy when using 3D-printed parts. “additive manufacturing has the 
potential to remove traditional manufacturing constraints and allows 
completely novel geometries to be produced — design for function 
as opposed to design for manufacture. however, am introduces new 
process variabilities which the designer needs to account for and 
control and there are areas of concern for structural integrity,” said a 
leonardo spokesperson.
the company said that the biggest cost benefits involve tooling 

and support to its production lines, with savings of over 90 percent 
by using am processes and parts, against traditional methods of 
manufacture.
elliott schulte, engineer iii, stress and fatigue for bell helicopters, said 

that while the cost of tooling alone can justify the move to am, transi-
tion efforts always realize multiple benefits. giving the example of a 
de-fog nozzle in bell’s 429 and 412 helicopters, “where we went from 
conventional manufacturing to additive manufacturing, there was a 
cost avoidance of over $100,000 for tooling. as part of the process of 
going from conventional to am, the number of parts formerly used to 
construct the defog nozzle were combined into a single component,” 
explained schulte. “We also have a lead-time savings of 75 percent, 
and eliminated rework.”
old and damaged tooling that can’t reliably produce parts, material 

obsolescence, and minimum-buy requirements are also evaluated by 
bell in determining a move to am.
bell uses am components in every commercial and military helicop-

ter that it makes, including thermoplastic air-handling components in 

environmental control systems. and the company is evaluating the use 
of metal am components, according to thomas chiang, v-280 valor 
manufacturing producibility lead.
“We’re starting with experimental flight applications that are less criti-

cal,” he said. “We see an opportunity for some metal components that 
might not have a business case today for production, but would have 
tremendous value in a development program. since we’re not in pro-
duction, and this is an ongoing science and technology effort, a lot of 
am development work in metal and plastics is going on beyond laser 
sintering. We’ve got a number of new-to-bell additive processes and 
materials being evaluated in our v-280 valor demonstrator.”
chiang also pointed to one of the issues facing the wider use of am 

parts. “certification of metal components requires a great amount of 
data and knowledge and testing before being certified for flight,” he 
said.
ahca’s sharpe agreed that there are issues surrounding certification. 

“that’s a challenge for our industry — certifying structural components 
that are made using am. reliable material property data is in short 
supply. right now, it’s hard to economically qualify a printed part that’s 
used in a structural application. that’s a deterrent to more widespread 
use of am in our industry,” he said.
and your ink-jet printer? Well, there actually is a form of 3D printing 

that uses a print head that’s similar to an ink-jet’s. polyJet printers 
spray layers of curable liquid photopolymers with incredible accuracy 
— in color!

engineers at safran helicopter engines take a look at the arrano — the manufacturer’s new 1,100- to 1,300-horsepower engine that powers the airbus 
h160. safran uses selective laser melting to create the arrano’s fuel injector nozzles.  safran photo

howard slutsken | howard’s lifelong passion for aviation began 
when he was a kid, watching Tca super connies, Viscounts, and 
early jets at montreal’s dorval airport. he’s a pilot who loves to fly 
gliders and pretty much anything else with wings. howard is based in 

Vancouver, b.c.
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but what needs to happen for the country to become a global fleet leader?
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every day, sky shuttle helicopters flies 20 scheduled round-trip flights between hong 
kong and macau, and three flights between macau and shenzhen, with a fleet of 

leonardo aW139s. the leonardo aW139 was introduced in april 2009 to make the 
inaugural flight from the new sky shuttle heliport in hong kong. Chi Yin Liao photo
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the hong kong government flying service 
(gfs) is the launch customer for the 
search-and-rescue (sar) version of the 
airbus h175, ordering seven helicopters 
for delivery in 2017 and 2018. airbus is 
now flight testing the gfs’s first sar h175 
aircraft in france. Anthony pecchi photo
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the people’s republic of china is poised to become the world’s 
fastest growing helicopter market. it’s a line we’ve heard many 
times before, but how close is it to actually happening? since the 
mid-1990s, forecasts have claimed that china could soon have as 
many helicopters as europe or the united states, but the coun-
try’s helicopter industry remains tethered to the ground — even 
as its commercial airline industry has grown at an exponential 
rate. 
the international air transport association reports that china 

will surpass the u.s. to become the world’s largest air passenger 
market in 2024, but the value of annual helicopter sales in china 
is only just approaching us$330 million — the list price of a new 
boeing 777-300. 
Vertical reached out to manufacturers and a few observers of 

the industry in china to learn more about the opportunities and 
nuances of the chinese civil helicopter market — and see if any-
one has an answer as to when the sleeping giant of the global 
helicopter industry might finally wake. 
“they first started talking about a huge chinese helicopter mar-

ket when we delivered our first r22 and r44 to china in the mid-
1990s,” recalled kurt robinson, president of robinson helicopter, 
in an interview with Vertical. “but it has taken much longer than 
anyone ever expected for the market to develop. officials said 
they were going to start opening up chinese airspace to general 
aviation flights, but a lot of restrictions of flying still remain. the 
chinese market is certainly getting busier every year, but it’s not 
the explosive growth everyone has expected.” 
twenty years ago, it took a minimum of week — sometimes  

a month — to get a flight permit from the chinese army before 
you could file a flight plan with air traffic control — and many  
permit requests were rejected. and the national business aviation 
association (nbaa) reports that private individuals and com-
panies in china could not own an airplane or helicopter until as 
recently 2003.  

the chinese civil helicopter fleet started growing at double-digit 
annual rates about a decade ago and reached the 850-aircraft 
mark in early 2017. late last year, it surpassed the mature market 
in Japan (813 registered helicopters) and it is now closing in fast 
on germany (856), italy (865) and new Zealand (876), in figures 
given on the Rotorspot.nl fleet website.
according to airbus, the chinese civil helicopter market will be 

the biggest in the world in the next 10 years in terms of increasing 
delivery rate. and avicopter — the chinese state-owned aero-
space company — believes china’s civil fleet will probably exceed 
1,500 helicopters in operation by the end of 2020. 
”made in china 2025” is a national initiative to completely 

upgrade the chinese manufacturing industry and it draws its 
direct inspiration from germany’s “industry 4.0” plan. Western 
helicopter manufacturers have had an industrial presence in china 
for more than 35 years, “but china’s helicopter industry also 
wants to sell its own designs in the domestic market,” observed 
michael hirschberg, executive director of ahs international. “you 
might not see the chinese helicopter market fully open up until 
domestic companies are producing the rotorcraft china needs.” 

china rising

china is the fourth largest country in the world in terms of area, 
behind russia, canada and the u.s. the population reached 1.37 
billion in mid-2016, with 55.6 percent now living in urban areas.
up until 1980, all civil helicopters in china were owned and oper-

ated by regional divisions of the civil aviation administration of 
china (caac), which was flying aging harbin Z-5s and mil mi-8s, 
along with Western models such as aérospatiale alouette iiis and 
mbb bo.105s.
When the u.k. handed hong kong to china in 1997, the  

territory was home to 17 turbine helicopters, and there were  
just two piston- and 81 turbine-engine helicopters registered  
in china.  

the chinese ministry of transport’s rescue and salvage bureau (rescue china) now flies four sar airbus h225s and 16 sar sikorsky s-76s from four 
coastal bases, including eight recently-delivered s-76Ds. WEiMEnG photo
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a decade later, the chinese fleet (including hong kong and 
macau) numbered 32 pistons and 145 turbines, including the first 
private aircraft. then things took off, with the piston fleet increasi-
ing threefold and the turbine fleet multiplying in size by 2.35 times 
in the past five years.
the hong kong-based asian sky group reports that the 

chinese civil helicopter fleet increased 18.7 percent in 2016, from 
728 to 864 helicopters, based on extensive market research. 
the fleet grew 17.9 percent in 2015, and a record 26.8 percent in 
2014.
not surprisingly, the fleet is concentrated in the more populous 

and prosperous regions such as guangdong, beijing, shanghai, 
sichuan and henan province. the registered fleet is 40 percent 
piston and 60 percent turbine, compared to 34 percent piston 
and 66 percent turbine five years ago. 
the largest business segment is multi-mission (66 percent), 

followed by flight training (nine percent), law enforcement (eight 
percent), offshore (seven percent), sar (four percent), charter 
(three percent), corporate (two percent), private (one percent) and 

ems (one percent), reports asia skies group. 
the six largest commercial operators by fleet are citic offshore 

helicopter (cohc), china flying Dragon general aviation, china 
southern Zhuhai helicopter company, reignwood, sichuan xilin 
fengteng and china eastern ga. the chinese national police and 
state grid have the largest parapublic fleets.
in terms of manufacturer representation, robinson has the largest 

overall market share (33 percent), thanks to recent strong sales of 
the r44. not surprisingly, robinson has a 77 percent share of the 
piston fleet, followed by sikorsky-schweizer (seven percent). the 
first guimbal cabri g2 arrived in china two years ago, and there 
are now 13 active in the country. other piston models include four 
enstrom 280fx and two chinese-built brantly b2s. 
airbus leads with a 38 percent share of the registered tur-

bine fleet, followed by bell (20 percent), leonardo (10 percent), 
sikorsky (nine percent), avicopter (eight percent), russian kamov/
mil (five percent), enstrom (three percent), robinson (three per-
cent), and others (four percent).  

the bell fleet in china recently passed the 100-helicopter mark, with the bell 407gx the most popular aircraft. bell is teaming with shaanxi aviation industry 
Development and xi’an helicopter company to establish a 407gx final assembly line in the country. WEiMEnG photo

chongqing helicopter investment co., ltd. bought enstrom helicopters 
in December 2012. in January 2014, it delivered a new enstrom 480b to 
the lanzhou police in gansu province. Enstrom photo

the 13-ton avicopter ac313 is an updated design based on the harbin 
Z-8, which is itself a derivative of the aérospatiale sa321 super frelon. 
AViC photo
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offshore china

Development of the offshore sector was the foundation of 
china’s civil helicopter renaissance. china needed oil to power its 
economy and the western oil industry had the money and tech-
nology to find new offshore energy reserves.
the china national offshore oil corporation was formed 

to develop the offshore industry and acquired bell 212s and 
aérospatiale as365n Dauphins in 1980 to support offshore 
drilling. 
in 1982, 32 international oil companies submitted bids for 

chinese drilling rights and 27 eventually signed contracts. some 
of the companies that flew in china with caac approval were 
okanagan helicopters of canada, phi of the u.s., british airways 
helicopters of the u.k., and asahi helicopters of Japan — with 
the overall offshore fleet including aérospatiale 330J pumas and 
332l super pumas, bell 212s and 214sts, and sikorsky s-76as 
and s-61ns.
today, china is the fifth largest petroleum producer after the 

russia, saudi arabia, the u.s. and iraq. three caac successor 
companies — cohc, Zhuhai, and china eastern ga — own a 
fleet of about 90 turbine helicopters that are primarily used to fly 
to drilling and production platforms off china’s lengthy coast.

most offshore drilling and development is focused in bohai bay 
off the northeast coast, east china sea off Zhejiang province, 
the south china sea in the pearl river basin off hong kong and 
guangzhou province, and in the south off Zhanjiang and hainan 
island.  
since 2000, the chinese offshore fleet has been renewed with 

leonardo aW109sp grandnews, airbus ec155 b1s and ec225s, 
and sikorsky s-76c+/s-76cs and s-92s entering the market.
helicopters of the three chinese offshore companies also played 

an important humanitarian role after a magnitude-7.9 earthquake 
struck sichuan province on may 12, 2008, killing an estimated 
88,000 people and leaving 4.3 million people homeless.

training a generation of pilots

china has a fleet of 173 training helicopters operated by 33 flight 
schools, according to asian sky group. twelve chinese flight 
schools provide fixed-wing and helicopter training, and 21 schools 
provide helicopter training exclusively. 
civil aviation flight university of china is the largest flying school 

in the country, with a fleet of 221 fixed-wing aircraft and 12 heli-
copters. other large operators include sichuan xilin fengteng (14 
helicopters), anyang aero sports school (12) and china flying 

in 2014, 999 emergency and rescue center of beijing red cross 
acquired two h135 ems helicopters, with the first entering service on 

oct. 28, 2014 — a first for china.  Airbus photo
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Dragon (10). in addition to training, the companies use their piston 
aircraft for missions such as aerial photography. 
in summer-2016, robinson had a 68 percent market share of 

the training fleet (117 helicopters); sikorsky/schweizer a 22 per-
cent share (38 aircraft); along with single-digit fleets of bell, avic, 
enstrom, and airbus models. 
frasca international has been selling flight training devices and 

simulators to chinese flight universities, colleges and private train-
ing centers for 20 years. the majority of 
the sales have been for fixed-wing air-
craft, but demand for helicopter simula-
tors has been strong the past two years, 
said company president John frasca.
“some chinese flying schools are set-

ting a high standard,” he said. “in the 
past two years, we have received orders 
from three chinese helicopter schools 
for four level 5 flight training devices, 
which accurately represent a helicopter 
in a hover.”
the bell fleet in china recently passed 

the 100-helicopter mark, with growth 
supported by two independent sales 
representatives: reignwood aviation and 
aerochine aviation limited.
“as china’s airspace continues to 

open to commercial aviation, helicop-
ter deliveries will continue to climb,” 
said patrick moulay, bell helicopter’s 
executive vice president of global com-
mercial sales and marketing. “china 
has one of the fastest growing civilian 
helicopter fleets in the world. from an 
overall industry standpoint, we expect 
continued investment in training schools 
and training school aircraft in china, as 
there remains a lack of instructors, pilots 
and maintainers. china’s investment in 
helicopters that provide governmental 
services, including disaster relief, should 
continue.”

developing aerial  
first response 

the development of helicopter emer-
gency medical services (hems) in china 
is in the very early stages, and it is still 
unclear which business model will ulti-
mately prevail. 
“comparing with developed countries, 

china’s hems is still in its infancy,” said 
an airbus spokesman. “if you look at the 
ratio of ems helicopters per one million 
people, the index in china is nearly zero. 
the hems requirement in china could 
[reach] 1,000 to 2,000 helicopters if you 
use the measure of one or two helicop-
ters per one million citizens.”
in 2014, 999 emergency and rescue 

centre of beijing red cross acquired two 

h135 ems helicopters, with the first entering service on october 
28, 2014 — a first for china. today, beijing 999’s helicopters are 
primarily used for inter-provincial icu transportation between 
beijing, tianjin, hebei, inner mongolia and shandong province.
hems999, an air ambulance operator subsidiary of mit group, 

has introduced nine h130s throughout the coastal province 
of shandong to respond to emergencies including automobile 
accidents.
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leonardo has also had recent major success in the country. in 
the past two years, sino-us has ordered 80 leonardo helicop-
ters for china, with the majority allocated to new ems programs 
operated by kingwing general aviation co. ltd., which has 
established a dedicated ems project called china helicopter air 
ambulance (caah).
the first hems base for this opened in shanghai last summer, 

and by year-end there were aW119kx or aW109sp grandnew 
aircraft in service at 13 provinces. 
“there is no business precedent for the development of hems 

services in china,” said stefano Zalonis, leonardo’s vice presi-
dent of sales, china. “they haven’t determined if the program 
should be single- or twin-engine, or single- or dual-pilot and the 
caac has not yet taken a position. and the best business model 
will be determined at a later time.”
leonardo’s first success in china was in the law enforcement 

market, when it sold 19 single and twin turbine helicopters that 
would eventually fly for eight different agencies. the run-up to the 
2008 summer olympics in beijing helped get the city’s aviation 
squad off the ground, and today it is the largest unit in china with 
a fleet of five aircraft: three aW109es and two aW139s. 

china has one of the fastest groWing 
civilian helicopter fleets in the World. 
from an overall industry standpoint, We 
expect continued investment in training 
schools and training school aircraft 
in china, as there remains a lack of 
instructors, pilots and maintainers.

— PatricK moulay, bell HelicoPter executiVe VP of 
global commercial SaleS and marKeting

guangdong province public security Department flies an airbus h225 
for security, sar and firefighting missions. it is equipped with a 600-us 

gallon (2,270-liter) simplex model 316 fire attack tank. Airbus photo

kingwing general aviation co. ltd., is establishing a national hems network 
with aW119kx (pictured), aW139 and aW169 aircraft. programs were 
established in 13 provinces in the last half of 2016. WEiMEnG photo

there are 19 leonardo helicopters flying with nine different police 
agencies, including several aW139s. oscar bernardi photo
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“the beijing police have the same capabilities as law-
enforcement agencies in the u.s.,” and their pilots have 
been trained at our facilities in italy and the u.s.,” said 
Zalonis. 
in september 2015, there were 28 police helicopter 

squads across 18 provincial regions in china flying a 
total of 66 helicopters.
china’s ministry of public security expects that that 

by 2020 there will be about 50 helicopter squads with a 
fleet of about 100 helicopters.
the current police forces operate helicopters from 

almost every helicopter manufacturer active in china, 
with police operations less encumbered by the airspace 
restrictions imposed on other general aviation aircraft. 
several police units fly a dozen airbus helicopters, 

including the shanghai police with two ec135s and one 
h155, Dalian police with two h155s, and the guangzhou 
police with china’s first h145 on order. 
in the heavy class, the guangdong province flies an 

h225 for security missions, and it is equipped with a 
simplex aerospace model 316 fire attack tank with a 
600-us gallon (2,270-liter) capacity.

the domestic player

china’s domestic helicopter industry is now under the 
umbrella of avicopter, which was established in 2009 
and co-funded by the tianjin port free trade Zone and 
the aviation industry corp of china with a us$1.2 billion 

heliservices (uk) is the largest helicopter charter company in hong kong. the longtime 
aérospatiale sa315b lama operator has introduced a fleet of twin-engine mD 902s for 

multi-mission passenger transport and and lift work. Chi Yin Liao photo
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investment. the new company integrated the activities of two old 
and established helicopter makers: changhe aircraft industries 
corp. (caic) and harbin aircraft industry group co., ltd.
avicopter is now headquartered at a brand new state-of-the-art 

helicopter manufacturing, maintenance, research and develop-
ment, and heliport facility about three miles (five kilometers) east 
of tianjin binhai international airport. 
all new avicopter civil helicopters carry three-digit designations 

that begin with a lucky “3.” the middle digit represents the level 
of technology and the final represents the number of engines. 
(some chinese helicopters carry a “Z” designation assigned by 
the military.)
the two-tonne class ac311 (Z-11) is powered by a honeywell 

lts101-700D-2 or the WZ8D, a local version of the safran arriel 
2b1a. (the ac311 resembles the as350.) 
avicopter’s four-tonne ac312 is powered by two safran arriel 

2es, and is a derivative of the Z-9, which is the chinese-built ver-
sion of the as365n Dauphin.
next, the seven-tonne ac352 (Z-15) first flew at harbin on Dec. 

20, 2016. powered by two chinese WZ16 engines based on the 
safran ardiden 3c, it’s the chinese counterpart to the airbus 
h175, which has pratt & Whitney canada (p&Wc) pt6c-67e 
engines, and first flew in 2009.
finally, the 13-tonne ac313 is an updated harbin Z-8, which is a 

derivative of the aérospatiale sa321 super frelon. Designed for 

high altitude operations, it incorporates a great deal of composite 
material, and is powered by three p&Wc pt6b-67as. 
most of the recent avicopter civil helicopter sales have gone to 

chinese police departments and government agencies active 
in forest firefighting and natural disaster response. for example, 
deliveries of the ac313 began in 2013 to flying Dragon, a joint 
venture between avicopter and the chinese ministry of land and 
resources. simplex is supplying six model 380a fire attack tanks 
for the ac313 that will hold 1,000 us gallons (3,785 liters) of water 
that can be filled using a retractable hover pump system similar to 
that on the sikorsky s-70 firehawk and the h225. 

unlocking the airspace

most would agree that the key to growing the helicopter indus-
try in china is opening the low-level airspace to general aviation. 
china didn’t follow the traditional model of general aviation devel-
opment, whereby fleet growth followed economic development. 
there were too many barriers in the way of normal general avia-
tion development, and it has proven to be a major challenge to 
clear them.
the chinese government originally imposed rigid military control 

over its national airspace to defend the country from attack, and 
when independent chinese airlines and helicopter companies 
were established in the late 1980s, only 20 percent of chinese air-
space was open to civil aviation. new chinese aviation companies 

citic offshore helicopter company ltd. is china’s largest commerical operator 
and flies more than 60 helicopters, including this airbus h135. cohc is a partner in 

a new venture to assemble h135s in china. Airbus photo
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had to apply a long time in advance for flight approvals; landing, 
handling and flight planning fees were excessive; and chinese pri-
vate aircraft ownership strictly prohibited until as recently as 2003.
the chinese government’s “five-year plans” began to acknowl-

edge the benefits of general aviation for the first time in the new 
millennium, with the reform of the country’s low altitude airspace 
gradually expanded to cover the whole country in 2015. 
simplified flight approvals were introduced in some areas, but 

24-hour advance notice is usually required and some approvals 
have taken much longer. for example, when avicopter opened 
its new helicopter factory in tianjin 2013, it was still waiting for 
approval to operate helicopters from its own heliport.
helicopter industry executives are reluctant to go on record 

regarding airspace restrictions for fear of offending the regulator, 
which may be one of the reasons the topic seems rather obscure. 
“the people’s liberation [chinese] army is the most powerful 

institution in china, but it doesn’t always heed what’s in the five-
year economic plan,” said one china-based aviation executive. 
history shows that when regulations relax or a new business 

opportunity appears, chinese businesses will move very fast to 
capitalize on the opportunity.  
“but the military is reluctant to relinquish its control of low level 

airspace, and the caac is cautious about taking on the respon-
sibility, because they are afraid there will be chaos in the skies 
and a lot of accidents and the caac will be blamed,” said another 
u.s. based helicopter executive. 

the international civil aviation 
organization has held a lot of workshops 
in china on civil-military air traffic man-
agement and flexible use of airspace to 
help prepare the groundwork for eventual 
change, and organizations like helicopter 
association international (hai) have been 
working with chinese operators and gov-
ernment agencies to share industry best 
practices. 
“there are many different jobs waiting to 

be done by helicopters in china — such 
as ems, forestry, firefighting, law enforce-
ment, agricultural and construction — 
and we have highlighted the benefits in 
our conversations with various govern-
ment agencies,” said matt Zuccaro, 
president of hai.
for the skies to open, many now believe 

it has to come from the top down. 
“if the current chinese leadership 

wants airspace restrictions relaxed, they 
seem to have more power to sway the 
military (than past leaders) to bring about 
the desired change,” added the execu-
tive in china.
it took 70 years for the helicopter 

industries in north america and europe 
to reach the current level of maturity, 
requiring a lot of learning by trial and 
error to create a vibrant entrepreneur-
ial “helicopter culture.” the notion that 
china can compress seven decades of 
rotary-wing development into a year or 
10 without hitting turbulence is certainly 
optimistic, but there will come a day 
in the not-too-distant future when the 
chinese helicopter dragon will finally be 
set free.
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teton county search and rescue (sar) of Jackson, Wyoming, is one of the busiest 
sar teams in the u.s., conducting more than 100 rescues a year. Dirk Collins photo
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Teton county search and rescue prepares to make its 
small screen debut in Backcountry rescue — a new 
reality TV show that documents the work and lives of 

the team based in Jackson, wyoming.
By Jen Boyer

backcountry 
resCue
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the teton county sar team is prepared to complete 
a range of rescues, including short-haul, swift water, 

avalanche recovery, and finding lost hikers.
Dirk Collins photo
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in a world where rock, snow, ice, wildlife and mountain views attract more 
than three million visitors a year, one volunteer search-and-rescue (sar) 
team with their contract helicopter and pilot is tasked with making sure 
everyone goes home alive.
if you think that sounds like a film trailer voiceover, you’re not far off; it’s the 

story of teton county search and rescue of Jackson, Wyoming, which 
has become the star of a new tv show, Backcountry Rescue, airing on 
the outdoor channel feb. 6.
one of the busiest sar teams in the u.s., teton county — overseen by 

the teton county sheriff’s Department — conducts more than 100 res-
cues a year, including assisting the national parks service in grand teton 
national park. formed in 1993, the 39-member team remains on-call 24/7, 
prepared for a range of rescues including short-haul, swift water, downed 
aircraft, dive accidents, lost hiker, avalanche recovery, and cave rescue. 
the team employs a number of rescue tools of the trade, from snow-

mobiles and skis to climbing gear and atvs. yet, with 4,200 square miles 
(9,200 square kilometers) of rugged, remote terrain, the toolbox couldn’t 
possibly be complete without a helicopter.
between october and may, the team contracts with hillsboro aviation 

for a bell 407 and pilot to assist with rescues. During the summer, con-
tract firefighting aircraft based in Jackson are available for support when 
needed.
“it doesn’t matter what you do, we’re trained to come rescue you,” said 

tim ciocarlan, teton county sar chief advisor to the sheriff and one of 
the original team members. “and when it comes to the helicopter, this is 
our ambulance. our 4,200-square-mile playground is very remote and it’s 
extremely difficult to get a hurt person 15 miles out of the wilderness. the 
helicopter is our best option to move people without furthering injuries.”
the helicopter, piloted primarily by hillsboro’s nicole ludwig for the dura-

tion of the contract, is hangared with the team while ludwig stays nearby 
in a rented apartment, working a one-month-on, two-weeks-off shift. a 
relief pilot covers in her time off. in total, the helicopter can fly between three 
and 20 hours in rescues in seven months, totalling a dozen or so actual 
rescues. 
“five or six years ago, we used to do far more rescues, but that is down 

because there is less snow, which itself is concerning,” ludwig said. “back 
then we’d do week-long searches.”
regardless of the number of rescues, the helicopter is used in 30 hours 

of training throughout the contract period, some of which ludwig designs 
and provides directly to the 38 volunteers and one paid coordinator for the 
sar team.
“because we fly so few rescues, it is difficult to maintain proficiency, so i 

work to train the team every two weeks,” ludwig said. “We have one large 
training [session] at the beginning of the season for the whole team. after 
that it is up to the pilot for specialty training, so sometimes team members 
request certain training and other times i identify what we need to refresh 
— litter training, movement around the helicopter, emergency procedures, 
for instance. it’s short haul training that we do the most, though, because 
that is what we do on many rescues.”

making a show of it

breathtaking scenery, fit and passionate outdoor folks, an element of dan-
ger and adrenaline, and all the “big kid toys” at work make teton county 
sar a very attractive subject for hollywood’s reality tv market. for years, 
reality tv producers approached the sheriff requesting permission to cre-
ate a show around the unique local men and women who volunteer their 
time to learn, train and perform rescues in some of the most dangerous 
situations and environments. for years, this serious and dedicated team 
turned them down — citing often over-dramatized and even film-crew 
incited events to create “exciting” tv that would put the program in a poor 
light, or, even worse, create a safety hazard during a rescue.
producer Dirk collins’ pitch was different.

to ensure an accurate portrayal of the work they do, three local film crew 
members were embedded with the sar team and added to the call out list. 

Dirk Collins photo

teton county sar contracts with hillsboro aviation for a bell 407 and pilot 
for use in rescues from october to may. brittany Mumma photo

there are 39 people in the teton county sar team, which is on call 24/7. 
Arden oksanan photo
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“[as] a resident of Jackson who knows many of the team members, 
i understand the importance of this team to teton county,” collins 
said. “they were very leery of ‘reality tv’ and what being involved with 
something like that could do to the image of Jackson, teton valley and 
the team. i suggested a documentary that told the true story of the 
team, highlighting the community and region. this team has regular 
jobs and lives, yet they drop everything to go out and save lives of 
people they don’t know. the show tells that whole story.”
for more than a year collins met with the team and sheriff’s office. 

“because of the professional, technical and legal responsibilities of the 
team, the sheriff only agreed to sign off on the show if it could review 
each episode,” collins said. he agreed to the terms. 
With the teton county sar blessing in hand, collins then had 

to shop the idea to networks. he partnered with Warm springs 
productions in missoula, montana, a production house with numerous 
outdoor, documentary and reality shows under its belt and the con-
tacts to shop the show.
the reality show stigma hurdle is real. national geographic, the 

Discovery channel and the like weren’t interested in the show as 
approved by teton county sar. “they all wanted reality tv with guar-
anteed tension and drama,” collins said. “that wasn’t going to work. 
this team is professional and that’s not how they’re going to act.”
but as luck would have it, the outdoor channel was looking to 

broaden its offerings and audience. the idea of a documentary of a 
professional sar team was just the ticket. the show was a go.

rescue filming

in order to ensure an accurate capture of the team and the work they 
do, collins embedded three local film crew members with the sar 
team that were active, outdoor types familiar with the helicopter and 
other vehicles as well as mountain environments. the film crew was 
added to the call out list, receiving the call to a rescue at the same 
time as the rescuers.
“the film crew and team knew we’d take them whenever we had 

room, but there would be times when we couldn’t, and they respected 
that,” ciocarlan said. “and then there were times that we were already 
gone by the time the film crew arrived. in all, they worked really well 
with our team and they didn’t compromise safety or ask us to do 
things we’d not normally do for the sake of television drama. it was a 
very positive experience.”
knowing they might not be alongside the rescuers at all times, collins 

mounted cameras on their helmets, in the helicopter and on vehicles. 
he also arranged for the crew to participate in the team’s regular 
trainings.
“initially having a film crew was a little awkward as there was concern 

it would slow down our process, but i have to say, the times they did 
come, i didn’t notice them,” ludwig said. “they were not invasive at 
all. cameras mounted in the helicopter ran all the time. no one was 
putting a camera in my face as i was working or doing anything else to 
distract me. i really appreciated that. and they didn’t make us recreate 
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a rescue. they captured what they could 
get at the time.”
in addition to capturing the action as 

it happened, collins arranged for one-
day use of a second helicopter. using a 
shotover external camera system, the 
helicopter gathered aerial footage of the 
region, shots of the team training with 
ludwig in the helicopter, and scenic 
images of the sar helicopter in flight to be 
used throughout the season, as well as in 
opening credits.

the final product

running at eight 30-minute episodes 
with an option for a second season, 
Backcountry Rescue delivers the element 
of drama and urgency experienced in a 
rescue situation and sprinkles it with side 
stories about the rescuers themselves. 
viewers meet some of the team and see 
them in their day jobs and hobbies. the 
teton county sar team members are 
shown to be dedicated, passionate and 

With 4,200 square miles of rugged terrain 
to cover, teton county’s work is made a 
lot easier with the use of a helicopter — 

especially when they need to get someone 
with an injury out of the wilderness. 

brittany Mumma photo

the helicopter is primarily piloted by hillsboro aviation’s nicole 
ludwig during the contract, and it can fly between three and 20 
hours of rescue in seven months. arden oksanan photo
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highly trained, with a deep sense of community.
the show is also sprinkled with facts appearing on the screen, 

describing the region, hazards, history and medical references to help 
viewers understand the hazards and conditions relevant to the rescue.
During the first season, rescues range from a teen in a snowmobile 

accident with a dislocated hip and an avalanche victim to an injured 
skier and man who tumbles off a 200-foot cliff. viewers are also intro-
duced to a number of the team members, see the level of training 
they perform, and are shown snow bombing from the helicopter for 
avalanche control. 

“When people get hurt in the back country, it’s real and it’s real seri-
ous,” ciocarlan told Vertical. “i’ve seen some of the show and i feel 
they captured that honestly.”

jen boyer | long-time communications professional Jen boyer is a 
commercial instrument helicopter pilot with flight instructor and instru-
ment instructor certificates. a member of the whirly-Girls, she runs her 
own aviation industry strategic communications business.

the team trains every two weeks to maintain proficiency, with the helicopter used for 30 hours of training during hillsboro’s contract period.
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An ImmersIve 
ExpEriEncE
An ImmersIve 

ExpEriEncE
a c$16-million helicopter training 
and r&d facility near st. John’s, 
newfoundland and labrador, is 
bringing a new level of fidelity to 
cougar helicopters’ simulator training.
story by oliver Johnson
photos by heath moffatt
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An ImmersIve 
ExpEriEncE
An ImmersIve 

ExpEriEncE

the helicopter training and r&D center, located in mount pearl, n.l., 
was built and is run by montreal, quebec-based cae. it contains a 

sikorsky s-92 simulator that is the first level D simulator in canada to be 
compatible with night vision goggles.
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roughly 350 kilometers (220 miles) southeast of st. John’s, 
newfoundland and labrador, deep under the tempestuous 
waters of the north atlantic, lies the hebron oil field. the hebron 
project — to recover the estimated 700 million barrels of resourc-
es contained within the field — is one of the key offshore projects 
in the region, utilizing a 680,000-tonne platform. 
sitting in the back of the cougar helicopters sikorsky s-92 just 

a few hundred meters from the structure, the sheer scale of the 
construction, standing seemingly immovable above the crashing 
waves, was impressive. the platform’s blinking lights reflected off 
the sea as the skies began to darken. but something wasn’t quite 
right. and not least the fact that the hebron platform doesn’t quite 
exist yet. 
“can we make it about 15 minutes later?” asked Vertical photog-

rapher heath moffatt, who was leaning out the side of the cabin. 
the technician to my right tapped a few buttons and the skies 
instantly darkened.
“oh, great! but maybe another five minutes?”
a few more increments took us to 4:36 p.m., which, it turned 

out, provides just about the perfect ambient light for a photograph 
of the inside of a simulator. yes, despite our view, we were on dry 
land, and just a few minutes’ drive from cougar’s headquarters in 
st. John’s at a new helicopter training and research and develop-
ment (r&D) center in nearby mount pearl.
fully funded by the hibernia management and Development 

company and the research & Development corporation, and 
operated by montreal, quebec-based cae, it contains the first 

level D full flight simulator (ffs) with night vision goggle (nvg) 
compatibility in canada, as well as two classrooms, a virtual sim-
ulator, and an instrument procedures trainer. the virtual simulator 
is a computer program that allows students to explore a fully-
functional s-92 cockpit, while the instrument procedures trainer is 
a fixed simulator with a number of screens around two pilot seats 
that display the s-92’s controls.
the simulator was certified in march 2016, and recurrent 

courses for cougar — the center’s major customer — began the 
following week. cougar uses the facility for its initial training on 
the type, as well as its recurrent, night proficiency, and search-
and-rescue (sar) training. prior to the center opening, cougar’s 
pilots had been travelling to flightsafety international’s facility in 
lafayette, louisiana; and then to oslo, norway, to perform their 
simulator training. having such a facility so close provides obvious 
financial and logistical benefits.
the simulator replicates the cockpit of cougar’s search-and-

rescue s-92 to exact detail, down to that aircraft’s registration 
number — c-gikn — appearing on the name plate on the simu-
lator’s dash. 
paul carter, cougar’s chief pilot, said the operator worked 

closely with cae to develop the simulator. “it’s almost a custom 
sim,” he told Vertical. “they built and replicated our auxiliary fuel 
tank system, which is a vih design and modification . . . they 
have our quick position alert button, the blue sky tracking system 
built in on the overhead, and they have all our offshore routes, all 
the installations we fly to in the right positions. and they now have 

cougar helicopters is the center’s major customer, the cockpit of the 
simulator is an almost exact replication of cougar’s search-and-rescue 
sikorsky s-92 — down to the registration c-gikn appearing on the 
name plate on the simulator’s dash.  
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the hebron platform — which is to set sail 
in spring — in the actual latitude and lon-
gitude that it’s going to end up in, in June. 
We’re already landing on it and it’s not 
even operational.”

the secret to success

cae is a major presence in the interna-
tional flight training market, providing its 
services to 120,000 pilots across its vari-
ous fixed- and rotary-wing training facili-
ties. it now has five s-92 level D ffss in 
operation around the world — and their 
distribution is truly global. in addition 
to mount pearl, there are s-92 ffss in 
são paolo, brazil; oslo, norway; Zhuhai, 
china; and brunei in southeast asia. 
however, the simulator in mount pearl is 
the first to be compatible with night vision 
goggles (nvgs).
but what goes into creating such a real-

istic product — one that incorporates and 
seamlessly blends advanced mechanical 
and software engineering? in terms of 
numbers, about 250 people will work on a 
simulator before delivery, said peter cobb, 
cae’s business development leader for 
helicopter training, but more fundamen-
tally, it requires a deep understanding of 
how the helicopter operates. 
“certainly a lot of data gathering is 

required, so we flight-tested several s-92s 
in order to gather the necessary data 
that we needed to simulate the systems 
and the performance of the aircraft,” said 
cobb. “then of course we’ve got a strong 
baseline capability — we delivered the first 
level D simulator to the australians over 
20 years ago now — so we’ve got a broad 
level of capability around helicopter simu-
lation, which is quite specific.”
cobb said the introduction of cae’s 

3000 series, about five years ago, ush-
ered in a new era of immersive mission 
training in helicopter simulators. “one of 
the things we did . . . was move to direct 
projection domes as opposed to the 
columnated visuals that you see in fixed-
wing simulators. and those direct projec-
tion domes allow you to give a bigger field 
of view, which is particularly important for 
helicopter pilots, because they’re looking 
down much more than they’re looking 
straight ahead. it provides very accurate 
feedback in terms of where you are with 
regards to the ground or the water.”
according to cae, its simulators can rep-

licate up to 400 malfunctions in an aircraft 
— and the ability to introduce these during 
training is a huge benefit to pilots. but for 
cougar, it’s the ability to fly not just in the 

cae said its series 3000 simulators can replicate up to 400 
malfunctions. cougar uses it for initial, recurrent, night proficiency, and 
search-and-rescue training.
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north atlantic environment, but the exact geography off the coast 
of newfoundland — with the oil rigs and platforms in their exact 
location — that’s a unique draw.
“the more realistic simulator training is, the more value the train-

ing is going to have . . . so we’re pleased as punch with this,” said 
barry steeves, chief training pilot at cougar. “they’ve modeled 
turbulence through the [oil rig] structure, which is a big thing for 
us, and the vessels move with sea states, so when we train, it 
allows us to train in a really contextual environment.”
the team can even call up cougar’s dispatch center and have 

them create a flight plan to and from a offshore vessel — and 
they will then fly that mission with the weather and conditions 
exactly as they are outside. 
of course, a huge benefit of training in a simulator as opposed 

to a real aircraft is in practicing emergency operations. “We can 
do things in this simulator that we could never hope to do in the 
aircraft, as far as training goes,” said steeves. “everything from 
the classic engine failures, to practicing autorotations to the sea, 
to doing ditchings, to landing on moving platforms. so the fidelity 
is the key with this simulator that puts it a little step ahead.”

the more realistic simulator 
training is, the more value 
the training is going to 
have . . . so We’re pleased as 
punch With this.
- barry SteeVeS, cHief training Pilot at cougar

cougar chief pilot paul carter (left) and chief training pilot barry steeves (right) stand alongside the simulator in mount pearl. cougar expects to fly over 
1,000 hours each year in the simulator, which is just a short drive from its headquarters in st. John’s.
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more than a simulator

cae has four full-time staff running 
the center. While cougar is clearly the 
major customer, projected to fly over 
1,000 hours a year in the simulator, hnZ 
and chc have also made use of it. cae 
hopes the simulator will ultimately com-
plete 1,500 training hours annually.
but the center’s purpose is to provide 

more than just a home for simulator 
training. there are five ongoing research 
projects at the facility, each exploring 
various aspects of pilot performance in 
the offshore flight environment. the trials 
are supported by cougar (which supplies 
the majority of the pilots for the tests) 
and in partnership with local firm m2m 
consulting.
they include an investigation into the 

various factors that might influence pilot 
performance, such as fatigue, tempera-
ture, or alcohol consumption — whether 
recent or in the near past. one of the 
tools the team is able to utilize at the 
center is a climate chamber. this allows 
pilots to be exposed to high or low tem-
peratures and then taken to the simula-
tor to fly, to monitor the impact on their 
responses and ability. the overall aim of 
the project is to develop an offshore heli-
copter aircrew health monitoring guide.
another project is looking at helmet 

fatigue — a particularly relevant issue for 
cougar’s sar pilots who fly with nvgs 
on their helmets — to explore what the 
parameters are in which pilots become 
fatigued and develop strategies to allevi-
ate it.
other projects are exploring ways to 

optimize crew resource management and 
taking a more empirical look at the first 
office induction process.
the establishment of such a world-class 

facility in canada has been no mean feat, 
and cobb said he’s particularly proud 
that two great canadian companies have 
been able to partner together to make it 
happen. “We’ve been talking to cougar 
for a long time about getting a canadian 
training capability for them, so it was cer-
tainly very satisfying personally and i think 
also satisfying from a canadian profes-
sional perspective.”

Editor’s note: A version of this story 
appeared in the January-February edition 
of Skies Magazine — Vertical Magazine’s 
sister publication.
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for cougar’s crews, it’s a huge benefit to train in a simulator that allows 
them to perform complex operations in the inclement conditions they 
encounter in the north atlantic.
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a bell 429 operated by advanced flight of new Zealand flies with some threatening cloud 
in the distance. understanding how weather forecasts are made, and the tools available to 
operators, can help make the “go/no-go” decision easier. Christopher Moss photo
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ever wondered how aviation forecasts 
are made? Vertical’s resident 

meteorologist, ed brotak, explains the 
science behind the predictions and the 
tools available to help you get a better 

understanding of what to expect.

helicopter operations are extremely dependent on the weather. 
of utmost concern is safety: can the flight be accomplished 
without an undue amount of risk? the “go/no-go” decision is 
often based on observed and predicted weather conditions. 
visibility, winds, and turbulence are the major factors, but air 
density can also be critical.
aviation meteorology is a distinct branch of the science. 

meteorologists who make aviation forecasts have undergone 
specialized training, and they will tell you that making these 
forecasts is extremely difficult — much more so than compil-
ing a standard public forecast. this is because they have to be 
much more precise. the weather elements they are forecasting 
— such as wind, sky condition, and visibility — are inherently 
more variable. and, of course, the stakes can be much greater. 

if people are caught in an unforecast shower, they’ll get a little 
wet. if an aircraft inadvertently enters instrument meteorological 
conditions (imc), the results can be disastrous.
in determining current and future weather conditions, heli-

copter pilots face a much more difficult problem than most 
aviators. fixed-wing aircraft typically go from airport to airport, 
where weather information and forecasts are readily available. 
helicopters, on the other hand, can be required to takeoff and 
land from any location that they’re safely able to access, so 
direct weather information is often lacking. many helicopter 
operations also take place at low levels, where weather condi-
tions are typically more extreme and variable.
it’s easy to check the current weather conditions if you’re 

dealing with airports. the weather is monitored constantly and 

time to 
CheCk 
tHE ForEcast
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reports are sent out hourly (the standard metar) — or more 
often if critical weather factors change — and all of these reports 
are readily available online. of course, these observations are 
surface-based. you could get a ceiling height, but you would have 
to extrapolate the surface visibility and winds to conditions aloft. 
if you’re dealing with heliports, all should have, at minimum, 

a wind cone to show the direction and magnitude of the wind. 
automated weather observing systems (aWos) can also be 
installed and provide the full array of readings typical at govern-
ment-monitored sites — and the data can be accessed remotely.
What can we tell about conditions between airports, where there 

are no direct weather observations? radar will show you where 
precipitation (and likely imc) is currently occurring. but radar can’t 
detect fog or clouds, the main causes of imc. satellite imagery 
can show clouds and fog, but the processing time often makes 
the available images far from current.
pilot reports (the standard pireps) can provide useful informa-

tion, especially in terms of hazardous weather, but helicopter 
operations are often away from standard flight corridors. typically, 
one has to extrapolate from known conditions at nearby airports 
to estimate conditions elsewhere.

using the tools availaBle

once you know the current conditions, then you’ll want to know 
how things will change — and how fast. now we’re in the realm  
of weather forecasting. in terms of official aviation weather  

if you’re dealing With heliports, 
all should have, at minimum, a 
Wind cone to shoW the direction 
and magnitude of the Wind. 
automated Weather observing 
systems (aWos) can also be 
installed and provide the full 
array of readings typical at 
government-monitored sites.

radar will show you where precipitation is happening, but it can’t detect clouds or fog — 
the main causes of instrument meteorological conditions (imc). Anthony pecchi photo
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forecasts, we have the standard terminal aerodrome forecasts 
(tafs) in the u.s. updated every six hours, these are 24-hour 
forecasts that include wind speed and direction, visibility, pres-
ent weather, ceilings, and low-level wind shear. the tafs are for 
specific airports and areas within a five-mile radius. aviation area 
forecasts (fas) cover a much larger region and are less specific. 
these are issued every eight hours and consist of a 12-hour fore-
cast with an additional six-hour outlook. 
a sigmet (which stands for significant meteorological informa-

tion) is a four-hour forecast of potentially hazardous conditions, 
such as severe icing, extreme turbulence, dust or sandstorms 
reducing visibility, or volcanic ash. sigmets cover a fairly large 
area — at least 3,000 square miles. convective sigmets are 
forecasts covering two hours and imply dangerous weather due 

to convection. airmets also advise of possibly hazardous 
weather conditions but not as severe as sigmets. these 

would include instrument flight rules (ifr) and mountain 
obscuration, moderate turbulence or strong surface 
winds, and moderate icing. airmets are issued for 
six-hour periods.

the national Weather service (nWs) aviation 
Weather center (aWc) in the u.s. has a num-
ber of graphical products to help those looking 
to get a better understanding of the forecast. 
the g-airmet (aviationweather.gov/gairmet) 
is a graphical advisory of potentially dangerous 

weather conditions — turbulence, low-level wind 
shear, strong surface winds, icing, freezing level, ifr, 

the hems tool was designed specifically to help helicopter air 
ambulance operators with ceiling and visibility assessment in areas with 

limited surface observation data. Mike Reyno photo
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and mountain obscuration. it is issued every 
three hours or updated as is needed. the 
experimental aviation forecast (gfa) web-
page (testbed.aviationweather.gov/areafcst) 
was designed to provide aviation interests 
with a complete weather picture from 14 
hours in the past to 15 hours in the future 
in a graphical format. it covers the lower 48 
states and a few stations in canada. 
the nWs also offers the hems tool (avia-

tionweather.gov/hemst), which was designed 
specifically for the helicopter air ambulance 
sector. however, the information it can 
provide would apply to many helicopter 
operations, especially at low altitudes. as 
described by the nWs, the hems tool is “a 
graphical flight planning tool for ceiling and 
visibility assessment along direct flights in 
areas with limited available surface observa-
tions capability.” 
north of the border, nav canada’s aviation Weather Website 

(flightplanning.navcanada.ca) also provides graphical products 
such as the graphic area forecast (gfa) to go along with the 
standard alphanumeric data.

predicting the future

how are aviation forecasts produced? in the u.s., tafs are pro-
duced locally at one of the 122 nWs forecast offices. a trained 

aviation forecaster is on duty 24 hours a day. a central facility, the 
aWc in kansas city, missouri, provides the fas, sigmets, and 
airmets, as well as running the aWc website. in canada, the 
canadian meteorological aviation centre has two offices — one 
in edmonton and one in montreal — that provide all of the avia-
tion forecasts and products for the country. other countries have 
similar arrangements.
to make an aviation forecast, meteorologists start with the cur-

rent conditions. they start with the large-scale weather patterns, 

this aWos was installed on exxonmobil’s harmony offshore 
platform to support helicopter supply flights.
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such as location of the jet stream, and positions of high, lows, 
and fronts. they then take this down to the local scale to see 
what actual weather conditions are like, especially in terms of 
flight factors. 
although tafs go out to 24 hours, the first six-hour forecast 

period is the most critical, and forecasting for the short term 
requires a different approach. there are actually a couple of sim-
ple techniques forecasters use. the first is persistence, and this 
simply means the weather won’t change and it’s amazingly good 
for an hour or two. if it’s foggy at 4 a.m., it will probably be foggy 
at 5 a.m. and even 6 a.m. obviously at some point persistence 
will be wrong, and determining when is the key. 
continuity is another simple way of forecasting the weather in 

the short term. We make the assumption — and it’s usually valid 
— that weather systems will move at a consistent speed and 
in a consistent direction. in this way, you can follow an area of 
precipitation or approaching cloud cover over a short period of 
time to determine its speed and direction of movement and use 

this to forecast how soon it will affect operations. incorporation of 
weather radar data is crucial for short-term forecasts, and indeed 
for all flight safety.
convection, of course, poses one of the greatest threats to 

aircraft. it is also, unfortunately, one of the most difficult things 
to forecast in advance. the best that the science can do at this 
point is to give a general idea if convective development is likely. 
there is no way to know exactly where or when dangerous con-
vective cells will form; they are too small and short-lived. because 
of the extreme danger posed by thunderstorms, they tend to be 
overforecast in advance. the best advice for any pilot is to check 
the latest radar imagery to see if and where thunderstorms may 
have developed.
tafs are still written by hand by the aviation meteorologist. as 

in many areas, there is a push in aviation forecasting to develop 
graphical forecast tools rather than text products. this would 
require more automation. products could be generated quicker 
and with less “man hours,” but most graphical displays depend 

mostly, if not entirely, on computer out-
put. leaving the human input out of the 
forecast process likely will lessen the 
forecast accuracy at this point.
for longer-range forecasts out to 24 

hours, there are some computer mod-
els whose output is useful, but aviation 
forecasters will tell you when it comes 
to making accurate forecasts, nothing 
beats local knowledge and experience. 
knowing what typically occurs in your 
area is crucial. climatology is the official 
term for the study of prevailing weather 
conditions over time at a particular loca-
tion. experienced forecasters don’t even 
have to look up this information; it’s 
embedded in their conscience.

ed brotak  | ed brotak, ph.d., is 
a retired professor of atmospheric 
sciences at the university of north 
carolina, asheville. his specialties 
include weather effects on aviation, 

marine operations, and ground transportation.
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a robinson r66 flies off the coast of california near the manufacturer’s 
plant in torrance.  skip Robinson photo
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Vertical’s Guys maher joins the robinson 
helicopter company’s safety course to 

discover how the r66 — and a new vortex 
ring state recovery technique — have been 

incorporated into the bustling program.
story & photos by guy r. maher

Safety
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last summer, almost six years after my last visit, i once again 
walked through the doors of the robinson helicopter company 
safety course (rhcsc). having been to a number of these classes, 
i had a pretty good idea what my next three to four days would entail 
— except for one thing. this time my emphasis would be on the 
r66 turbine and how the course has changed to accommodate the 
additional model. 
During my previous rhcsc visit, the r66 was still completing cer-

tification flight tests. and although i did fly the r66 during that visit 
for a Vertical pilot report, the accompanying safety course had obvi-
ously not been developed. today, the r66 is fully integrated into the 
ground and flight curriculums.
the rhcsc has come a long way since it began in 1982 as a 

course intended only for flight instructors who taught in the r22. 
that was a once-a-month program that reached an average of 12 
students per class. now the rhcsc is open to any pilot of robinson 
helicopters and is conducted twice as often with a typical class size 
— such as the one i was in — of 48. 
robinson helicopter company (rhc) president kurt robinson fol-

lows the tradition established by his dad and company founder frank 
robinson of opening the class. “your whole relationship changes 

Discussion of the vortex ring state — and countering recovery 
techniques — form an interesting part of the robinson helicopter safety 

course. skip Robinson photo

the course includes both classroom and flying instruction.  
skip Robinson photo

the author (left) with robinson chief instructor tim tucker, who is a great 
believer in the use of the “vuichard recovery” to exit vortex ring state.
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when you take somebody flying, whether they are a pilot or not,” he 
admonished the class. 
robinson has had upwards of 18,000 students come through the 

course, with the huge majority of them being first time attendees. 
this held true in my class, as the clear majority were young pilots — 
most with less than 200 hours of flying time — in the midst of their 
journey towards a career as a professional pilot. 
Day one included an in-depth review of robinson helicopter acci-

dents, a factory tour, helicopter theory, and a discussion on critical 
flight conditions. the anchor for the day was robinson chief instruc-
tor tim tucker, who has been involved with the rhcsc since its 
inception. he bought the first production r22 in 1979, and is so 
steeped in flying experience and robinsons it would take a separate 
article to cover it all. 

ring around the rotor

one subject that tucker delved into in great detail was vortex ring 
state, also referred to as “settling with power.” and that was tucker’s 
first order of business — to discuss the mixing of terms and confu-
sion that’s caused when vortex ring state is improperly referred to 

as “settling with power.” the controversy stems from a condition — 
completely different from vortex ring state — in which engine power 
required exceeds engine power available, and the helicopter settles 
while under power.
vortex ring state, however, occurs when a hovering helicopter 

descends at greater than roughly 300 feet per minute, entering a 
condition where the rotor is still directing air downward, but some air 
below it is forced out radially and up outside the rotor disc. some of 
this upward-flowing air is drawn in and back down through the rotor, 
forming a large circulating pattern.
the confusion between the terms isn’t helped by the fact that 

the faa uses “settling with power” in its discussion of vortex ring 
state in both the rotorcraft flying handbook and the practical test 
standards. as tucker explained, the picture is much clearer outside 
the u.s., with most simply using the term “vortex ring state” — and 
that’s the approach that he takes, too.  
Definitions aside, tucker discussed the origin and methods of a 

new way to recover from vortex ring state. he was introduced to 
the technique while teaching a robinson pilot safety course in 
neuchatel, switzerland, in June 2011. attending that class was 

over 18,000 students have come through the safety course, with the 
vast majority being first-time attendees. the author was one of 12 in the 
r66 class on the three-day course he attended. skip Robinson photo
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claude vuichard, a senior flight inspector/examiner for the swiss 
federal office of civil aviation. vuichard is a helicopter pilot of — at 
the time of the class — more than 35 years and 16,000 flight hours.
During the flight portion of that course, tucker demonstrated the 

standard vortex ring state recovery technique of forward cyclic and 
reduced collective that has been taught to pilots in the u.s. for more 
than 60 years. vuichard then asked if he could show tucker a recov-
ery technique he had developed over his years of flying in the swiss 
alps.
rather than reducing the collective, he increased it to climb power, 

added sufficient left pedal to keep the nose straight, and applied 
right cyclic. the combination of tail rotor thrust and right bank moved 
the aircraft to the right — and almost instantly out of the vortex ring 
state. With a little practice, tucker himself was making recoveries 
from a fully developed vortex ring state with only 20 to 30 feet of 
altitude loss.

tucker was so impressed that for the past two years, rhc 
instructors have been teaching what he has coined the “vuichard 
recovery” with great success in the safety courses, and it has also 
been included in the maneuver guides for the r22, r44, and r66.

completing the course

on day two, the 12 of us who were in the r66 class moved over 
to the maintenance training room, where we covered the pilots 
operating handbook, performance, limitations, and emergency 
procedures. 
Day three had us back in the r66 class and in the hands of pat 

cox, rhc service manager. the fact that the r66 class was in the 
maintenance course training room was a plus. cox had plenty of 
r66 components and a rolls-royce rr300 engine for all of us to 
closely examine and for cox to illustrate many important points. 
there’s nothing like doing a preflight inspection on an r66 — one 
component at a time. however, we did proceed out to the flight line 
to examine a complete helicopter, as well. 
Day four was a mix of classroom and flying. We were all back in 

the one classroom and the work covered in-depth discussions of 

tail rotor accidents and design, autorotations, a course review, and a 
final exam. 
and then there was the flying session — mine was with tucker. for 

as long as i’ve known him, i’ve never had the pleasure of flying with 
him. 
the vuichard recovery technique consumed a good portion of 

our pre-lesson briefing, and with start-up and checklist complete, it 
was time to go. We repositioned to a grass area near the rhc pad 
for some warm-up hover work. then we performed a northeast 
departure from torrance. tucker had me hold 55 to 60 knots then 
pull in 95 percent torque. We easily hit 2,000 feet per minute in the 
climb. he just wanted to show off the r66’s climb abilities. but he 
cautioned me to remain below 65 knots while in the yellow takeoff 
power range.
as we proceeded northeast, tucker took the controls to position 

us for some air work. he didn’t waste time in getting to the vuichard 

the author is joined by classmates during his recent participation in the robinson helicopter company safety course. launched in 1982 
as a once-a-month program with 12 students in a class, it now runs twice as often with a typical class size of 48.

the fact that the r66 class was in the maintenance course training room 
is a plus. skip Robinson photo
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technique for recovering from vortex ring state. 
What he likes to do, if possible, is to set up the helicopter in an out 

of ground effect (oge) hover with the tail into the wind. (it’s much 
easier to get into vortex ring state with a tailwind.) the winds were 
light on the day of our flight, but tucker did find the proper position-
ing to place us in a tail wind condition. 
he explained that he likes to perform his demonstration in two 

steps. he began by slowing the helicopter down and reducing torque 
to around 35 percent to get us into vortex ring state. We eventually 
felt the shuddering — indicating the loss of effective translational lift. 
holding the position, we then felt the descent rate begin to build as 
we added some power. then it felt like the bottom fell out. 
tucker immediately put in some right cyclic — he likes to see 10 to 

20 degrees of bank — and added collective along with left pedal. 
the descent stopped immediately and we were out. one crucial 
point is to make sure you add sufficient pedal to counter the torque 
of the added power and keep the nose pointed straight ahead. this 
allows maximum advantage of the tail rotor thrust that helps reduce 
the escape time and gets you back into clean air.
i asked tucker to demonstrate the traditional recovery technique 

of forward cyclic and down collective for recovery. then i had him 
follow-up with using the vuichard technique again. 
With the traditional method, we lost about 250 feet from the start 

of the maneuver to completion — and this was with little wind. the 
more tail wind encountered in this condition, the longer it would have 
taken to fly out of the dirty air and be able to increase collective to 
arrest the descent. starting the maneuver again with the vuichard 
technique, from the exact same altitude and flight conditions, we 
were fully recovered and maintaining altitude with about 50 feet of 
loss. 

now it was my turn to try it. i entered the oge hover and let the 
descent begin. as soon as i felt the bottom begin to fall out from under 
me, i popped the cyclic to the right while adding collective and left 
pedal. the descent stopped immediately in about 50 feet of drop. 
one thing about this technique is that it feels a little bit unnatural. 

the traditional technique follows a more normal pattern of move-
ment performed in maneuvers such as takeoff and go-arounds. 
recovering sideways feels different, and therefore should be prac-
ticed a little more regularly to become ingrained. 
and this includes simulating the maneuver down low. certainly, you 

do not want to intentionally enter a full blown vortex ring state at a 
couple of hundred feet above the ground. but what tucker did point 
out was that you can get the helicopter on a slow and stabilized 
approach and practice the side cyclic and collective inputs — simu-
lating the recovery. this way, the pilot becomes more comfortable 
with taking that specific action if needed low to the ground. 
there is no mistaking the instantaneous recovery and return of 

positive control. you can feel the aircraft “pop” right up and back to 
positive altitude control. and consider, too, that we were letting the 
vortex ring state condition get fully developed. if you should happen 
to notice the descent begin while still adding collective but not fully 
developed, early recognition and recovery will take up minimal lateral 
space and consume even less altitude. 
With vortex ring state recoveries out of the way, we proceeded to a 

nearby airport for some autorotations. tucker talked me through all 
sorts of scenarios with varied starting positions. 
We were directly over our intended landing spot and used zero 

airspeed and side flight along with pivot turns to reposition prior to 
establishing a more normal glide to finish the maneuver. We also 
employed the r66’s extended glide capabilities by flying a long final 

the rhcsc has grown and evolved over the years to match the increasing demand for quality training — but safety remains the core objective. 
skip Robinson photo
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with 90 knots and 90 percent rotor rpm. 
following a wide variety of autos with both 
power recoveries and full touchdowns, 
we wrapped up the session with some 
hydraulics-off practice. 

putting it to practice

as it turned out, i had a chance to put 
the vuichard technique to practical use 
the following day. i was flying the r44 
cadet for a photo shoot and hovering the 
cadet oge close to and pointing at the 
camera ship — another r44 — that was a 
little higher than me. i must have caught a 
little of the camera ship’s rotor wash and/
or just let the cadet begin to descend, 
because i could feel the beginning of the 
exact same “dropping out” experience i 
felt the day before with tucker. 
previous to this training, i would have 

lowered collective, and turned away from 
the camera ship to recover and then 
returned to my position. this time how-
ever, i applied just a touch of right cyclic 
while adding collective, and the condition 
stopped immediately. i also remained 
pretty much in position. With a slight 
adjustment and minimal climb, we were 
back to our photo shooting. i’m a believer. 
tucker is working very hard to make this 

an accepted recovery technique. and 
it is gaining good traction. since he first 
brought this technique to the industry’s 
attention, tucker has taught the technique 
on courses in about a dozen countries, 
and it has been well received. 
like robinson helicopters themselves, 

the rhcsc has clearly evolved, grown, 
and improved to match the ever-increas-
ing demands for quality training. but 
through all of this growth and change, 
one thing has remained the same — and 
that’s the core objective of safety. 
unless you are a bag of hammers, you 

can’t possibly come away from this course 
— whether it’s your first or 10th time attend-
ing — without gaining a strengthened foun-
dation of knowledge, an enhanced tool kit 
of procedures, and a solidified culture for 
operating safely. frank’s influence has not 
left the building.
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the gAzdA 
HElIcospEEdEr
how a flamboyant austrian-born 
entrepreneur attempted to develop 
a high-speed helicopter with a 
revolutionary anti-torque system in 
1940s rhode island. 
By Bob petite

During the latter years of World War ii, new england was the set-
ting for a little known attempt to develop a radically different type 
of helicopter design — one that is not recorded in early rotary-wing 
books.
the story centers around a man named antoine gazda. born in 

vienna, austria, on June 5, 1895, the multi-talented gazda was a 
World War i austrian air force pilot, a race car and motorcycle driver, 
owned an airplane factory in switzerland, and became a prominent 
armaments dealer — as well as being an inventor and engineer. 
Well known as a gifted salesman, he marketed the fairchild 24 
aircraft in europe, and was heavily involved in the worldwide sale 
of the 20-milimeter anti-aircraft cannons produced by the oerlikon 
machine tool Works in the years leading up to World War ii.
gazda immigrated to the u.s. in 1940 with the specific intention 

of manufacturing the weapon for the british admiralty, establishing 
the american oerlikon corporation in providence and Wakefield, 
rhode island. there, he produced vast numbers of the new type 
of cannon for the u.k.’s royal navy and, having later convinced the 
u.s. military to purchase it, the u.s. navy. the weapon provided 
the fleets with a powerful defense against the dive-bombing tactics 
of their enemies.

the original version of the gazda model 100 helicospeeder helicopter with 
a two-bladed main rotor and a jet exhaust anti-torque system at the back. 
Jeff Evans Collection photo
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his connection to helicopter history followed a chance meeting 
with harold (hal) lemont, an early helicopter engineer. the two 
first met when lemont acted as a consultant for gazda on the 
design of expendable gliders with extended ranges in 1942, and 
while this project ultimately wasn’t feasible, they crossed paths 
again a year later at a train station in providence. 
at the time, lemont was working with igor sikorsky on his war-

time vs-300 helicopter development in stratford, connecticut. 
his meeting with gazda resulted in a discussion about helicop-
ters and their wartime use. gazda became excited and asked 
lemont to design and build a helicopter for him — incorporat-
ing some new ideas that he believed could aid the technology’s 
development. 
the two soon reached an agreement that would see lemont 

design and construct a one-place helicopter called the gazda 
model 100 helicospeeder, which was to be produced by gazda’s 
helicopter engineering and construction corporation. the design 
work was carried out during July 1943, with former engineering 
students Jim fitzpatrick and harold sadler assisting in the details. 
Work began on the construction of the model 100 in november 
that year.

the team submitted an application to the united states patent 
office detailing a helicopter with an “antitorque reaction jet” on 
Dec. 14, 1943. the helicopter’s fuselage was made of welded 
steel aircraft tubing, while the two main rotor blades were a steel 
tubular spar with a wooden leading edge and a wire cable trail-
ing edge. (the design was later changed to incorporate a three-
bladed main rotor.) the fuselage and blades were covered with 
aircraft fabric. the model 100 had cast aluminum gear cases and 
industrial gears, bearings, pulleys, and belts, while its wheels were 
taken from a piper cub airplane.
powering the aircraft was a continental a75 75-horsepower 

engine. unusually, the model 100 had no conventional tailrotor; 
instead, it used a unique jet exhaust system with piping exten-
sions set horizontally and perpendicular to the fuselage to counter 
torque. the helicopter was steered by varying the intensity of 
the lateral jets. it was an innovative development during the early 
years of helicopter design.
the cierva-type rotor hub had hydraulic interconnected links 

between the main blades, which helped to prevent ground reso-
nance. the helicopter contained an internal swash plate below the 
main rotor gearbox, along with internal main rotor push rods, and, 

a copy of gazda’s patent drawing, dated october 25, 1949, showing the anti-torque flow of gases towards the tail of the aircraft. Jeff Evans Collection photo
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in the cockpit, had a single wheel with stick control. one raised 
the collective to rise; pulled fore, aft and sideways for cyclic con-
trol; and turned the wheel for directional control.
the helicopter was 19 feet (5.79 meters) long; 8 feet 4 inches 

(2.54 meters) high; with a rotor diameter of 25 feet (7.62 meters). 
its fully loaded weight was 1,200 pounds (544 kilograms). the 
aircraft’s cruising speed was estimated to be 140 miles per hour 
(225 kilometers per hour), and its maximum speed was 100 
m.p.h. (160 km/h). gazda’s goal was a helicopter with a projected 
speed of 300 m.p.h. (483 km/h) — unheard of in the early days of 
helicopter development.
but while gazda proposed the production helicopters at a cost 

of only us$5,000, no firm sales ever materialized.

a short-lived program

assembly of the helicopter took place at the providence airport 
in seekonk, massachusetts, and it was completed by airport man-
ager arnold chamberlain along with two aircraft mechanics. Work 
also continued on the jet propulsion anti-torque system, but initial 
ground testing soon determined that using air to counter torque 

gazda planned to fly the 
prototype, but While he Was 
a pilot, he had no rotary-
Wing flying experience. this 
decision turned out to be a 
costly error.

antoine gadza, sitting on the right in the model 100 cockpit, explains the various instruments to military and civilian visitors. Jeff Evans Collection photo
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was not going to work effectively. the system simply couldn’t pro-
duce enough thrust. 
as a result, the helicopter was redesigned with a tailrotor. the 

design gave the pilot the ability to turn the tailrotor 90 degrees so 
that he or she could use it as a push propeller to produce extra 
forward thrust. the experimental prototype that was ultimately 
produced owed much of its final design — approximately 80 per-
cent — to the work of engineer lemont.
gazda planned to fly the prototype, but while he was a pilot, he 

had no rotary-wing flying experience. this decision turned out to be 
a costly error. During an early flight test, gazda jumped the helicop-
ter into the air after speeding up the engine and pulling up on the 
collective. the helicopter rose up and immediately settled tail down 
onto the ground. gazda was unhurt, but lemont was demoralized. 
“it was a total destruction of my confidence in the success of the 

project,” he stated in Recollections of my Association with Antoine 
Gazda — a booklet he published years later. 
the aircraft was rebuilt in two weeks. this time, during a run-up 

test, the team made an attempt to see if the helicopter could hover. 
gazda followed instructions, and lifted the model 100 into the air 
for about a minute. he then set it down — although a little shakily. 
then he decided to try to fly the helicopter around the field.
lemont did not think that this was a good idea. the ensuing argu-

ment ended with lemont handing in his resignation — he did not 
want to be responsible for gazda getting hurt or worse flying in a 
helicopter that he had designed. 
ultimately, gazda himself came to realize that flying helicopters 

was beyond his capabilities, and it was not long before he decided 
to shut down further development on the model 100 due to the 

projected costs to get it into production. 
he had also planned to manufacture a 
second version of the aircraft (a two-
person helicopter called the gazda model 
101), but work on that project never 
began. the existing prototype model 100 
was put into storage for many years.
gazda passed away on sept. 19, 1957. 

his estate, including his research labora-
tories and warehouse — along with his 
model 100 experimental helicopter — 
were put up for public auction on may 31, 
1958, in Wakefield, rhode island. vincent 
colicci, who owned rhode island helicop-
ter operator copters unlimited, was the 
winning bidder on the aircraft.
two years later, colicci sold the model 

100 to carroll voss of agrotors, an agri-
cultural spraying operator in gettysburg, 
pennsylvania, in exchange for some 
crop dusting equipment. stanley hiller, a 
helicopter pioneer, happened to see the 
model 100 in storage at voss’s facility, and 
offered to restore the helicopter for voss 
back in northern california for display in 
his proposed helicopter museum in san 
carlos. voss agreed.
eventually, the restored gazda model 

100 helicospeeder was returned to 
voss, who displayed it at a helicopter 
association international heli-expo con-
vention. later, the model 100 was given 
to the owls head transportation museum 
for permanent display in camden, maine. 
it was a fitting final resting place for this 
historic piece of helicopter history — one 
with a design that was way ahead of its 
time.

gazda, left, explains how the anti-torque reaction jet 
system works to interested visitors. 
Jeff Evans Collection photo

bob petite | bob is a member of 
the Twirly birds, ahs international, the 
canadian aviation historical society, 
the american aviation historical 
society and the bell 47 helicopter 

association, inc. he is the author of the Bell 47 
Helicopter Story.
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March 7-9, 2017 - Booth 8849
HELI-EXPO:

For everyone interested in early 
helicopter history, this book on the 

history of the Bell 47 is for you.  
Written by Robert S. Petite and Jeffery C. 
Evans, this book is the most thoroughly 
detailed documentation to date of the 

world’s first commercial helicopter.  

• Over 1,100 pictures, many never seen before
• 29 detailed chapters

• One giant volume totalling 750 pages
• $89.95 plus postage and GST (Canada only)

Visit www.helicopterheritagecanada.com to order your copy online today

The Bell 47 Helicopter Story.
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HELICOPTER PARTS SALES
Check Out our Huge Inventory!

Over One Million Items!
We have a large inventory of quality parts from

reputable sources, for outright sale and exchange.

ACCESSORIES • COMPONENTS • INSTRUMENTS
Airbus Helicopter, Bell Helicopter, MDHC, Schweizer, 

Sikorsky, Lycoming, Rolls Royce, Turbomeca

WE BUY:
• Light and medium turbine helicopters
• Parts, components and inventories
• Distressed and run-out airframes

Toll Free 800-585-7004 USA & Canada Only.
TEL: USA 1+608-756-3632 • FAX: USA 1+608-756-2606

email: info@tradewindinternational.com
www.tradewindinternational.com

Check out our website!

Aircraft Sales •
Aircraft Delivery/Shipping •

PVI Review/CAP Development •
Initial Flight/Recurrent Training •

COM Review/Amendments •

Graham aviation 
ConsultinG & PilotaGe

www.grahamaviationconsulting.com

 “Safety Through Action...
Success Through Commitment”

702/703 Certification •
TDG Training/Consulting •

3rd Party Safety Audits •
Project Management •

Contact Glenn at:
705-923-1552
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OFF to LIFT OFF
in 2 Minutes!

Aviation Safety Starts with Tanis Preheat!

Visit us at Heli-Expo 
Booth #11139
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We Support Leading HeLicopter MakeS & ModeLS WorLdWide

alpineaerotech.com

855.500.2376  
(toll free for North America)

250.769.6344
Kelowna & Abbotsford, B.C., Canada

info@alpineaerotech.com

Visit Alpine at Heli-Expo Booth #1617

Cost saving 
s o l u t i o n s

Dedicated to save our customers time and money  

Replacement parts exceed OEM specifications  

Incorporates several innovative design features  

Direct from the manufacturer savings  

1 year/1000 hour warranty  

Always in stock  
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To place an adVerTisemenT in Vertical’S markeTplace, conTacT CARLA MCkAY aT 866.834.1114 or carla@mhmpub.com
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Transport Canada FAA AMO 83-05. EASA 145.7216
#350 - 18799 Airport Way.  |  Pitt Meadows Airport  |  Pitt Meadows  |  BC Canada  |  V3Y 2B4  

P: 604-465-5008  |  F: 604-608-9222  |  E: info@heliproducts.com
heliproducts.com

 @Heliproducts
 /Heliproducts
 Heliproducts Industries Ltd
 /heliproducts

Airbus Helicopters  
Conversions & Upgrades

——
Helicopter Leasing, Lease  

to Purchase, and Sales
——

Full Support: Avionics, Components, 
Maintenance, Manufacturing, 

Structures, Paint 

L.E.D. XT LighTing STC • SaLES & LEaSing • REpaiR & OvERhauL

  Professional The 
 AircrAft Movers

Driven by our Customers’ Success

403.266.2468 | 406.450.0170
www.calgarygooseneck.com

doug@calgarygooseneck.com
dodie@calgarygooseneck.com

contact us today & 
start saving money!

Fixed & RotaRy Wing

noW With  
three specialized  
coveRed tRaileRs
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+1 208-378-9888  |  www.aerospecialties.com

Ground support equipment

The new JetGo 600Mti-RJ 28V GPU has launched! 
More powerful, improved user controls, digital 
displays and the lowest operating cost in the 
industry. You asked for it, and we delivered!

Cleared for 
Takeoff!

VISIT US AT HAI HELI-EXPO, 
BOOTH 3201, OR ONLINE
AT STLASERSTRIKE.COM

DEFENDING FLIGHT CREWS
AGAINST LASER ATTACKS 

•  High blocking levels from blue 

and green laser attacks

•  Outstanding colour balance for 

cockpit instruments

• Infrared and UV protection

•  Designer-led and instinctively 

modern aviator frame

• Prescription lenses available

AS350 B2/FX2/SD2 LeASeS

International Leasing and Sales

Don Farkas • 250-507-9668
dfarkas@shaw.ca

Denis Robitaille • 450-750-6249
denis.helico@sympatico.ca

electrical & avionics  
systems support

AMO# 90-04

Sales & Installation Service & Support Airframe Rewire

sales@aeronav.ca | www.aeronav.ca

authorized dealerships
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To place an adVerTisemenT in Vertical’S markeTplace, conTacT CARLA MCkAY aT 866.834.1114 or carla@mhmpub.com
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w

employment
opportunities
remote Helicopters ltd. has immediate 
openings for the following positions:

QUALITY ASSURANCE MANAGER:
•	 Permanent	full	time	position
•	 Reporting	to	the	Director	of	Maintenance
•	 Responsible	for	the	quality	and	regulatory	compliance	for	all	

work	performed	by	Remote	Helicopters’	AMO

Applicants must meet the following:
•	 Be	willing	to	relocate	to	Slave	Lake,	AB
•	 Fulfill	the	requirements	of	CAR	573.04
•	 Hold	a	valid	AME	licence	(violation	free)
•	 Six	(6)	years	experience	in	aviation
•	 Six	(6)	months	aviation	experience	in	the	last	two	years
•	 Industry	recognized	training	in	QA/Auditing	or	past	

experience	in	Aviation	Quality	Assurance

PRODUCTION MANAGER:
•	 Permanent	full	time	position
•	 Reporting	to	the	Director	of	Maintenance
•	 Responsible	for	the	supervision	of	maintenance	activities	as	

directed	by	the	Director	of	Maintenance

Applicants must meet the following:
•	 Be	willing	to	relocate	to	Slave	Lake,	AB
•	 Hold	a	valid	AME	licence	(violation	free)
•	 Have	at	least	six	(6)	months	supervisory	experience
•	 Have	knowledge	and	experience	on	BH	05,	06,	212,	and	

AStar	350	series
•	 Meet	the	requirements	of	Appendix	D	of	Remote	Helicopters	

MPM	Procedures	Manual

To	apply,	contact	Keith mercer,	Director	of	Maintenace,	keith.mercer@remotehelicopters.com

Box	1340	Slave	Lake,	Alberta,	Canada		T0G	2A0 / P:	780.849.2222 / F:	780.849.5235 / remotehelicopters.com
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7000 Airport Drive, STE 204, Sellersburg, IN 47172  •  1-855-762-1767  •  bullseye-vms.com

ENGINEERING  •  CERTIFICATION: PARTS 23, 25, 27, 29 

TuRN-KEy STC’s MAdE EASy

A Division of St. Louis Helicopter

“We were very pleased with the partnership provided by Bullseye in securing the first ever lithium-ion main ship battery STC for 
helicopter applications. Their experience and professionalism was key in our effort to bring this revolutionary technology to the 

rotorcraft market. I can’t say enough about their responsiveness, agility, technical knowledge and understanding of the FAA 
certification process.”  — Rick Slater, Director, True Blue Power

WE ARE ATTENDING HAI HELI-EXPO 2017!
LET’S MEET & DISCUSS YOUR STC NEEDS OR IDEAS! TEXT 812.972.9185
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/  Experienced Pilot
/  Minimum 2000 hours
/  Endorsements should include  
 BH06/407/AS350

Experience with forestry, 
wildlife capture and long 

line essential

Now hiriNg
Fulltime & coNtract positioNs available

Chief Pilot \\ Universal Helicopters Newfoundland and 
Labrador LP \\ PO Box 529 \\ Goose Bay, NL \\ A0P 1C0

E: dhefler@uhnl.nf.ca

Apply in confidence to: 

We are currently hiring for the  
following positions for the 2017 season:

Pool Pilot
• Minimum 1500 hours total must meet Contrail requirements (which is 250 hours 

turbine time, 1500 total time, 50 hour time on type: BH06/BH04/AS350).

Engineers & Apprentices
• Time or experience on the following types: BH04/BH06/AS350

All applicants must possess excellent customer service skills along with 

organizational and communication skills and the ability to work independently and 

within a team environment.

Please apply in confidence, by email only, to:
Elton Ceh, Chief Pilot, eceh@deltahelicopters.com for Pilot positions.

Scott Coutts, scoutts@deltahelicopters.com for Engineers and Apprentices positions.

www.deltahelicopters.com

Only applicants chosen for interviews will be contacted.

www.ex-changeparts.com
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i started flying helicopters in the 1970s as a 
u.s. army pilot in vietnam. i flew oh-6s, of-
ten working alongside cobras as an element 
of a “hunter/killer” team. after my military ser-
vice, i wanted to continue flying, and in 1984 
was hired as a commercial helicopter pilot 
with a louisiana-based operator supporting 
the oil-and-gas industry in the gulf of mexico.
as a new employee, my company re-

quired i take a water survival course, which 
took place at the university of louisiana’s 
lafayette marine survival training center. at 
the time, i thought the idea of being taught 
how to survive in the water was ridiculous; 
i considered it a waste of my time and the 
company’s money. i believed there was no 
way i was ever going to have to escape from 
a sinking aircraft; i thought i was way too 
good of a pilot and way too smart to get into 
that kind of trouble. 
after 20 years in the gulf, i had logged 

almost 10,000 hours without an accident 
or incident. i had performed thousands of 

takeoffs and landings and safely transported 
many thousands of passengers. in just a few 
years, i’d take my retirement and just enjoy 
life and dote over my grandchildren. but on 
the morning of nov. 16, 2003, i was dealt a 
terrifying reality check.
i was flying a bell 407, shuttling a team of 

engineers between offshore platforms. the 
day was beautiful, the winds were light, and 
the sea was calm. at 10:27 a.m., i lifted from 
the platform’s helideck for a short flight to 
another rig. from a stable three-foot hover, 
i began increasing torque, initiating a slow 
climb, and then i gently nosed the aircraft 
over to transition to forward flight. 
Just as we entered translational lift, the 

aircraft was rocked by a violent “bang” 
followed by a horrendous grinding howl. a 
catastrophic failure of the rolls-royce m250-
c47 engine’s power turbine assembly had 
occurred at the third stage turbine wheel, ex-
ploding jagged shrapnel through the aircraft’s 
fuselage. i was unaware the blast had also 

severed the tail rotor 
driveshaft.
the helideck on 

this particular rig 
was in the center of 
the platform, which 
is uncommon in the 
gulf. that meant i was 
30 feet from the edge 
of the platform, with 
almost no airspeed 
and a decaying rotor. i 
had to clear the railing 
before i could even 
think about autorotat-
ing the 150 feet to 
the water. i was in the 
worst possible posi-
tion to recover and 
land safely. 
i was petrified, but 

my instincts took over. 
i knew making the 
water was our best 
chance for surviving. 
so i held the pitch i 
had, hoping it would 
be enough to clear the 
platform, but i knew i 
was using up valuable 
rpm. then, when i felt 

i was clear of the structure, i dove for the wa-
ter, hoping i’d recover some rpm in the flare. 
i remember cursing because i had stuffed 

in full right pedal yet the nose was yawing 
uncontrollably to the left. i had also been un-
successful in deploying the aircraft’s floats; a 
large metal ring on the collective surrounding 
the float activation button prevented my finger 
from depressing it.
Just before impacting the water, i pulled 

collective all the way to the stop. We hit with 
enough force to shatter the chin bubble. the 
helicopter immediately rolled right, turned 
upside-down, and began to sink. i found 
myself hanging upside-down from my seat 
harness underwater. i reached for my door 
handle, but it was no longer where i thought it 
was supposed to be. i was pissed! i couldn’t 
find the damn thing! so, i was underwater 
getting mad at a door — which i realized 
wasn’t very productive.
i began to panic. i knew it was impossible 

to break the window and escape, but i tried 
anyway. i only succeeded in cracking the 
window and cutting my hand. that bout with 
desperate stupidity then got me thinking 
about sharks. 
the gulf water was warm and the sound 

of escaping air bubbles seemed pleasant, 
almost comforting. i began thinking about my 
wife and daughter.... then, as if i was shaken 
from a dream, my mind rebounded back to 
that “ridiculous” water survival training — and 
i thought: never stop looking for a 
Way out!
i had been underwater for perhaps a minute 

when i turned and looked to my left. through 
the murky water, i saw my front seat passen-
ger was gone, and noticed the outline of the 
open passenger door. it was getting darker 
and harder to think clearly, but i knew i had 
to unlatch my harness and make my way to 
the open door. i did exactly what my survival 
course had taught me: “get one hand on the 
door frame and pull yourself out. never mind 
anything else. as you clear the door, use your 
other hand to inflate your life jacket. it will take 
you where you need to go.”
i didn’t know which way was up or down, 

but a few seconds later i splashed to the sur-
face and saw my passengers floating safely in 
their life jackets just a few feet away. my next 
thought was, “Wow, those instructors were 
right. the training worked!”

There i was...column c
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NEW COMPOSITE MAIN ROTOR BLADE NOW AVAILABLE FOR BELL 206B SERIES
This new Van Horn Aviation composite main rotor blade available exclusively from Aeronautical Accessories 

is carbon fi ber constructed and has a laminar fl ow airfoil shape with tapered tips, reducing cabin noise. It 

offers weight and dimensions comparable to the standard Bell 206 main rotor blade and is FAA Authorized. 

To further increase operational performance, Van Horn composite Bell 206 B/L series tail rotor blades are 

also available from Aeronautical Accessories.

AERO-ACCESS.COM SALES@AERO-ACCESS.COM 1-800-251-7094
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To further increase operational performance, Van Horn composite Bell 206 B/L series tail rotor blades are 
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INNOVATING THE WAY THE WORLD FLIES
The Bell 505 Jet Ranger X is a new fi ve-seat aircraft designed to deliver safety, effi ciency and reliability 

through the use of advanced technology. Featuring the Garmin G1000H™ fl ight deck and large cabin doors 

for easy loading of passengers and cargo, the new Bell 505 Jet Ranger X offers multi-mission capabilities 

with exceptional performance characteristics.

BELLHELICOPTER.COM
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Visit us at HAI Heli-Expo  |  Booth 11249

Ask about how Customer Advantage Plans can safeguard your direct 
maintenance costs and provide the ultimate in cost predictability.
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